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RÉSUMÉ 
Cette thèse se penche sur différents aspects des cyclones tropicaux tels que si­
mulés par des modèles de circulation générale (MCG) et un modèle régional de climat 
(MRC), le modèle régional de climat canadien (lVlRCC5). D'abord, nous évaluons la 
capacité d'un ensemble de NICG, utilisé dans le cadre du 4e rapport du GIEC (Groupe 
d'experts Intergouvernemental sur l'Évolution du Climat), à capturer les principales 
zones de cyc!ogénèse au travers d'indices dérivés à partir des champs atmosphériques 
favorables à la formation des cyclones tropicaux. En comparant les événements de cy­
clogénèse observés avec les deux indices calculés à partir de réanalyses et d'un ensemble 
de MCG, nOliS vérifions que les indices arrivent à relativement bien représenter la dis­
tribution actuelle des cyclones tropicaux, autant dans les modèles que les réanalyses. 
En comparant. des simulations couvrant la période 2080-2100 avec la période présente, 
l'indice jugé plus stable projette une légère augmentation du nombres des tempêtes dans 
le Pacifique Ouest. 
Le deuxième part.ie de la thèse est consacrée à évaluer la capacité du lVIRCC5 à 
reproduire la climatologie des cyclones tropicaux observée durant la période 1979-2006. 
Plus précisément, nous évaluons l'impact d'une augmentation de la résolut.ion sur les 
caractéristiques physiques des cyclones ainsi que sur leur distribution géographique, de 
même que l'impact des condi tians aux frontières, de la technique de « downscaling» dy­
namique utilisée ct de la taille du domaine sur les cyclones simulés. Une telle évaluation 
est une étape cruciale à toute étude d'impact. des changements climatiques sur les ou­
ragans. La distribution des cyclones est consistante avec la distribution d'un indice de 
cyclogénèse, ce qui permet de mieux comprendre les changements observés dans les 
différentes simulations. Aussi, nous évaluons la capacité du modèle à reproduire la va­
riabilité interannuelle observée durant cette période, et plus particulièrement l'impact. 
de l'oscillation australe d'El Niîio (El Nino Southern Oscillation ou ENSO) sur la cy­
clogénèse. Finalement, nous étudions les ondes d'Est africaines, systèmes précurseurs 
des ouragans dans l'Atlantique, tel que simulées par le MRCC5 cie même que leur re­
lation avec les cyclones tropicaux de l'Atlantique. Règle générale, le lVIRCC5 arrive à 
reproduire de façon réaliste l'activité observée durant la période 1979-2006. 
Mots-clés: 
cyclones tropicaux, indices de cyclogénèse, ondes d'Est. africaines, modèle régional de 
climat, modèle de circulabon générale 
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AB8TRACT 
This thesis evaluatcs different aspects of tropical cyclones as simulated by Global 
Climate Models (GCMs) and the Canadian Regional Climate Model (CRCM). First, 
we investigate the ability of a GCM ensemble to capture the main areas of cyclogenesis 
through cyclogenesis indices derived from large-scale fields known to impact tropical 
cyclone formation. By comparing observed cyclogenesis events with the two indices 
calculated from reanalysis and the ensemble mean, we show that the indices capture 
CUlTent tropical cyclone distribution relatively well, both in reanalysis and in the GCM 
ensemble. By further comparing the cUITent period with the 2080-2100 period simula­
ted by the GCMs, the index deemed the most robust for application to climate change 
shows a slight increase in l.he number of storms in the West Pacifie. 
The second part of the thesis evaluates the ability of the CRCM to simulate ob­
served Atlantic tropical cyclone activity during the 1979-2006 period. More precisely, 
we evaluate the impact of lncreasing resolution on tropical cyclone physical characteris­
tics as weil as their geograJlhical distribution. We also investigate the impact of lateral 
boundary conditions, the downscaling technique and Hie size of the c10main on simulated 
tropical cyclones. Such an evaluation is a crucial step in evaluating the potential im­
pact of climate change on hurricane a,ctivity. The geographical distribution of Sinllllatcd 
tropical cyclones is consistent with the distribution of a genesis index, which helps lln­
derstanding the observed changes in the various simulations. F\Jrthermore, we evaluate 
the ability of the mode! at capturing the observed interannual variability over the given 
period as weil as the impact of the El Nino Southern Oscillation (ENSO) on Atlantic 
cyclogenesis. Finally, we investigate African easterly waves, which are precursor systems 
to many of the strongest storms in the Atlantic, as simulated by the CRCM, as weil as 
their relationship to simulated tropical cyclones. Overall, the CRCM does a relatively 
good job of capturing the observed activity over the 1979-2006 period. 
Key words :
 
tropical cyclones, cyclogenesis index, african easterly waves, regional climate model,
 
global climate model
 

INTRODUCTION
 
Contexte 
Les cyclones tropicaux, aussi appelés ouragans, typhons ou tempêtes cycloniques selon 
le bassin où ils se forment, sont les phénomènes naturels les plus dévastateurs, tant sur 
le plan économique qu'humain (Landsea, 2000). La destruction causée par l'ouragan 
Katrina, qui a touché la Nouvelle-Orléans en 2005, frappe l'imagination: plus de 125$ 
milliards ($ de 2005; Munich Re., 2006) de dommage, surpassant facilement le précédent 
record établi par Andrew en 1992 de 26$ milliards (Blake, 2005). 
Cependant., les pertes de vie associées à ces deux tempêtes demeurent relativement mo­
destes si on les compare avec des tempêtes ayant frappé des populations plus démunies 
qui tendent à être mal préparées pour ce genre de catastrophes. Par exemple, des cy­
clones ayant touché terre au Bangladesh en 1970 et 1991 ont fait 300,000 et 138,000 
morts respectivement (Rolland, 1993; Wilson, 1994). Plus récemment, le cyclone Nar­
gis, au printemps 2008, a frappé le Myanmar et aurait fait, selon les estimés les plus 
conservateurs, au-delà de 130,000 morts (Webster, 2008). 
Les cydones tropicaux se forment seulement au-dessus des océans dont la température de 
surface dépasse les 26.5°C. Les océans dont la température à la surface est supérieure à 
26.5°C peuvent soutenir la convection profonde, mécanisme par lequel la vapeur d'eau 
en surface est transportée jusqu'au sommet de la troposphère où elle se condense et 
libère la chaleur latente nécessaire au maintien et à l'intensification du cyclone. Une 
augmentation des températures des océans, liée à une augmentation des gaz à effet de 
serre (CES) dans l'atmospllère, est prévue pour les décennies à. venir et risque d'avoir un 
impact sur le développement de ces tempêtes. PaJ' contre, la nature exacte des change­
ments est difficile à prédire puisque les cyclones dépendent de plusieurs autres facteurs 
pour leur formation et intensification, facteurs dont on ignore encore comment ils seront 
affectés avec une augmtmtation des CES. Déjà dans l'Atlantique, le bassin pour lequel 
les observations sont les plus fiables, on détecte unc augmentation de l'intensité des cy­
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clones les plus violents (Elsner et al., 2008), de même qu'une augmentation de la durée 
de la saison des ouragans (Kossin, 2008). 
Les modèles atmosphériques arrivant à bien reproduire le climat observé, il est naturel 
de vouloir les utiliser pour étudier l'impact du réchauffement climatique sur les cyclones. 
Par contre, de par leur faible résolution, les modèles de circulation générale (MCG) ont 
de la difficulté à produire des cyclones que l'on pourrait qualifier de réalistes, produi­
sant plutôt des systèmes qui, s'ils partagent quelques caractéristiques physiques avec 
les cyclones, sont néanmoins trop étendus et trop faibles. En fait, les MCG ayant une 
résolution de 100 km ct plus grossière ne produisent pas de cyclones tropicaux au sens 
strict du terme. Cependant, certaines techniques ont été développées pour contourner 
cet obstacle. La première étude de cette thèse aborde d'ailleurs cette question. Par 
contre, les modèles régionaux de climat (MRC), avec une résolution de quelques di­
zaines de km, arrivent à représenter les cyclones tropicaux de façon beaucoup plus 
réaliste et parviennent même à reproduire la variabilité observée au cours des dernières 
décennies dans l'Atlantique (Knutson et al., 2007). Dans la deuxième partie de cette 
étude, nous tenterons donc d'évaluer dans quelle mesure le modèle régional de climat 
canadien (MRCCS) arrive à reproduire la climatologie observée au cours des dernières 
décennies dans l'Atlantique en termes de cyclones tropicaux, de même que l'impact de 
la configuration choisie sur cette capacité. Cette validation est une première étape essen­
tielle qui permettra d'évaluer dans quelle mesure le MRCCS est adéquat pour effectuer 
des projections climatiques d'ouragans dans l'Atlantique. 
Présentation des différentes sections de la thèse 
Le corps de cette thèse est composé de trois chapitres, chacun représentant un article 
publié ou soumis pour publication dans un journal scientifique. Le premier chapitre, 
intitulé « Analysing present, past and future tropical cyclone activity as inferred from 
an ensemble of coupled global climate models » et publié dans Tellus en 2008 est une 
analyse des conditions favorables à la cyclogénèse dans un ensemble de modèles de circu­
lation générale sur une période de deux cents ans. Comme mentionné ci-haut, les MCG, 
avec à leur relativement faible résolution (100 - 200 km), ont de la difficulté à produire 
des cyclones tropicaux. En fait, ils produisent des systèmes semblables aux cyclones tro­
picaux dans les régions où ceux-ci sont généralement observés, mais ces systèmes tendent 
à être beaucoup plus vastes que les cyclones observés et aussi de beaucoup plus faible 
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intensité. La plupart des études faites à l'aide de GCM sur ces tempêtes doivent réduire 
la limite théorique à partir de laquelle un système dépressionnaire peut être quaJifié 
de tempête tropicale (ou tempête cyclonique ou cyclone tropical, dépendamment de la 
région), faute de quoi aucune tempête n'est détectée. Cependant, même en variant cette 
limite, plusieurs MCG n'anivent pas à produire une activité semblable à celle observée. 
Les indices de cyc!ogénèse offrent une alternative par laquelle on peut étudier les cy­
clones tropicaux dans les MeG. Dérivés à partir des champs atmosphériques qui ont un 
impact sur la formation des cyclones, ceux-ci offrent une relation statistique entre ces 
mêmes champs et le nombre de cyclones tropicaux observés. Cette technique permet 
d'évaluer la capacité d'un modèle à reproduire correctement les zones les plus propices 
à la cyclogénèse et d'induire le nombre de tempêtes qui pourraient se former dans un 
bassin donné si la résolution du modèle le lui permettait. De même, en admettant que 
les conditions propices à la formation des cyclones demeurent constantes dans le temps, 
ces indices offrent une alternative par laquelle étudier les changements d'activité simulés 
par les MCG sur des périodes de plusieurs dizaines, voire plusieurs centaines d'années. 
Ce premier article utilise donc cette approche pour évaluer la capacité d'un ensemble 
de simulations de MCG, préparées dans le cadre du 4e rapport du GIEC, à reproduire 
la cyclogénèse observée au cours du XXe siècle. Pour ce faire, deux indice.s différents 
sont· utilisés et les résultats sont comparés aux observations, de même qu'aux indices 
de cyclogéllèse obtenus, lorsque la méthode est appliquée à des données de réanalyse, 
dans ce cas, ERA40. Une modification à l'un des indices est suggérée afin de réduire la 
sensibilité de celui-ci à l'un des paramètres. Finalement, cet article évalue la projection 
faite par cet ensemble pour la période du XXIe siècle. 
Le deuxième article, intitulé « Impact of resolution and (]ownscaling technique in simu­
lating recent Atlantic tropical cyclone activity» a été publié dans Climate Dynamics 
en 2010. En utilisant le modèle régional de climat canadien (MRCC5), nous évaluons 
l'impact d'une augmentation de la résolution d'un modèle, d'une résolution typique des 
MCG utilisés dans l'article précédent, soit 10 et 20 , à une plus haute résolution typique 
des modèles régionaux, i.e. 0.30 . Cette étude se penche sur l'impact du changement de 
résolution sur les champs atmosphériques favorables au dévelopment des cyclones tropi­
caux, à l'aide d'un indié(' de cyclogénèse, ainsi que sur les cyclones tropicaux eux-mêmes. 
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Pour ce faire, un programme a été développé en FORTRAN qui permet de naviguer les 
sorties de modèles du MRCC5 et de détecter les cyclones tropicaux lorsque certaines 
conditions, typiques de ces tempêtes, sont satisfaites. 
Ensuite, on met à profit la flexibilité du MRCC5 pour comparer l'impact de deux tech­
niques différentes de downscaling dynamique, soit en mode global à résolution variable, 
et en mode à aire limitée à résolution fixe. Dans le deuxième cas, on étudie aussi l'im­
pact des conditions aux frontières (MCG vs réanalyses) sur les cyclones tropicaux. Pour 
ce faire, on y évalue la capacité du modèle à reproduire la distribution géographique 
des cyclones, leur intensité, variabilité intra-saisonnière et inter-annuelle, de même que 
l'impact d'ENSO sur ceux-ci. 
Finalement, le troisième article, intitulé « Understanding and simulating the link bet­
ween Ah'ican Easterly Waves and Atlantic Tropical Cyclones using a Regional Climate 
Model : The role of domain size and lateral boundary conditions. », poursuit dans la 
lignée du précédent et s'intéresse au lien qui existe entre les ondes d'Est africaines et 
les cyclones tropicaux de l'Atlantique tel que simulés par le MRCC5. La majorité des 
ouragans de forte intensité (catégories 3-5) qui se forment dans l'Atlanti<p,Je proviennent 
d'ondes d'Est africaines (Landsea, 1993). Ces ondes se propagent d'Est en Ouest au­
dessus de la région du Sahel entre les mois de mai et novembre et plusieurs d'entre elles, 
au contact des eaux chaudes de l'Atlantique, s'intensifient pour former les tempêtes tro­
picales et ouragans que l'on observe durant l'été boréal au-dessus de l'Atlantique. Dans 
cet article, nous nous intéressons donc à l'impact de simuler à haute résolution le climat 
en amont des cyclones, soit la partie Nord de l'Afrique, sur ceux-ci. 
Pour ce faire, nous utilisons différentes conditions aux frontières sur un domaine cou­
vrant d'abord seulement l'Atlantique. Les différentes conditions aux frontières pro­
viennent de réanalyses et de simulations de MCG effectuées à différentes résolutions. 
Nous comparons ensuite avec des simulations faites avec les mêmes conditions frontières 
et des domaines où 1) la frontière Est du domaine est repoussée au méridien de Greenw­
hich et 2) la frontière Est du domaine est placée complètement à l'est de l'Afrique. Nous 
évaluons l'impact de ces différentes configurations sur les statistiques annuelles des cy­
clones produits, leur distribution géographique et tentons de cerner le rôle des ondes 
d'Est africaines dans ces différentes simulations. 
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Coût informatique 
Quelques mots sur les ressources informatiques qui ont été nécessaires pour produire 
cette étude. Au total, 17 simulations de 28 ans (donc 476 saisons d'ouragans), à différentes 
résolutions et de configurations différentes, ont été réalisées. Cela représente plus de 15 
Toctets de données. Cela s'est avéré nécessaire pour plusieurs raisons: 
1.	 relativement peu de cyclones se forment dans une saison donnée. 
2.	 les cyclones étant des phénomènes stochastiques, une étude d'ensemble est préférable 
à une seule simulation. Cela est particulièrement vrai lors de l'analyse de la varia­
bilité interannuelle et de l'impact d'ENSO sur les cyclones. 
3.	 l'étude de l'impact des conditions aux frontières et de la zone couverte par la 
grille nous forcent à répéter les 28 ans de simulation en changeant seulement un 
paramètre (pilote, format de la grille, ... ) 
Dans certains cas, il aurait été souhaitable d'augmenter à plus d'une simulation les 
28 années simulées dans une certaine configuration et, dans d'autres cas, d'augmenter 
davantage la taille de l'ensemble. Par contre, des ressources informatiques limitées nous 
ont forcé à faire de" choix et cette étude a été faite à l'intérieur de ces contraintes. 
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CHAPITRE 1
 
ANALYSING PRESENT, PAST AND FUTURE TROPICAL CYCLONE
 
ACTIVITY AS INFERRED FROM AN ENSEMBLE OF COUPLED GLOBAL
 
CLIMATE MODELS
 
Abstract 
Using the Yearly Genesis Parameter (YGP) and the Convcctive-YGP (CYGP), the 
main large-scale climatic fields controlling tropical cyclone fOl'rnation are analysed and 
used to infer the number of tropic:al cyclones in a given basin using ERA40 reanalyses 
for the period 1983-2002. Both indices show a reasonable global number and spatial 
distribution of implied tropical cyclones compared ta observations. 
Using the same apprua.cli, we evaluate tropical cyclone activity in the last 20 year period 
of the 20th century in aIl ensemble of nine Coupled Global Climate Madel simulations 
submitted to the IPCC AR4. We extend this analysis backwards in tirne, through the 
20th century, and find the ensemble derived CYGP suggests no trend in inferred TC 
numbers while the YGP, after applying a correction to compensate for its oversensitivity 
tn sea surface tempera.ture, suggests a small upward trend. Both indir.es give a fair geo­
graphical distribution of cyclogenesis. Finally, we assess future tropical cyclone trends 
using 3 emission scenarios. Using the CYGP, which appears the most robust index for 
application ta climate change, a sma]] increase is predicted in the North-Western Pacifie 
in the A1B and A2 scenarios. 
1.1 Introduction 
The active 2005 hurricane season likely contributed to the growing awareness of the 
general population and policy rnakers towards cil mate change and its possible conse­
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quences. Ironically, no consensus exists within the scientific community regarding the 
variety of possible changes in tropical cyclone (TC) activity (e.g. length of TC season, 
geographical distribution of TCs, maximum TC intensity, etc) that might ensue in res­
ponse to increasing levels of COz. The fourth assessment report of the IPCC (Meehl 
et aL, 2007) suggests an increase in mean wind and precipitation intensity of TCs, but 
whether or not this trend can already be observed, as claimed by Emannel (2005) and 
Webster et al. (2005), or if this apparent trend is just a result uf ùecreasing quality of 
the observed data sets as one goes backwards in time (Klotzbach, 2006) or to varying 
measurement techniques (Wu et aL, 2006) remains an open question. However, when it 
comes to tropical cyclone frequency, no particular consensus has yet emerged from the 
various model simulations and whether or not the global frequency of TCs will remain 
at current levels, increase or decrease in the future remains highly uncertain. 
Two techniques have commonly been used to diagnose the number of tropical cyclones 
in Global Climate Models (GCMs). The first technique consists of locating and tracking 
what have been coined tropical cyclone-like vortices (TCLVs) (Walsh and Watterson, 
1997). GCM resolutions are too coarse to resolve real TCs and instead reproduce sys­
tems reminiscent of TCs (known as TCLVs), but with some distinct characteristics. 
Specifically, simulatedTCLVs do not reproduce important features of the tropical cy­
clone, such as the eye structure. Many studies, using bath Global and Regional Climate 
Mudels, have relied on this technique ta estimate future TC activity by comparing the 
simulated number, intensity and paths of TCLVs in current and future climate condi­
tions, often with contradictory results (Haarsma et aL, 1993; Bengtsson et aL, 1996; 
Sugi et aL, 2002; McDonald et aL, 2005; Chauvin et aL, 2006; Oouchi et aL, 2006; 
Bengtsson et al., 2007b). Latest resul ts using this technique seem to point wwards an 
overall reduction in the number of cyclones, but an increase in the number of intense 
storms. However, these simulations rely on systems that are reminiscent of TCs but not 
necessarily representative of them : the structure of the TCLVs cannot be considered 
genuillely close ta reality. The 17 ms- 1 threshold limit normally used to define the exis­
tence of a TC has to be lowered in these simulations in arder ta detect an adequate 
number of TCLVs. It then becomes somewhat arbitrary ta fix a wind speed criterion for 
detection of a "TC". 1 Hence, while studies based on this technique might be sugges­
tive of a likely response of TCLVs ta increases in GHGs, they are likely to remain not 
1. For additional infomations on the m'bitrariness of TC detection in CGCMs, see a Jecent article 
by Walsh et al. (2007). 
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entirely convincing until the models used adequately reproduce systems more closely 
reminiscent of observed TCs. 
The second technique used to estimate future TC frequency provides an estimate of 
tropical storm activity through the use of a genesis paTameter, dependent on sea..sonal 
mean large-scale fields which are known to play a l'ole in controlling TC genesis (Gray, 
1975). Developed empirically, these indices allow a quantification of the influence of 
large-scale fields on TC activity and reproduce with sorne accuracy the observcd num­
ber, seasonal and geographical distribution of TCs for the present climatc. This method 
may be better suited to TC ani:Llysis in low-resolution GCMs that might be expected 
to simulate, with sorne level of accuracy, the large-scale dimate controls on TC activity 
rather than the TCs thernselves. This contention rests on the premises that there exists 
a deterministic large-scale control on TC activity which rernains valid in future climate 
conditions and, furthermore, that CGCMs accurately simulate both the present-day 
large-scale tropical clirnate and future changes in key large-scale quantities in response 
to increasing levels of GHGs. One major chawback of this approach is that it can only 
give an estimate of TC numbers and cannot. address the issue of changes in TC intensity. 
To the authors knowledge, Ryan et al. (1992) were the firsL to use a genesis index with 
climate model output ta estimate future TC activity in a greenhouse gas enhanced at­
mosphere. They used the genesis index developed by Gray (1975), the Seasonal Genesis 
Parameter (SGP) and, through comparing the SGP for simulated present and future 
climate conditions, derived a large increase in implied TC numbers in both hemispheres. 
This they deemed to be an overestimate oftl1e probable real future TC trend due to the 
oversensitivity of the index to ocean surface temperature. This conclusion was shared 
by Royer et al. (1998) when they applied iL similar analysis to a different rlimate mo­
dei, which led ta the development of a new index, the Convective SGP (CSGP), which 
retains some of the parameters of the SGP but replaces the ones considered to be unre­
liable in future climate conditions (the difference between these two indices is discussed 
in section 1.2). Using this new index, Royer et al. predicted a decrease in the number 
of TCs in the Southern Hemisphere and a small incrcasc in the Northern Hemisphere, 
the largest increase being located in the Western-North Pacific (WN Pac). McDonald 
et al. (2005), using the same index found a more complex pattern of changes, including 
a region of decreasing activity in the WN Pac. They also found that the pattern of 
change given by the CYGP was similar to the pattern found by tracking individual 
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TCs. This last conclusion was shared by Chauvin et al. (2006), when comparing pos­
sible TC activity changes over the Northern Atlantic. Al! of these studies relied on one 
single coupled GCM (CGCM) or a single atmospheric GCM run with prescribed ocean 
surface temperatures for present and future climate conditions. Recently, Camargo et 
al. (2007) analysed the predictive ski!! of another index, the Genesis Potential Index 
(GPI), developed by Emanuel and Nolan (2004), for current climate conditions using 
5 atmospheric GCMs fOl'ced by observed SSTs. The relation~llip between the GPI and 
the number of TCs was found to be model and resolution dependent. 
In this study, wc attempt to estimate the possible change in the Humber üf TCs in future 
climates by comparing the CSGP and the SGP, to which we have applied a first-order 
correction, in an ensemble of model simulations prepared for the IPCC fourth assesment 
report (AR4) and originating from the World Climate Research Programme's (WCRP's) 
Coupled Model Intercomparison Project, phase 3 (CMIP3). In section 2, we describe 
both indices, while in section 3 we evaluate these indices by using the ECMWF 40 year 
reanalysis data (ERA40, Uppala et aL, 2005) and comparing the implied number of 
TCs from the ERA4ü SGP and CSGP with the number of observed cyclones for the 
sa.me period (1983-2002). We also discuss the dangers inherent in using reanalysis data 
in attempting to detect a trend in the evolution of these indice::> and implied trends iii 
TC occurence. In section 4, we introduce the models used in this study and compare 
the simulated present-day SGP and CSGP for the CGCM ensemble to the reanalysis 
data and observed TC occurences over a similar period. We then look at the CGCM 
simulated time evolution of the SGP and CSGP for the period 1861-2000 and discuss 
a possible correction to the SGP. Final!y, in section 5, we compare the indices and 
implied TC numbers for future climate conditions under 3 different COz equivalent 
emission scenarios. 
1.2 Methodology 
The SGP is the product of a dyna.mical potential and a thermal potential, each of 
which rely on three parameters. Together, these six components surnmarize the mein 
large-scale dynamical and thermodynamic variables believed to control TC activity on 
seasonal timescales. 
SGP = (Ifl x l ç x l w s) x (E X 10 x lRH) 
" v ' , V 1 
Dynamic potentia.I Thermal potentia.l 
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where the dynamical potential is defined such that 
- f = 20 sin cP is the Coriolis parameter at a given latitude (cP is the latitude and 0 the 
1angular velocity of the Earth) in 10-5 8- . 
- Iç = (m +5 with ( being the relative vorticity at 925 hPa in 10-6 8-1 and 1 1 denotes 
an absolute value. 
- IWB = ([ ~~ [ + 3) -1 is the inverse of the vertical shear of the horizontal wind (V) 
between pressure (P) levels 950 hPa and 200 hPa, in m 8- 1/750 hPa. 2 
The thermal potential is defined as 
- E = Igo Pwcw(T - 26) dz measures the thermal energy of the ocean between the 
surface and 60 m depth (Pw and Cw are the density and specific heat capacity of sea 
water), in 103 cal cm-2 . 3 
- 10 = (~+ 5) is the moist static stability defined as the vertical gradient of the 
equivalent potential temperature Be between the surface and 500 hPa, in K /500 hPa. 
_. l RH = NIax ( R~040, 1), where RH is the average relative humidity in percent bet­
ween 500 hPa and 700 hPa (i.e. a measure of the mid-tropospheric humidity). 
If any of the components of the SGP is less than or equal to zero, the SGP is set to zero. 
The SGP is usually dividecl between the boreal winter (JFM), spring (AND), summer 
(JAS) and fall (OND) and is found to be a good predictor of the number of cyclones 
formed in a 5° x 5° latitude-Iongitude grid for a given 20-year period. The Yearly Genesis 
Parameter (YGP) is calculated as the sum of the four SGPs and can be used to derivc 
the annual average nurnber of TCs over the same 5° x 5° box for a given 20-year period. 
In its original form, Gray (1975) set the threshold for deep convection at 26°C. Howe­
ver, we will here use a threshold of 26.3°C when evaluating the SGP/YGP in CUiTent 
climate conditions. This is done to address a recurrent criticism of the YGP which is its 
reliance on the constant value of 26°C as the threshold for TC formation. It is argued 
that with increasing ternperatures in the tropics, the verticallapse rate will adjust such 
2. Due to data availabilicy, we use the 925 hPa level instead of the original 950 hPa for both the 
vorticity and the wind shear. 
3. Because only the SSTs were available for the reanalysis and for some CGCMs simulations, it 
was assumed that the ocean temperature to depth 60 m was that. of the surface temperature. R.oyer et 
al. (1998) estimated that this le<! to an overestirnation of the thermal content of the Atlantic by up to 
50% and in the Indian and Pacifie Ocean by up to 20-30%. 
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that the warmer atmosphere will experience a shift in atmospheric stability, resulting in 
an increase in the threshold SST requirecl to support deep convection. To a first order, 
one might expect the threshold SST for TC development to follow the mean surface 
warming over the tropical ocean. This implicitly assumes convection acts to maintain 
a relatively constant vertical lapse rate as the surface warms. Here, we attempt a type 
of first order correction based on this hypothesis by increasing Gray's original threshold. 
Warming trends in the ocean vary greatly between individual basins, as shown by Casey 
and Cornillon (2001), but choosing different temperature changes for different regions 
of the globe would be impractical here. Instead, based on Bindoff et al. (2007), we 
use a mean linear trend of 0.1oC/ decade for ail the tropics, resulting in an increase of 
0.3°C between the period used in Gray's original work when the YGP was developed 
(1952-1971) and current conditions (1983-2002 for ERA40 and 1981-2000 for CGCMs). 
Based on our earlier discussion regarding the atmospheric lapse rate adjustment to SST 
changes, this leads to an inCl'ease in the SST threshold in the YGP from 26°C to 26.3°C. 
This new value of 26.3°C will be used as the new threshold for current climate condi­
tions and will serve as a reference when defining past and future thresholds which will 
be adjusted around this reference value based on specific (model and observed) SST 
... trends. Henceforth, this tropical SST dependent YGP will he Teferred to as the adjusted 
YGP. 
By compalison, the Convective SGP (CSGP) replaces the thermal potential of the SGP 
by a convective potential defined as 
convective potential = k x Pc (1.1) 
where Pc is the seasonal mean convective precipitation, in mm/day computed by a 
given model. As opposed to Royer et al. (1998), we do not apply an a priori threshold 
criteria for the convect,ive precipitation. However, if the number of TCs predicted is less 
than 0.5 pel' 20 year period, we set the CSGP ta O. The convect.ive potential is alsa set 
ta 0 over land regions. The CSGPs can also be summed over ail scasons ta give a CYGP. 
This index was developed with the goal of predicting future tropical cyclone activity, 
hence the proportionality constant is determined empirically such that the total, global 
number of tropical cyclones predicted by the CYGP for a given (present-day) period be 
the same as that from the YGP. The advantage of this index lies in the fact that the 
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convective precipitation integrates in an internally consistent manner, with respect to 
each model, the vertical atmospheric response to changes in SST, atmospheric stability 
and humidity whereas the SGP does not. It is worth mentionning that two recent studies 
(McDonald et al., 2005 and Chauvin et al., 2006) have found good agreements between 
the actual TC activity generated by their GCM and this index. Also, it should be em~ 
phasized that this potential is best suited for low-resolution GCMs, since convective 
precipitation is a model artifact resultillg from COal'se model resolution and the need 
to parameterize convection and therefore separately simulate convective and large-scale 
precipitation. Any significant increase in resolution should ideally see a graduaI trans­
fer of simulated convective precipitation into the large-scale component. This technique 
we believe is applicable 1.0 the resolution of present day (IPCC AR4) CGCMs and is 
likely 1.0 remain so until GCMs are running 0.1. resolutions significantly bet.ter than rv 1°. 
We aim 1.0 evaIuate bath indices by comparing t.he implied numbcr of TCs from each 
index using ERA40 simulatecl values for t.he 20 year period 1983 to 2002. In doing this, 
we are implicitly assuming that the global reanalysis accurately represents the compo­
nents of the SGP and CSGP at the 5° x 5° scale. We then compare CGCM simulatcd 
TC values for the 20 year period 1981 ta 2000 1.0 the observed number of TCs and 
t.hose derived from the reanalysis. 1983-2002 represents the last. 20 year period of data 
available from the ERA40 reanalysis and was deemed the most accurate with respect to 
t.he assimilation of satellit.e data over the tropical oceans. The 1981-2000 period in the 
model simulations corresponds 1.0 the last 20 year period of the "Clîmate of the 20th 
Century" scenario. We deemed these two periods 1.0 be sufficiently similar 1.0 ench be 
classed as present climat.e conditions. 
Observations were taken from the Joint Typhoon Warning Cent.er (JTWC) best track 
data set for the Southern Hemisphere, Western North Pacifie and Northern Indian Ocean 
and from the National HUlTicane Center (NHC) best track data set for the Northern 
Atlantic and North-East Pacifie (NE Pac) (figure 1.1 shows the different basins). A 
storm was consiclered a TC at the location and the time for which the surface sustained 
winds were first measured ta be highcr or cqual 1.0 17 m/s. Each TC was considered 
only once, even if it lost its tropical st.orm status for a short period and regained it 
later. The exceptions to this rule are the few TCs originating from the Atlantic which 
weaken to a depression over North/Central America only to revert 1.0 TC status once 
they reach the warm wat.ers of the North-Eastern Pacifie. 
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1.3 Evaluation of the YGr and CYGr using ERA4ü Reanalyses 
Figure 1.2b and 1.2c compare the YGP and CYGP implied TC activity derived from 
the ERA40 reanalysis data, to observed numbers for the period 1983-2002 (figure 1.2a). 
This is done to give an indication of the implied TC numbers we might expect from the 
YGP and CYGP using the best available large-scale meteorological data. Dcpending 
on the quality of the reanalysed large-scale tropical meteorology, this exercise can be 
considered a partial evaluation of the skill of the YGP and CYGP indices to infer TC 
statistics. As summarized in table 1.1, the observed global mean number of TCs pel' 
year during the 1983-2002 period is 86.1 with an annual standard deviation over the 20 
year period of 7.3 cyclones. The ERA40 YGP predicts an average of 75 TCs/year for 
the same period. Most regjons of cyclogenesis are weil reproduced by the ERA40 YGP, 
even if there appears to be an overail overestimate in the Southern Hemisphere (SH) 
and an underestimate in the Northern Hemisphere (NH). This shift in TC formation 
from the NH to the SH orjginates mostly from an underestimate of TC activity in the 
NE Pac and the Northern Atlantic and an overestimate in the South-West Pacifie (SW 
Pac), as can bc sccn from table 1.2, which details the observed and analysis derived TC 
statistics by basin for the 1983-2002 period. There is also unusual activity in the Red 
Sea and in both Hemispheres TC formation is pre-dicted slightly closer to the Equator 
than currently observed. It is interesting to note that these results show sorne striking 
similarities with that of Bengtsson et al. (2007a) who have tracked individual cyclones 
in ERA40 reanalysis in the Northern Hemisphere. 
In the original study by Gray (1975) discrepancies between observations and YGP pre­
dictions were not as pronounced as they are with ERA40 : no TCs were predicted in the 
Red Sea or on the Equator and TCs in the NE Pac and NW Pac were closer to what 
was observed. Lowering the SST threshold in the YGP back to the original value used 
by Gray (1975), i.e. 26°C, in the evaluation of the YGP with ERA40 increases the mean 
annual frequency of TCs ta 83, closer to current observations, but does not improve the 
geographical distribution : if the activity in the NW Pac region now approaches cur­
rent level, the SW Pac region now overestimates TC acbvity and the NE Pac still does 
not capture the high density cyclogenesis present in that basin (not shown). Whether 
these differences between Gray's (1975) original predictions and ERA40's are due ta 
deficiences in the reanalysis data compared to the observational data used by Gray we 
are unable to evaluate at this time. 
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For the CYGP, we cakulate the constant k of the convective parameter so that the 
total number of cyclones for the 1983-2002 period is the same for both methods, i.e 75 
TCs/year. This leads to a value of k = 0.1379, which lies between the respective values 
found using GCM derived YGP and convective precipitation by Royer et al. (1998) and 
McDonald et al. (2005), namely 0.145 and 0.1159. 
This index gives a distribution comparable ta the YGP, but we see a shift in activity 
between the different basins: TC activity is reduced in the NW Pac and around Nor­
thern Australia but is increased in the NE Pac, N Atlantic and Southern Indian Ocean. 
Interestingly, the CYGP predicts a low level of activity off the coast of Brazil where 
Hurricane Catarina struck in 2004 (McTaggart-Cowan et al., 2006) and in the Gulf of 
Guinet\. dose to where a strong tropical depression/weak tropical storm formed in mid­
April 1991 (McAdie and Rappaport, 1991). However, most noticeable is the inability of 
the index to predict TC formation in the NE Pac close to the coast. Sirnilarly in the 
NW Pacific basin, TC acti'Vity is predicted to occur further East in the central Pacifc, 
leading to unrealistically high activity in that region. Finally, the CYGP removes the 
unusual activity predicted in the Red Sea, fails to predict TCs in the Arabian Sea and 
maintains TC activity too close to the Eqllator. Again, this result shows good agreement 
with that of Bengtsson et al. (2007a). 
Both indices reproduce the seasonality of TC formation with reasonablc accuracy (not 
shown). By comparing individual seasons, it is seen that the lInrealistically high TC 
activity in the SH is mainly due ta an overestimate of activit.y during the JFM season, 
although both parameters incorrectly predict sorne low level TC activity in the JAS 
(winter) season in this hemisphere. 
It is tempting to try to detect a trend in TC activity using the ERA40 reanalysis data 
for the period 1958-2002. However, applying the SGP or CSGP technique to t.he recent 
past using ERA40 data, the number of TCs decrea.'ies in an unrealistic manner in aJ1 
basins. Deriving the YGP for the period 1963-1982 from ERA40 data, we find the mean 
annual number of cyclones predicted drops to 50. Although there is sorne uncertainty in 
cyclone archives, such a large decrease in TC formation (rv 50%) is completely at odds 
with accepted trends in the global number of TCs over the recent. past, which suggest a 
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relatively constant global TC number over the past 40 years, notwithstanding variations 
between individual basins (Webster et aL, 2005). 
The main factor responsible for this sharp reduction appears to be a significant reduc­
tion in the integrated water vapor content of the ERA40 atmosphere in the 1963-1982 
period relative to the 1983-2002 era, leading to a large reduction in the humidity ba­
sed parameters in the ERA40 YGP. Bengtsson et al. (2004) showed that this trend in 
IWV in ERA40 primarly arises from changes in observational coverage, in particlilar 
an increase in satellite coverage in the latter period, contribllting to a moistening of 
the ERA40 atmosphere throllgh increased data assimilation, rather than a real IWV 
trend. We can estimate the impact of such a dry bias on the YGP index by substituting 
the 1963-1982 relative humidity and specific humidity (used to calculate equivalent po­
tential temperature) values for those of the 1983-2002 period and repeating the YGP 
calclliations for the 1983-2002 period, with the Ilew values and all other parameters 
lInchanged. Doing so reduces the YGP from 75 TCs/year to 59 TCs/year. The remai­
ning difference can be explained by a warming trend present in the lower t.roposphere in 
the reanalysis data. Again, according to Bengtsson et al. (2004), a large portion of this 
warming is callsed by increased observational coverage in the latter time period. Sub­
stituting the surface temperatures (both atmosphere and ocean) of 1963-1982 into the 
1983-2002 period futher reduces the (1983-2002) YGP to 43 TCs/year. The drier and 
colder atrnüsphere of the 1963-1982 period is also reflected in the reduction of convec­
tive precipitation and in the CYGP : sllbstitllting the 1963-1982 ERA40 convective 
precipitation in the 1983-2002 CYGP redllces the mean annual Humber of TCs from 75 
TCs/year down to 63 TCs/year. We therefore conclude that the majority of any trend 
in implied TC frequency through the ERA40 period is mainly aIl artifact of changing 
observational coverage. 
The SGP and CSGP obtained from the ERA40 reanalyses for the 1983-2002 period 
proc\lIce reasonably accurate estimates of the global mean TC activity, as weil as the 
geographical and seasonal distribution lending sorne credence tü the YGP and CYGP 
indices in evaillating CGCM simlilated TC statistics. ERA40 will subsequently be used 
in conjunction with observations for comparison when the same analysis is performed 
on an ensemble of Coupied Global Climate Ivlodels (CGCMs) for a similar time period. 
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1.4	 Evaluation of the YGP and CYGP in an Ensemble of CGCMs for the Climate 
of the 20th Century 
1.4.1 SeasonaljYearly Genesis Parameter 
Nine CGCMs from the C11IP3 multi-model dataset were chosen to build an ensemble 
from which to evaluate the SGP and CSGP indices. The models were sdected basecl on 
van Ulden and Oldenborgh's (2006) analysis of the quality of the simulatcd 20th century 
mean sea level pressure (MSLP) variability. Of particular interest was the mean spa­
tial correlation and mean explained spatial variance of the MSLP over the whole globe 
and over the tropics specifically (30°N - 30°S). 4 Where data was available, we were 
guided by these two criteria, which partially defines the quality of the simulated large­
scale atmospheric variability in a given CGCM, in selecting the best performing models. 
This pre-selection of ensemble members might indeed unclerestirnate the level of un­
certainty in future TC trend, but probably increases the reliabiliy of the result.s by 
filtering out CGCMs that do not reproduce adequately the global and tropical large­
scale circulation. The CGCMs retained are listed in table 1.3, along with the number of 
simulations produced for each GHG scenario listed in table 1.4. The YGP /CYGP for a 
given model is defined as r,he mean of an ensemble of integrations, for that model, for 
a givCll ernission scenario or present-clay control integration (i.e. only 1 YGP /CYGP 
value for a given model, for a given emission scenario, contributes to the multi-model 
ensemble). 
We first evaluate the original YGP, with a fixed SST thresold of 26°0 as suggested by 
Gray (1975) for the nine models and the ensemble mean YGP for the scenario 20cihn 
(climate of the 20th centmy), running from 1861-2000. This period is broken clown into 
seven 20 year periocls and the YGPs are calculated for each respective 20 year block. 
Figure 1.3 gives the mean annual number of Tes per 20 year period for each model and 
the ensemble mean using the YGP. Besides the mean ammal number of cyclones being 
too low and the large differences between indiviclual GCMs, an upward trend common 
to ail rnoc!els can be seen. Records of TCs preceeding the 1940s are scarce, but there 
4. Also, sorne CGClVIs had ta be discarded due to data unavailibility at the tirne this study was 
performed. 
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does not seem to be any strong evidence to support such an upward trend in cyeloge­
nesis over the last 140 years. In fact, these upward trends seem to confirm that at least 
part of the increase in TC formation detected by Ryan et al. (1992) and Royer et al. 
(1998) was due to weaknesses in the YGP itself. 
To compensate for this trend, we now apply the correction suggested in section 1.2. We 
first increase the current period (1981-2000) SST threshold required for TC formation 
to 26.3°C and then, for each preceding 20 year period (or subsequent 20 year period in 
future elimate scenario), we average the surface temperature over the tropical oceans 
(30° 5-30°N) for each model individually and compare it to the average 20 year value 
of the reference period (1983-2002) for the same model. We then shift the threshold 
temperature for TC formation by this SST difference and recalculate the YGP for each 
20 year period using this new SST threshold. This procedure is done separately for 
each simulation. The changes in the threshold value between 1861-1880 and 1981-2000 
are relatively small for ail models and vary between 0.98 oC for CGCM3.1 to 0.27°C 
for ECHAM5. The resulting mean annual TC number using this adjusted YGP pel' 20 
years period is given in figure 1.4. The upward trend over the past œntury is greatly 
reduced but is still apparent. To investigate the cause of this trend, table 1.5 presents 
an estimate, for each seasofi, of the change in the individua.l pa.rameters of the SGP over 
the 20th century. This is presented in the form of a ratio 1981-2000 : 1901-1920. The 
ocean thermal energy term does not contribute to the leftover trend, but the thermal 
potential is still responsible for it. This might be an indication that at least one other 
parameter requires sorne adjustment. 
Comparing the geographical distribution of the adjusted YGP for the 1983-2002 period 
from the ERA40 reanalysis to the ensemble mean of the last 20 year period of the 20c3m 
simulation, 1981-2000 (figure 1.2d), we see that most main cyelogenesis areas depicted 
in the reanalysis are also present in the CGCM ensemble, although at a systematically 
lower intensity. Besides a general decrease in the number of TCs, TC formation in the 
CGCM ensemble rnean is largely absent from the Gulf of Mexico and the Northern 
Atlantic, which sp.ems primarly due to lower mid-tropospheric humidity in the ensemble 
compared to ERA40. Also, sorne unrealistic activity is predicted in the Southern At­
lantic and off the coasts of South America. The activity in the Southern Atlantic arises 
because the mid-tropospheric humidity of the ensemble in that region is too high and 
passes the threshold of 40% required for TC development, whilst the activity off the 
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west coast of South America (Eastern Pacifie) is due to an excess of ocean thermal 
energy during the JFM season, possibly due to a lack of stratocumulus clouds leading 
to a positive bias in surface short wave flux and a positive SST bias. Equally, a failure 
to accurately simulate ocean upwelling in the Eastern Pacifie coulel lead to a similar 
positive SST bias. The ensemble YGP also predicts unrealistic TC formation in the 
Central Pacifie. It should be noted that by tracking individual cyclones in ECHAM5, 
Bengtsson et al. (2007a) also detected TC formation in the latter region. 
As in the reanalysis, the CGCM ensemble mean adjusted SGP gives a relatively accurate 
seasonal distribution of TCs for both JFM and JAS (not shown). Comparing the zonal 
mean distribution of TCs between the CGCM ensemble, reanalysis and observations 
(figure 1.5) clearly shows that both the ensemble and the reanalysis unc1erestimate TC 
formation in the Northern Ilemisphere during JAS. ln contrast, ERA40 overestimates 
TC formation in the Southern Hemisphere during JFM while the ensemble underesti­
mates it. Comparing both the thermal and dynamical potentials for the period 1983-2002 
(figure 1.6) for JFM shows that the 10°S -150 S band is where both potentials are laI'gel' 
in ERA4ü than the ensemble while the higher level of activity in ERA40 during JAS is 
caused by a larger thermaL potential across the Northern tropics (figure 1.6). Neverthe­
less, the CGCM ensemble components of the SGP show striking similarity to those in 
the reanalysis. 
Because the index depends on climatological large-scale fields, we might expect that 
many simulations performed using the saille model would return similar indices with a 
relatively small spreael in the predicted number of cyclones. This turns out to be the 
case, as we can see from table 1.6, where the mean annual number of cyclones predicted 
by each model for the period 1981-2000 is given along with the standard deviation when 
the number of simulatiorL'3 was greater than 1. We observe a similar pattern whether 
we look at individual basins, seasons or different 20 ycars periods. This suggest that a 
large number of simulations from one model does not increase greatly the robustness of 
findings rdated to the YGP, at least at the basin scale. 
In comparison, the large spread of simulated YGP between the indivielual models is 
more significant and adding or subtracting a model from the ensemble would have a 
much greater impact on the index of the ensemble than any of the internai variations 
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obtained from a single model, as can be seen from the standard deviaton of the YGP 
for the ensemble (33 TCsjyear). Sorne of this spread can be attributed to differences in 
predicted ocean surface temperature in the tropics. For the period 1981-2000, as much as 
2.3°C separates the model with the lowest tropical ocean surface temperature (BCCR2), 
located at the low end of the YGP spectrum to the warmest model (CSIR03.5), located 
at the top end of the YGP spectrum. Also worth mentioning is the relative difference in 
mid-troposheric humidity over the tropical ocean between the iudividual models : more 
than 18% separates the driest model (MIROC) from the wettest model (ECHAM5) in 
the regions of cyclogenesis. Three out of the five models predicting lower activity than 
the ensemble mean (MIROC, HadGEM, CGCM3.1) have a mid-tropospheric relative 
humidity equal to or lower than 44% in the TC genesis regions while GFDL CM2.0, 
GFDL CM2.1, CSIR03.5 and ECHAM5 have a mean value equal to or higher than 
50%. For comparison, the mean value of mid-tropospheric humidity in ERA40 is 49%. 
Given that the humidity in the mid-troposphere is close ta 40% in the regions of TC 
formation for the driest CGCMs, small differences in relative humidity translate into 
large differences in the YGP. In effect, those CGCMs fail to predict TC formation in 
many areas due to insufficient moisture in the mid-troposphere. 
1.4.2 Convective Seasonal/Yearly Genesis Parameter 
We now turn our attention to the aternative CSGP jCYGP index. Although it led to 
an underestimation of TC activity in the NH, we will consider the constant k found 
using ERA40 as an observational based estimate of k, linking convective precipitation 
to mid-tropospheric relative humidity, SST and equivalent potential temperature. The­
refore, we use this value in deriving the CSGP for each respective model from equation 
1.1. This means that we should not expect the annual mean number of cyclones for the 
individual models to be equal to the values found using the YGP. We evaluate the index 
for each 20 year period between 1861-2000, the saille k value is used throughout the 
entire period implicitly assuming the relationship between convective precipitation and 
SST, mid-tropospheric RH and equivalent potential temperature are unchanged with 
time. The geographic distribution of the CYGP for the 1981-2000 period is given in 
figure 1.2e and the mean annual number of TCs pel' 20 year period for 1861-2000 is 
given in figure 1.7. 
Using this index, there appears to be almost no trend in the overall number of cyclones 
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over the course of the past 140 years (figure 1.7). This seems to support the hypothesis 
that the index adjusts to match changes in surface temperatures (Royer et aL, 1998) 
and that, if we hope to detect a realistic trends in future TC activity, the CSCP jCYCP 
seems to be the most appropriate index. 
For the 1981-2000 period, the mean annual number of TCs from the CCCM ensemble is 
75, the same as estimated with ERA40 (the mean for individual CCClVIs is given in table 
1.6). However, the geographical distribution is somewhat different from the observations 
and is more similar to the olle obtained from the reanalysis, with too high TC formation 
in the Central Pacifie and Western-South Pacifie and sOIlle unrealistic activity in the 
Southern Atlantic and Eastern South Pacifie. AIso, as in previous cases, TC formation is 
predicted too close to the Equator and underestimated across the Northern Hemisphere. 
Figure 1.5b clearly shows this underestimate in the NH in both ensemble and reanalysis. 
Whether this indicates common errors in simulatingjanalysing the large-scale tropical 
c!imatc between the global reanalyses and CCClvIs or Cl more systematic weakness in 
the YCP jCYCP statistic is beyond the scope of this study. Finally, the patterns of the 
CSCP for the ensemble also follow closely the patterns of CSCP for the reanalysis (not 
shown). 
Figure 1.8 compares the longitudinal distribution of observed TC formation with that 
predicted from the YCP and CYCP using the reanalysis and the ensemble mean avera­
ged over the latitude band 35 N - 35 S. Both show good agreement with observerations, 
but neither of the indices manage ta capture the concentrated location of formation in 
the East Pacifie. This problem is not unique ta these indices and a180 occurs when 
tracking individual cyclones (lVIcDonald et al., 2005; Yoshimura et aL, 2006), although 
when using this technique, there seems to be a definite improvement with increasing re­
solution. It is known that asignificant fraction of TC development in the NE Pac occurs 
through an interaction of Atlantic tropical ,\Taves and depressions with Central Ameri­
can orography (Zehnder et al., 1998). Vortex stretching on the downwind (western) side 
of the Central American mountains can locally increase cyclonic vorticity in an evolving 
tropical disturbanr:c and potentially be the seed for TC genesis in the East Pacifie. This 
type of local dynarnical interaction will not be included in the YCP jCYCP indices 
that only consider lal'ger scale controls on TC development. The NE Pac is the only 
region where strong interaction between local orography and TC precursors takes place 
and seems to suggest the YGP and CYCP indices might not be applicable in this region. 
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Differences in the CYGP index between individual models again far outweight diffe­
rences obtained from various simulations of the same model, as can be seen from table 
1.6. The standard deviation in the mean annual number of TCs is reduced using the 
CYGP, but is still substantial (25% of the mean annual number of predicted TCs). Ex­
cept for MIROC, CSIR03.5 and ECRAM5, ail models show an increase in their annual 
mean number of TCs compared to the YGP, the most dramatic being RadGEM and 
BCCR2 which increase by a factor 3 and 5, respectively. This wide variety of res­I"V 
ponses may originate from the different convection schemes used in the models, which 
may each trigger and support deep convection at different ocean temperatures and/or 
atmospheric stability or humidity values. 
In order to justify the choice of the nine CGCMs that we have used, we performed a 
similar analysis using a smaUer ensemble of three CGCMs, each of which were classified 
as performing poorly based on the analysis of van Ulden and Oldenborgh (2006). The 
YGP and CYGP of these three CGCMs (GISSeh, IPSL4, PCM) are displayed in figure 
1.9. Both indices suffer from the poorer simulation of large-scale tropical c1imate varia­
bility in these CGCMs : both indices predict a lal-ger number of TCs in the SR than 
in the NR (see table 1.1) and both extend TC activity into the South Eastern Pacifie. 
The YGP of the second ensemble also fails to predict high level activity in the Western 
North Pacific while the CYGP predicts more activity in the Southern Atlantic than in 
the Northern Atlantic. Rence, as should be expected, both parameters simulate a more 
accurate distribution of implied TCs when using CGCMs with an accurate representa­
tion of large-scale atmospheric variability compared to TC statistics derived using less 
accurate models. We therefore consider it important that a pre-selection of sufficiently 
accurate GCMs is made based on performance for the present, observed c1imate, before 
an analysis of future TC changes is made. This exercise led to the 9 CGCMs used in 
this study. 
1.5 Future Tropical Cyclone Activity 
Having established for the nine member CGCM ensemble that the CYGP and adjusted 
YGP provide reasonable estimates of the annual number of TCs along with a reasonable 
depiction of the spatial and seasonal distribution of TCs, we now apply these indices 
to results originating from a variety of future c1imate scenarios generated by the same 
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nine CGCMs. In assessing possible future TC activity, we will use three sets of model 
projections, each based on a different GHG emission scenario for the next 100 years. 
In the optimistic scenario, SRES BI, equivalent CO2 concentrations reach 550 ppm by 
the year 2100, in the pessimistic scenario SRES A2, 850 ppm and in the intermediate 
scenario SRES AlE, 720 ppm (Nakiéenovié and Swart, 2000). 
We begin by evaluating time series of the mean annual number of cyclones pel' 20 years 
for the period 2001-2100 for both indices in the SRES A1B scenario. Results using the 
adjusted YGP are shown in figure 1.10 and using the CYGP, in figure 1.11. The ad­
justed YGP shows a somewhat steeper upward trend. From table 1.7, the influence of 
the thermal energy content is greatly reduced compared to previous studies; instead, 
a large portion of the increase may be attributed to an increase in the moist static 
stabilit.y tenn. How much ofthis trend is artificial due to shortcoming of the index itself 
is unknown. Based on the analysis of results for the period 1861-2000 we contend the 
CYGP index provides a more accurate reprcsentation of past TC activity and thereforc 
feel this index is the most appropriate one to use when considering future trends in TCs. 
The CYGP shows a small upward trend in the mean annual number of cyclones pel' 20 
years. The increase between 1981-2000 to 2081-2100 for the ensemble rnean is found to 
be 5 TCs/year, up to an mean annual value of 80 TCs/year. A similar analysis for SRES 
A2 and SRES BI gives an increase of 5 TCs/year and 3 TCs/year, respectively. As can 
be seen in figure 1.11, no global t.rend common to ail CGCMs can be detected since t.he 
responses vary between a moderate increase (> 10%) (MIROC, ECHAM5, CSIRO:3.5), 
small increase « 10%) (HadGEM, MRI, BCCR2), no trend (GFDL CM2.0, GFDL 
CM2.1) and a slight decrease (CGCM3.1). However, this global trend can be misleading 
because aJ] CGGMs do predict changes in locations of cyclogenesis, even if they do not 
predict a global change. Fol' example, HadGEM predicts a large incrcase in t.he WN 
Pac, compensat.ed by a Jecrease in the SH, t.he more pronounced decrease being in t.he 
South Indian Ocean 5. Similarly, GFDL CM 2.0 predicts an increase in activity in the 
WN Pac compensated by a decrease in the SW Pacific. 
Figure 1.12 shows the geographical dist.ribution of ensemble mean TC changes between 
2081-2100 and 1981-2000 for the three ernissions scenarios. The ensemble mean increase 
G. For comparison, the stlldy performed by McDonald et a.1. using HadCM found an increase in 
the South Iadian Ocean ami bath areas of increased and decreased activity in the WN Pac. 
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is not uniformly distributed but rnostly concentrated in the WN Pac basin and com­
pensated by a small decrease in the SH. For comparison, the difference between the 
1981-2000 c!imate and the 1901-1920 c!imate is also shown in figure I.12d. The mean 
annual change pel' basin is given in table 1.8 6 . The increase in the WN Pacifie is even 
more pronounced in SRES A2 than in SRES AlE but is relatively weak in SRES BI. In 
both SRES AlE and SRES A2, there appears to be a reduction in TC formation along 
the coast of Central America in the NE Pac, accompanied by an increase further off the 
coast. This pattern is also predicted in Bengtsson et al. (2007b), but given that cyclo­
genesis is poorly represented by our indices in this basin, this result should be taken 
with caution. AIso, there appears to be a small overall reduction of TC formation in 
the Southern Hemisphere. However, this reduction is quite weak and it is questionable 
if, were it to occur, it could be detected relative to natural interannual variability. Very 
little change is expected in SRES BI and no new regions of cyc!ogenesis are apparent in 
any of the scenarios. For the scenario where most models were used, SRES A1B, most 
of the increase in the Western North Pacifie occurs during JAS (53%), while the second 
largest increase occurs during üND (31%) (not shown) which would result mostly in 
a more active typhoon season. No significant increase is predicted in the non-typhoon 
seasons. The increase in TC formation during the summer season in that region is cau­
sed by an increase in both convective and dynamical potentials. More specifically, the 
vorticity term becomes more conducive to TCs, while the wind shear remains at current 
level (not shown). 
1.6 Conclusion 
We have analysed, using ERA40 reanalysis data and what was deemcd the more accu­
rate IPCC AR4 models, two parameters believed to accurately represent CUITent TC 
activity based on large-scale climate controls. Using reanalyses, both the YGP and 
CYGP manage to capture the major areas of cyc!ogenesis, although they systemati­
caUy underestimate TC activity in the NH. By using an ensemble of CGCMs, we see a 
degradation in the representation of current regions of cyc!ogenesis and their intensity 
level, which is caused by the CGCMs failure to adequately sirnulate large-scale fields 
used in the evaluation of the indices. By looking at past trends, we deemed the CYGP 
index to be more robust to changes in c!imate conditions and have attempted, based on 
6. In order to avoid biaises, in the case where no simulation was available for a model for a 
certain scenario, this model was removed l'rom the ensemble before comparing future and present climate 
conditions 
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that parameter, to predict future TC activity. With this approach, very little change 
between current and future TC activity is expected : in only one basin in two out of 
three scenarios do we detect a change greater than the observed interannual variability 
of that particular basin. 
The weak positive trend for future climate scenarios found in this study is not unlike 
that of Stowasser et al. (2007) which predicts a slight increase (although no statistically 
significant) in the number of TCs in the NW Pac in a 6 x CO2 atmosphere. It does 
contrast sharply however with other studies based on the comparison of t.he TCLVS 
which predict an overall reduction in the number of cyclones in the future. In parti­
cular, recent papers by Oouchi et al. (2006) and Bengtsson et al. (2007b) predict a 
reduction in the number of cyclones in the NW Pacific. However, as mentionned earlier, 
these TCLVs are not TCs and so, any changes in one cannot. be absolutcly confidently 
transfered to changes in the ot,her. 
Similarly, investigating future TC activity by 100king at the largc-scale fields favorable 
to TC formation carries its own uncertainties. It. should be remembered that, while the 
CYGP gives reasonable results for present climat.e conditions, this does not guarantee 
that 
1.	 the index will work well in future climate conditions (as the example of the YGP 
has shown) and, maybe even more importantly, that 
2.	 cUITent CGCMs correctly simulate future large-scale climate conditions that will 
OCCLU' in the tropics and influence the CYGP implied TC numbers. 
It is likely that, until CGCMs significantly increase their rcsolution to adequately si­
ITlulate past observed TC statistics, variability, intensity and structure, any possible 
changes in TC activity in response ta a changing climate will remain uncertain at best. 
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Figure 1.1 Geographical location of the different basins. 
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Figure 1.2 Geographical distribution of TCs observed (a) and predicted with the ad­
justecl YGP (b) and CYGP (c) in ERA40 reanalysis data, for the 1983-2002 period. 
Also, the predictcd geographical distribution of TCs using the adjusted YGP (d) and 
CYGP (e) in an ensemble of 9 CGCMs for the period 1981-2000. The units are TCs pel' 
20 years pel' 5°latitude-longitude. 
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Figure 1.3 Time series of the mean global annual number of TCs based on the original 
YGP in nine CGCMs for the period 1861-2000 in the 20c3m scenario. 
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Figure 1.4 Time series of the mean global annual number of TCs based on the acljustecl 
YGP in nine CGCMs for t.he period 1861-2000 in the 20c3m scenario. Also shown is the 
mean global annual number of TCs observed and derived from the acljusted YGP using 
ERA40 reanalysis for the period 1983-2002. 
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Figure 1.5 Mean annual latitudinal distribution of observed and predicted Tes for 
JFM (a) and JAS (b). Observations and ERA40 reanalysis cover the period 1983-2002; 
the ensemble covers the period 1981-2000. 
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Figure 1.6 Zonal Sllm of the dynamical (a) and thermal (b) potential for ERA40 
(1983-2002) and the ensemble (1981-2000) for JFM and JAS. 
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Figure 1.7 Time series of the mean global annual number of TCs based on the CYGP 
in nine CGCMs for the period 1861-2000 in the 20c3m scenario. Also shawn is the 
mean global annuaI nurnbel' of TCs obsel'ved and derived from the CYGP using ERA40 
reanalysis for the period 1983-2002. 
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Figure 1.8 Mean annllallongitudinal distribution of TC cydogenesis. Observations and 
ERA4ü reanalysis cover the period 1983-2002; the ensemble covers the period 1981-2000. 
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Figure 1.11 Time series of the mean global annual number of TCs based on the CYGP 
in nine CGCMs for the period 1981-2100 in the SRES AlE scenario. 
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Figure 1.12 Geographical change in TCs frequency between the 2081-2100 period in 
SRES A2 (a), SRES AlE (b), SRES BI (c) and the 1981-2000 period using the CYGP. 
For comparison, the difference between the 1981-2000 period and 1901-1920 period 
using the same index is also shawn (d). The gray lines show the areas where a change 
is predicted by more than 75% of the CGCMs. 
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Tableau 1.1 Mean annual global number of TCs detected and predicted at end of the 
20th century and percentage of TeE occurring in the northern and Southern Hemisphere. 
The figure following the ± sign gives the standard deviation of the observed annual value 
over the 20 year period. 
mean number of TCfyear %NH / %SH
 
Observations (1983-2002) 86.1± 7.3 69.1/30.9
 
ERA40 YGP (1983-2002) 75 57/43
 
ERA40 CYGP (1983-2002) 75 56/44
 
First Ensemble YGP (1981-2000) 58 58/42
 
First Ensemble CYGP (1981-2000) 75 55/45
 
Second Ensemble YGP (1981-2000) 43 47/53
 
Second Ensemble CYGP (1981-2000) 102 45/55
 
Tableau 1.2 Mean annual number of TCs pel' basin at the end of the 20th century. The 
figure following the ± sign gives the standard deviation of the observed annual values 
over the 20 year period. 
N Ind NW Pac NE Pac NAt! SInd N Aus SW Pac 
Observations (1983-2002) 4.8 ± 2.2 27.9 ± 4.0 16.5 ± 4.2 10.2 ± 3.7 11.9 ± 2.5 9.0± 3.0 5.8 ± 3.6 
ERA40 YGP (1983-2002) 3.1 26.5 6.4 38· 95 12.1 9.6 
ERA40 CYGP (1983-2002) 2.2 21.7 9.2 6.3 12.8 8.6 8.9 
Ensemble YGP (1981-2000) 1.9 20.6 8.1 1.4 67 8.2 7.4 
Ensemble CYGP (1981-2000) 3.1 22.5 11.2 2.7 11.2 9.1 10.3 
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Tableau 1.3 CGCMs included in this study; first and second ensemble. 
CMIP3 I.D. Short name Country Atmospheric Resolution Reference 
BCCR-BCM2.0 BCCR2 Norvvay T63, L31 Furevik et al. (2003) 
CGCM3.1 (T6:3) CGCM3.1 Canada T63, L31 Flato (2005) 
CSmO-Mk3.5 CSm03.5 Australia T63, LIS Gordon et al. (2002) 
ECHAM5jMPI-OM ECHAM5 Gerrnany T63, L31 Jllngclalls et al. (2006) 
GFDL-CM2.0 GFDL2.0 USA 2.50 x 2.50, L24 Delworth et <,1. (2006) 
GFDL-CM2.1 GFDL2.1 USA 2.50 x 2.50, L24 Delwort.h et al. (2006) 
MmOC3.2 (hires) MIROC Japan T106,L56 K-1 model developers (2004) 
MR1-CGCM232 MRl Japan T42,L30 Yukimoto and Noda (2002) 
UKMO-HadGEM1 HadGEM UK 1.875° x 1.250, L38 Johns et al. (2004) 
GISS-EH Gisseh USA 50 x 4°,L24 Schmidt et al. (2006) 
IPSL-CM4 IPSL4 France 2.50 x 3.750, L19 Marti ct al. (2005) 
PCM PCM USA T42,L18 Washington et al. (2000) 
Tableau 1.4 Total number of simulations used for ea.ch scena.rios. 
Model name Scenario 20c3m Scenario BI Scenario A1B Scenario A2 
(Clirnate of the 550 ppm stabilisatjoll 720 ppm stabilisation 850 ppm stabilisation 
20th Century) 
BCCR2 1 1 1 1 
CGCM3.1 1 1 1 0 
CSm035 1 1 1 1 
ECHAM5 3 2 2 2 
GFDL-ClVI2.0 3 1 1 1 
GFDL-CI\12.1 3 1 1 1 
MmOC 1 1 1 0 
MR1 3 2 3 2 
HadGEM 2 0 1 1 
Total 18 10 12 \) 
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Tableau 1.5 Seasonal ratio of 1981-2000 to 1901-1920 for the parameters and potentials 
of the adjusted YGP. 
lRH le E Thermal potential l ç lws Dynamical Potential
 
JFM 1.04 1.04 0.97 1.05 1.01 1.01 1.01
 
AMJ 1.03 1.05 0.96 1.02 1.00 1.01 1.00
 
JAS 1.01 1.05 0.98 1.03 1.08 1.02 1.03
 
üND 1.01 1.05 0.99 1.04 1.00 1.02 1.00
 
Tableau 1.6 Comparison of the mean annual number of cyclones between the CGCMs and the 
ensemble using the YGP and CYGP for the period 1981-2000. The figure following the ± sign 
for individual CGCMs gives the standard deviation across the available simulations made with 
that specifie CGClVIs while the figure following the ± sign for the ensemble gives the standard 
deviation across al! the different CGCMs. If no ± sign is present, no ensemble was available for 
that particular CGCM. 
Madel name adju::;ted YGP CYGP
 
BCCR2 16.7 79.0
 
CGCM3.1 33.4 51.1
 
CSIR035 110.4 73.5
 
ECHAM5 116.5 ± 5.8 105.5 ±0.6
 
GFDL-CM2.0 65.0 ± 2.6 766 ± 0.6
 
GFDL-CM2.1 61.9 ± 1.7 90.9 ± 0.8
 
MIROC 45.8 37.0
 
MRl 38.0 ± 0.3 74.4 ± 0.6
 
HadGEM 30.4 ± 0.8 88.5 ± 0.7
 
Ensemble 58 ± 33 75± 19
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Tableau 1.7 Seasonal ratio of 2081-2100 (SRES A1B) to 1981-2000 for the parameters 
and potentials of the adjusted YGP. 
JRH Jo E Thermal Potentia.l lws DYllamical Potential le 
.JFM 1.08 1.23 0.88 1.21 1.00 1.04 1.00
 
AMJ 1.02 1.26 0.90 1.14 0.93 0.99 0.93
 
JAS 1.05 1.28 1.01 1.48 1.00 1.03 1.02
 
OND 1.13 1.26 0.D1 1.41 1.03 1.04 1.02
 
Tableau 1.8 Percentage changes per basin in the rnean annual frequency of TCs bet­
ween future scenarios (2081-2100) and the 1981-2000 period lIsing the CYGP index. For 
comparison, the changes over the period 1901-Hl2ü to 1981-2000 are also shown. In bold 
are the changes larger than the observed aIl!1Ual standard deviation over the 20 year 
period (1983-2002). 
Observed Chauge in Change in Change in Change in 
Humber of TCs SIŒS A2 SRES AlE SRES BI 2Oc3m
 
N lndian 4.8 ±46'70 W% 10% 6% -1%
 
WN Pacific 27.9 ± 14% 22% 16% 10% 7%
 
EN Paeilic 16.5 ± 25% 6% 10% 4% 1%
 
N Atlantic 10.2 ± 36% -24% -11% -4% -4%
 
S 1I1dian 11.9±21% -4% -1% 1% 3%
 
N Australia 9.0±33% -4% -3% -1% -1%
 
WS Pacifie 5.8 ± 62% 5% 3% 4% 4%
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CHAPITRE II
 
U"iPACT OF RESOLUTION AND DOWNSCALING TECHNIQUE IN
 
SIMULATING RECENT ATLANTIC TROPICAL CYLONE ACTIVITY
 
Abstract 
Using the Global Environmental Multiscale (GEM) model, we investigate the impact of 
increasing model resolution from 2° to 0.3° on Atlantic tropical cyclone activity. There 
is a clear impl'Overnent in the realism of Atlantic storms with increased resolution, in 
part, linked to a better representation of African Easterly vVaves. The gcographical dis­
tribution of a Genesis Potential Index, composed of large-scales fields known to impact 
cyclone formation, coincides closely in the model with areas of high cyclogenesis. The 
geographical distribution of this index also improves with resolution. 
We then compare two techniques for achieving local high resolution over the tropical 
Atlantic: a limited-area model driven at the boundaries by the Global 2° GEM simu­
lation and a Global Variable resolution model (GVAR). The limited-area c10main and 
high-resolution part of the GVAR model coincide geographicaJly, allowing a direct com­
parison between these two downscaling options. These integrations are further compared 
with a set of limited-area simulations employing the same domain and rcsolution, but 
driven at the boundaries by reanalysis. 
The limited-area model driven by reanalysis produces the most realistic Atlantic tropical 
cyclone variability. The GVAR simulation is clearly more accurate than the limited-area 
version driven by GEM-Global. Degradation in the simulated interannual variability is 
partly linked to the modcls failure to accurately reproduce the impact of atmospheric 
teleconnections from the Equatorial Pacifie and Sahel on Atlantic cyclogenesis. 
Through the use of a smaller limited-area grid, driven by GEM-Global 2°, we show that 
an accurate representation of African Easterly Waves is crucial for simulating Atlantic 
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tropical cyclone variability. 
2.1 Introduction 
Satellite data gathered during the last ",25 years suggest an increase in the intensity of 
the strongest tropical cyclones (TCs) in sorne basins (Elsner et al., 2008), but only the 
Atlantic shows a reliable increase in the Power Dissipation Index (PDI; a measure of 
the cube of the storm maximum wind speed over the lifetime of the storm) (Emmanuel, 
2005) in the recent past (Kossin et aL, 2007). The reasons behind this recent upswing 
in Atlantic hurricane activity are still debated. The increase has been linked to rising 
Atlantic sea surface temperatures (SSTs; Emmanuel, 2005), which itself has been lin­
ked to anthropogenic climate change (Mann and Emanuel, 2006; Trenberth and Shea, 
2006), natural multidecadal cycles in ocean circulation (Goldenberg et al., 2001) and, 
most recently, to aerosol effects (Evan et al, 2009). Regardless of the cause(s) behind 
the increase in SSTs, if Atlantic tropical cyclone activity is indeed primarily modulated 
by SST, it is reasonable to expect atmospheric global climate models (AGCMs) driven 
with prescribed SSTs to be capable of reproducing sorne of the observed trends with 
sorne level of skill. This would seem to be a prerequisite to provide confidence in esti­
mates of future tropical cyclone activity from coupled ocean-atmosphere climate models. 
It has long been recognized that Global Climate Models (GCMs) are capable of pro­
ducing systems reminiscent of tropical cyclones (Manabe et aL, 1970). Coined Tropical 
Cyclone-Like Vortices (TCLVs; Walsh and Watterson, 1997), these systems share simi­
laI' characterist.ics to their observed counterparts, such as a warm core structure and 
cyclogenesisjformation location. Also, if originally the TCLVs tended to be much wea­
ker, while significantly larger than real storms (Haarsma et aL, 1993; Bengtsson et aL, 
1996), mostly a consequence of GCMs' low resolution, recent studies at high resolution 
(20 -100 kms) significantly improve the realism ofthese storms (Oouchi et aL, 2006). 
Nevertheless, even at these high resolution, storm intensity as measured by maximum 
10 m wind speed is still quite weak compared to observations. The implicit assumption 
in thesc studies is that issues regarding tropical cyclone intensity vs cyclogenesis and 
cyclone frequencyjgeographical distribution are decoupled and can be studied separa­
tely. As an example, this would allow the possibility to study interannual variability of 
TCs even though individual storm intensity was not simulated properly. Recent studies 
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performed in the tens of kms of resolution appear to support this hypothesis. Using a 
limited-area model (LAM) at cv 18 km driven at the boundaries by NCEP analysis (and 
using spectral nudging to constrain the LAM-simulated large scale fiow), Knutson et al. 
(2007) managed to reproduce the interannual hurricane variability over the Atlantic for 
a 26-year period (1980-2005) quite realistically, with a timeselies correlat.ion between 
observed and simulated annual hurricane numbers of 0.86. For the sa.me time period, 
Zhao et al. (2009), using a GCM four member ensemble in the 40-60 km range, also 
managed to recreate pi:1.st Atlantic hurricane activity (correlation index of 0.83), but 
with a weaker upward trend than observed for recent years. Finally, Larow et al. (2008), 
using an AGCM at cv 0.94° rcsolution managed to capture a fairly realistic (timeseries 
correlation index of 0.78 for Atlantic tropical storms) activity, although for a somewhat 
shorter time period (1986-2005). 
Variability in the observed TC activity can be captured by models because storm acti­
vitY is 1) dependent on the underlying SST and induced changes in atmospheric large­
scale fields and 2) these large-scale features are generally reproduced reasonably weil in 
AGCMs. That cyclogf'mesis depends on large-scale fields is in fact the premise behind 
the use of seasonal genesis indices, like the Genesis Potential Index (GPI; Emanuel and 
Nolan, 2004), Seasonal Genesis Para.meter (SGP; Gray, 1975) and Convective Seaso­
ual Genesis Parameter (CSGP; Royer et a!., 1998) that have been used to study TC 
variability in low-resolution GCMs (Caron and Jones, 2008; Vecchi and Soden, 2007). 
Assurning the controls on cyclogenesis remain valid in future climate conditions, these in­
clices are also an indirect way by which one can estimate future tropical cyclone activity. 
It is worth pointing out that in the three aforementioned high-resolution stuclies, the 
ensemble mean always gave a better correlation than did individual simulations, high­
lighting the stochastic nature of cyclogenesis, even for very similar large-scale conditions, 
ancl thus the benefit of an ensemble approach (this appears to be true of low-resolution 
simulations as weil Camargo et a!. (2005)). Iclea.lly, in investigating past TC activity, 
one wOlllcl perform multiple global, high-resolution simulations. Unfortunately, this is 
not presently feasible, except on the most powerful supercomputers. Even then, such 
l'uns tend to be so comput.ationally expensive that they cannot. be performed multiples 
times, thus prohibiting a potentially beneficial ensemble analysis (Oouchi et a!., 2006). 
An alternative to running a global model is the use of a Regional Clirnate Moclel (RCM), 
wherein only the region of interest is integrated at high-resolution, considerably reclu­
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cing the necessary computer power. This technique allows to maximize local resolution 
and to increase the number of simulations at the cost of global high resolution coverage. 
Lateral and surface boundary conditions are supplied to the RCM from an integration 
of a low-resolution GCM or reanalysis over the same time period. This approach has 
been used successfully in a number of studies (Knutson et al., 2007; Walsh et al., 2004) 
Another technique to increase resolution over a limited area is the use of a variable re­
solution GCM, referred to herea,fter as GVAR. In this case, resolution is increased over 
an area of interest while the l'est of the globe is l'un at a lower resolution (Courtier and 
Geleyn, 1988; Fox-Rabinovitz et al., 2001). This second approach to high-resolution cli­
mate modelling is computationally more expensive to l'un than the typical GCM-RCM 
approach since the timestep for the entire global simulation is set by. time step requi­
rements of the inner, high resolution region. On the other hand, the approach offers 
the desirable feature of a mutually (2-way) interacting ftow at the boundary between 
the finer (inner region of interest) and coarser resolution area (the surrounding outer 
region). This may be of particular importance with regard to problems treating the 
advection of weather systems (such as TCs) in and out of the RCM domain. To our 
knowledge, Chauvin et al. (2006) are the only ones who have applied this technique to 
study long-term tropical cyclone activity. 
In this study, we use both the GCM-RCM and the GVAR approach to investigate the 
benefits of increased resolution, local to the tropical Atlantic, for simulating TC varia­
bility. We compare the two approaches in the same modelling system and contrast each 
to a range of fixed-resolution GCM ::;imulations for the same time period. We further 
discuss the importance of accurate lateral boundary conditions for TC simulation. 
In section 2.2, we give a description of the model used and of the experimental set-up. 
In section 2.3 we describe the tracking aJgorithm used to assess TC activity, while in 
section 2.4 we look directly at the impact of increasing resolution on TC activity. In 
sections 2..5 and 2.6, the sirnulated climatology and interannual variability of Atlantic 
TCs is evaluated using a range of high resolution simulations. An emphasis is placed 
on understanding and evaluating the large-scale contraIs on TC activity resulting from 
variability in the El Nifio-Southern Oscillation (ENSO) in the tropicaJ Pacific and va­
riability in African Sahel rainfall. Concluding remarks are in section 2.7. 
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2.2 Model Description and Experirnent Configuration 
2.2.1 A brief description of GEM 
The Global Environmental Multiscale (GEM) model is a fully non-hydrostatic model, 
employing a semi-implicit, semi-Lagrangian dynamieal core on an Arakawa staggered 
C-grid. The model uses a hybrid-terrain-following vertical coordinate (Simmons and 
Burridge, 1981) with GO levels (top at. 2 hPa) in global-variable resolution mode and 
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scheme (Kain and Fritsch, 1990) for deep convective processes, the Kuo transient scheme 
for shallow convection (Kuo, 1965; Bélair et al., 2005), the Sundqvist scheme (Sund­
qvist et al., 1989) for large-seale condensation and the correlated-K scheme for solar 
and terrestrial radiation (Li and Barker, 2005). Subgrid-seale orographie gravity-wave 
drag is due to McFarlane (1987) and low-Ievel orographie blocking to Zadra et al. (2003). 
Land surface processes are represented by the ISBA scheme (Bélair et al., 2003). Finally, 
sub-grid scale turbulent fluxes are calculated using an implieit vertical diffusion scheme 
with prognost.ic turbulent kinetic energy and a mixing length based on Bougeault and 
Lacarrère (1989) (Bélair et et al., 19(9). The interested reader is referred to Zadra et 
al. (2008) and Côté et al. (1998) for more details. 
2.2.2 Model Configuration 
GEM offers a great deal of ftexibility for configuring the horizontal meshing. It can be 
l'un in limiteCI or global al'ea extent. In the case of global covel'age, the horizontal reso­
lution may be uniform or variable. For this experiment., we take full advant.age of this 
ftexibility by integrating the model in a number of different configurations: (i) a 2° and 
l°globaJ, uniform resolution grid (GEM-Global), analogous in resolution to present-day 
GCMs used in climate crrange modelling and climate change predict.ion (figure 2.1a.) ; 
(ii) a Global Variable Resolution (GVAR) grid, where the area of high resolution (0.3°) 
extends from the Eastern Pacifie to the Arabian Sea and bet.ween rv 5°Sand rv 45° N 
while the remaining part of the Globe is covered at 2° resolution (figure 2.1b); (iii) a 
Limited-Area (LAM) domain also at 0.3° resolution covering the same area as the high 
resolution region of the GVAR simulation (figure 2.1e); (iv) and a smaller, 0.3° fixed 
resolution grid eovering OJüy the tropical and sub-tropical Atlantic (figure 2.1d). 
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In GEM-LAM the prognostic variables at the lateral boundary are updated every 6 
hours with a !inear interpolation in time using the one-way nesting technique of Davies 
(1976). The lateral boundary conditions (LBCs) for the large grids are (i) output from 
the GEM-Global 2° integration (hereafter referred to as LAM-GEM), and (ii) European 
Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF) Reanalysis data (ERA-40; Up­
pala et al., 2005) (hereafter referred to as LAM-ERA). Since ERA-40 does not extend 
beyond August 2002, we use the ECMWF operational analyses for the 2002-2006 per­
iod. In contrast to the study of Knutson et al. (2007), no large-scale spectral nudging 
has been performed in this study. 
Comparing simulations performed using different LBCs (reanalysis vs GEM output) 
will highlight the importance of accurately simulated processes, external to the tropical 
Atlantic, infiuencing simulated TC activity through the lateral boundaries. Comparing 
grids i) and ii) above will highlight the benefit of increasing local resolution in simulating 
TC activity while comparing ii) and iii) will allow comparison of the two downscaling 
techniques available to increase resolution over a given area. Finally, comparing iii) and 
iv) will yield information on the importance of employing high resolution to also simulate 
African Easterly Waves (AEWs), which often act as precursor systems for downstrea.m 
cyclogenesis (Landseaet al., 1998). 
Ali integrations have been performed using observed SSTs and sea-ice fraction derived 
from the Atmopsheric Model Intercomparison Project v2 (AMIP2; Gleckler et al. 1996), 
applied in the model on a daily basis from linearly interpolated monthly mean data. 
Global integrations for both uniform and variable grids were started on September Ist, 
1978, and ended on December Ist, 200G, thus covering 28 Atlantic hurricane seasons 
(1979-2006). The LAM simulations were integrated for G-month periods starting on 
June Ist (first ensemble member) or June 2nd (second ensemble member) for the same 
28-year period. In ail, we have covered 224 overlapping hurricane seasons spread across 
8 experiments, 6 of which employ high-resolution over the tropical Atlantic. 
2.3 Tropical Cyclone Detection and Tracking 
The most efficient way to assess TC activity and interannual variability is by tracking 
individual storms through an automated procedure and thereby build up seasonal totals 
of TCs as a function of geographic location and year. We adopt such an approach in this 
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study, with the detection arrd tracking of tropical cyclones performed in two distinct 
steps. In the first step, poterrtial storms are identified if certain atmospheric conditions 
are satisfied for a given timestep. As pointed out by Walsh et al. (2007), different TC 
criteria have been used by different groups with no agreed upon standard. Most of 
the methodological differences arise when trying to numerically identify whether the 
storms exhibit warm-core characteristics, which would set them apart from their cold­
core, mid-latitude cyclone counterparts. Also, changes in horiwntal resolution impact 
the different threshold criteria used in selecting possible storms, such as maximum wind 
speed, leaving much freedom for "tuning" these thresholds so that model results better 
fit the observed climatology. 
Here, we apply 'Walsh et al.'s (2007) recommendations with regard to tropical cyclone 
detection. Since the goal is to perform an objective evaluation of the model, we make 
no particular effort to optimize the simulations with regard to the observed climatology. 
Thus, a potential storm is detected if : 
- there is a minimum in central pressure] . 
- there is a relative vorticity maximum at 850 hPa > 4 x 10-5 s-]. This condition 
is added in order to reduce the number of local minima detected with condition 
1. 
- the surface (10 m) winds exreed 17 m ç] (6,') km h-]) in the vicinity « 2° for high 
resolution simulations) of the center. For the 2° and 1° simulations, we lowered 
the maximum wind speed threshold following Walsh et al. (2007) to 13 ms- 1 and 
15 ms-1 respectively. 
-	 the number of consecutive, detected centers coyer at least a 24 h period 2. 
-	 a positive temperature anomaly is present in the mid- to upper-troposphere. This 
warm core anomaly is detected if the maximum (spatially-rnean) temperature, in 
the vicinity « 2° for high resolution simulations) of the center at 500 hPa and 
250 hPa, is > 1°C and> O°C, respectively, higher than the mean temperature at 
a radius of < 5° fnr the same two pressure levels. 
1. In the cases where two minimum in pre::;sw'e were recorded within a < 2° radius of each other, 
the highest pressme coordiuate \vas disca.rded 
2. This value was chosen in order 1.0 allow direct comparison with the storms sto­
red in the National Hurricane Center best tra.ck database (HURDAT; availablc online a.t 
ht.tp :jjwww.nhc.noaa.govjpastall.shtml). 
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- the low-level (850 hPa) vorticity is higher than the upper-level (250 hPa) vorticity. 
This condition further discriminates between cold core and warm core systems. 
As in Gualdi et al. (2008), we find the total number of detected storms is not particularly 
sensitive the specific threshold value chosen, such as the differences in upper troposphe­
ric temperature or the maximum in relative vorticity, as long as they are kept relatively 
low. The results are also not affected by the requirement that a minimum distance be 
traveled by any given storm. Once a given storm has been identified at a given timestep, 
it is linkedjadded to an existing track if it occurs within 2° and 24 h of the last co­
ordinate of any given track. If multiple tracks qualify, priority is given to the closest one. 
One problem we found using these conditions was the double counting of storms which 
weakened for a short pcriod, only ta later reintensify. This issue has a1ready been re­
cognized and addressed differently in Camargo and Zebiak (2002) and Chauvin et a.1. 
(2006). Here, we use another approach, wherein we utilize only a subset of the previous 
detection criteria and rerun the tracking procedure. We then compare the two sets of 
tracks, retaining only the tracks that were detected with both sets of criteria. The second 
set of criteria are: 
- a minimum in central pressure. 
- a maximum in vorticity greater than 4. x 10-5 8-1 . 
- surface wind speed greater than 10 m 8-1 in the vicinity of the center. 
- low-level (850 hPa) vorticity greater than upper-level (250 hPa) vorticity (impli­
citly a warm core). 
In essence, we l'un the same tracking procedure but do not require the systems to display 
a warm core anomaly in the upper troposphere and 10we1' the nearby threshold wind 
speed limit needed to qualify. In doing this, if an identified TC weakens and does not 
satisfy the first set of conditions but does the second, it will be retained as a single TC 
for the full track length ra.ther than as two separate shorter TC tracks. This technique 
a1so provides the added benefit of extellùing the trad\. of a storm back ta its original 
disturbance, often an African easterly wa.ve. An example of the improvement given by 
this technique can be seen in figure 2.2, which shows two sets of TC tracks for the same 
season (1997) from the same dataset (LAM driven by ERA-40). In the upper panel only 
the first detection scheme has been applied while in the lower panel bath schemes have 
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been used. 
Finally, it should be mentioned that the tracldng procedure requires a minimum number 
of model grid points to be executed, meaning that cyclones will not be detected close 
to the boundaries of the limited area domain even though vorticity, wind, warm core 
and pressure conditions are fulfilled. This is not an issue on the southern, western nor 
eastern side of the domain, since the boundaries are a large distance from TC activity, 
but storms coming close to the Northern boundary (rv 45° N) that recurvc South can he 
lost and then double counted when the algorithm detects them for a second time. This 
type of boundary problem has earlier been pointed out by Landman ct al. (2005). For 
that reason, the few storms entering the LAM domain through the Northern boundary 
at tropical cyclone strength (> 17 m S-1) or higher are Ilot considered to be new storms 
but an extension of a previous storm. 
The TC tracks detected are then used to create maps of track densities over the Atlantic, 
which allows easy comparison of TC activity between the different integrations and with 
TCs archived in HURDAT. 
2.4 Impact of Resolution 
We begin investigating the impact of increasing mode! resolution on simulated TC acti­
vitY by comparing global TC activity in the fixed-resolution GCMs at 2°,1° and GVAR 
(0.3°) sinllllation for 1979-2006. Table 2.1 displays the total number of storms for each 
simulation along with the observed nurnber from the HURDAT database. Increasing 
resolution from 2° to 0.3° over the Atlantic increases the nurnber of siIIlulated storrns 
from an unrealistically low total (63) to a more realistic (282) over the given period. 
Increa-c;ing resolutioIl appears tü increase the realism of the TC geographical distribu­
tion. The left (:olumn in figure 2.3 shows al! TCs detected between 1979-2006, plotted 
by the geographic location where they were first identified as TCs (location of cyclüge­
nesis) by white dots. Values are plotted for GEM-Global 2° and 1°, as well as for GVAR 
and observations. Figure 2.4 shows the related TC tracks. Most TCs forming in the 
low-resolution 2° GCM are grouped in an area east of the American coast, with ouly a 
few storms forrning in what is commonly refened to as the Main Development Region 
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(MDR; between 5°N and 20° Nover the Atlantic). This situation is in sharp contrast 
with the GVAR simulation, where a large number of storms fonn just off the coast of 
Afr'ica and through the MDR. The overall geographic distribution and number of TCs 
in GVAR is clearly closer to observed values (figure 2.3) than GEM 2°, with GEM 1° 
exhibiting sorne improvement over the 2° l'un. It should be pointed out that the absence 
of TC activity in the MDR in low-resolution simulations (GEM 2°) does not appear to 
be caused by a wind speed threshold that may have been set too high in the detection 
scheme, since further lowering the threshold increases the number of storms close to 
the American East coast, but does not change the total in the MDR (not shown). The 
absence of an active MDR is not unique to GEM and has been detected in simulations 
performed with other climate models (ECHAM4, ECHAM5, CCM3, NSIPP) at similar 
resolution (Camargo et al., 2007a). These simulations are in sharp contast to the low­
resolution simulation of ECHAM3, which did display an active MDR (ibid.). 
Changing the wind speed detection threshold in the Global 1° simulation, originally set 
1to 15 m 3-1 , to 14 m 3- or 16 m 3-1 has a somewhat significant impact on the total 
number of TCs, going from 110 to 171 and 75 respectively. However, the distribution in 
the Atlantic basin remains similar, with a larger proportion of storms forming close to 
the U.S. East coast and a smaller number now fOl'ming in the MDR. Irrespective of which 
of the three wind speed threshold are chosen, the total TC nllmber in the Global 1° 
simulation remains higher than in the Glüba12° and lower than in the GVAR simulation. 
We define TC track density as the total number of detected tracks in a 5° by 5° grid box 
over the 26-year period, divided by the number of years simulated. This value is then 
smoothed by averaging the eight grid points sUlTounding the main analysis grid point 
with a one to eight weighting and dividing the total by two. The right column in figure 
2.3 plots the climatological TC tracl< density for observations (taken from HURDAT), 
GVAR and the GEM 2° and 1° runs. The improvement in cyclogenesis location seen in 
the left column also leads to more realistic tracks 3 (figure 2.4) and track densities : as 
resolution is increased, more storms originating from AEWs tend to form off the coast 
of Africa and then propagate across the Atlantic. 
:1. The jumpy looking tracks in GEM 20 , and to a lesser extent in GEM 10 , are caused by the 
coa.rse resolution of these simula.tions. 
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To get an idea of the general thermodynamic structure of simulated TCs in Figure 
2.5 we plot four vertical profiles of the temperature anomaly (relative to the mean 
temperature over a 5°,10°,20° radius for 0.3°,1°,2° model resolutions respectively) 
and the horizontal winds for a composite of three storms at maximum intensity (ail 
plots centered on the pressure minima) produced in the a) global 2°, b) 1° and c) d) 
GVAR (0.3°) integrations. Storms in 2.5a, 2.5b and 2.5c were chosen such that they 
were ail located in the same general vicinity (around the Flürida peninsula), and such 
that central pressures were nearly equal in ail three sets of storms, ail between 983 hPa 
(the lowest pressure detected in GEM 2°) and 998 hPa. Storms in 2.5d hac! central 
pressure between 952 hPa and 958 hPa, sorne of the st ronger cyclones detected in 
the GVAR simulation. Ali composites show similar patterns, typical of TCs, with the 
maximum positive temperature anomaly occurring in the center of the storm, in the 
mid- to upper troposphere, and maximum horizontal winds occurring around 900 hPa 
to 850 hPa, near the pressure minimum, and progressively decreasing away from the 
center of the storm. However, the difference in size between the different resolution is 
quite substantial : the strongest winds in the 2°, 1° and 0.3° occur respectively at 5°, 
2.50 and 1° from the center of the storm. There also appear to be an increase in \Vind 
intensity for a similar central pressure as resolution in increased : maximum winds go 
from 95 km h-1 to 115 km h-1 to 125 km h-1, likely due to conservation of angular 
mornentum as air propagates towards the storm center. This is not entirely surprising 
and was the reason for using different threshold values when detecting the TCs. Finally, 
the warm cores of the systems become increasingly confined to the upper troposphere 
as modell'esolution becomes finer and low-Ievel wind speeds increase around the storm 
centre. Such a response to the increased vertical shear is to be expected from the thermal 
wind relation. 
2.4.1 Large-Scale Fields 
In this section, we compare TC distributions to a cyclogenesis potential index comprised 
of large-scale fields known to influence TC formation. In assessing this index, we aim 
to determine 1) if the various versions of GEM aecurately simulate the large-scale fields 
known to influence TC activity, 2) if 1) is reasonably satisfied, whether the link between 
this large-seale index and the actual simulated number of TCs follows the observed re­
lationship, and :1) whether these points are sensitive tü model resolution and, in a later 
section, to the type of düwnscaling used (GVAR or LAIvI). 
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The selected fields are the vertical wind shear (Vshear) between the upper (200 hPa) 
and lower (850 hPa) troposphere, low-level (850 hPa) vorticity (0, mid-tropospheric 
humidity (700 hPa, 1-L) and atmospheric instability, as expressed by the Maximum 
Potential Intensity (MPI), which represents the theoretical maximum 10 m wind speed 
of a mature tropical cyclone given the current atmospheric instability and ocean surface 
temperatures 4 (Emanuel, 1995). Together, these fields make up the Genesis Potential 
Index (GPI; Emanuel and Nolan, 2004; Camargo et al., 2007b), defined as 
(2.1) 
where Tf is the absolute vorticity. The GPI has been shown to be a good predictor of 
tropical cyclone activity (Camargo et al., 2007a). This index is somewhat similar to 
Gray's SGP, but addresses the issue of the climate change dependent SST parameter 
(Ryan et al., 1992) by integrating its influence into the maximum potential intensity 
term. 
Figure 2.3 shows the GPI as derived from ERA-40 and four GEM simulations as weU as 
the corresponding cyclogenesis locations taken from HURDAT and the GEM integra­
tions. The figure indica:tes a good conespondence between cyclogenesis locations and 
high mean August-September-October (ASO) GPI values, for aU GEM resolutions. As 
resolution is increased, there is a decrease in GPI for a large region east of the American 
coast and an increase over the MDR. These changes are consistent with a shift towards 
a higher proportion of storms forming over the MDR in the high-resolution simulations. 
The high GPI values in the global 2° simulation east of the American coast are due 
to mid-tropospheric relative humidity being 5 - 10% higher than in the high-resolution 
simulation. This 5 - 10% increase leads to large increase in the GPI since the latter 
increases as the cube of the relative humidity. It is worth noting that this increased 
value of the GPI is not associatcd with a larger number of TCs in the 2° GCM. In fact, 
even though the GPI is 10caUy lower in GVAR compared to the 2° GCM, the number of 
cyclogenesis points in the Carribean/Gulf of Mexico is significantly higher. Aside from 
the changes in the GPI in the Gulf and off Africa between 2° and 1° l'uns, the ovel'aU 
GPI fields simulated by GVAR and the GCM l'uns are quite similar. This is also true 
for the individual components of the GPI. 
4. Details on MPI are given in appendix A 
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Cornparison between ERA-40 and GEM relative humidity indicates why much fewer 
tropical cyclones forrn in the Gulf of Mexico compared to observations: the monthly 
mean relative humidity over the Gulf is significantly lower in GEM during the begin­
ning of the hurricane season (not shown). For the individual rnonths of August and 
September, relative humidity is respectively rv 20% and", 10% lower in the GVAR inte­
gration than the ERA-4ü mean value of 55%. The underestimation of relative humidity 
is present in the high-resolution LAM simulations as weIl. A dry bias of 10%-20% in the 
mid-troposphere will strongly reduce the GPI value in the model (figure 2.3), making 
the Gulf region less conducive for TC formation. Physically, a mid-tropospheric dry bias 
will inhibit the development of organized deep convection and thereby TC formation. 
Such a dry bias may be due to a positive westerly wind bias in the upper troposphere 
in GENI. This westerly bias at 200 hPa leads to an excess upper level convergence and 
subsidence over the Gulf. The bias also leads to higher wind shear over the Gulf of 
Mexico and the Caribbean Sea during the rnonths of August and September, further 
contributing to lower GPI values over the region. 
Weak TC activity and mid-tropospheric humidity climatological values below reana­
lyses level over the Gulf of Mexico could also refiect a failure to accurately simulate the 
Madden-Julian oscillation (MJO). It is known that the MJO impacts TC activity in the 
Gulf of Mexico (Maloney and Hartmann, 2000) and it Was shown that certain phases 
of the MJO act to incrcase the GPI over that particular region, predorninantly through 
an increase in mid-tropospl1eric humidity (Camargo et aL, 2009). Failure to realistically 
reproduce the MJû could prevent GEM from increasing relative humidity above the 
threshold needed to support deep convection and thus keep our TC numbers down ove1' 
the Gulf of Mexico. HowevcT, an analysis of the MJO in GEM is beyoud the scope of 
this study. 
The mean MPI ASO values are qui te similar acTüSS ail simulations (not shown) and do 
not differ significantly from reanalysis. This is not surp1'ising, since the MPI is clOsely 
tied to SST, which is based on obsel-vations in ail simlilations. Similarly, mean low­
level vorticity in ASO for ail simulations compaTes favorably to ERA-40 1'eanalysis (not 
shown), although it is somewhat lower in the Global 2° over the MDR. 
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It appears unlikely that the small differences in the large-scale fields could be solely res­
ponsible for the large difference in cyclogenesis and track density seen between GVAR 
and the 2° and 1° runs. Using the ECHAM5 model, Camargo et al. (2007a) found the 
GPI to increase over the Atlantic as resolution was progressively raised from T42 to 
T159. This led them to conclude that "when the horizontal resolution of the model is 
increased, not only is there an improvement in the dynamics of the simulated TC-like 
disturbances, but the environmental conditions become more conducive to gcncration 
of TCs" (ibid.). Theil' conclusion does not apply here, as the GPI response to change 
in resolution appears to be region dependent and relatively modest. If the GPI in the 
MOR increases with resolution, the region East of the American coast shows a higher 
GPI in the low-resolution than in aIl high-resolution simulations, in direct opposition to 
the cited conclusion. It would thus appear that in the case of GEM, the large increase 
in TC formation between low- and high-resolution simulations is primarily due to an 
improvement in the local interaction between large-scale fields and storm dynamics and 
in the dynamics of the storm itself. The negative bias in the GVAR GPI over the Gulf 
of Mexico is accompanied by a negative bias in cyclone numbers, suggesting the link 
between large-scale fields and TC formation is weIl represented in GVAR. Our results 
also suggest that, for a given region, higher GPI values would be required, on average, to 
produce TCs in low-resolution simulations. This is supported by the absence of storms 
. - ­
in the MOR in GEM-Global 2°, even though the GPI is only slightly lower than in the 
high-resolution integrations. 
FinaIly, the inability of the low-resolution model to simulate TCs in the MDR may also 
be related to its difficulty in simulating upstream AEWs, which tend to be weaker as 
they leave the African coast than in high-resolution simulations and die out when rea­
ching the Atlantic ocean. It is weIl established that AEWs are important precursors for 
downstream cyclogenesis (Thorncroft and Hodges, 2001) and the inability to properly 
simulate AEWs coud lead to an inability to simulate realistic Atlantic tropical cyclone 
activity. To illustrate this further, we have used a small LAM grid at 0.3° resolution 
(figure 2.1d), driven at the boundaries by the low-resolution (GEM 2°) simulation over 
the same 28-year period. Cyclogenesis/GPI and track density for this integration are 
shown in figure 2.3e and figure 2.3ee and can be compared to the same results from the 
driving GEM 2° run. In this LAM, a number of Tes do form in the MOR, but in much 
fewer number than the GVAR simulation, which has the same resolution local to the 
LAM region, but 0.3° resolution also over Ah"ica. Nevertheless, the increased number 
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of TCs in this small LAM cornpared to the driving GCM, underlines the importance of 
local resolution for representing Atlantic TC dynamics. The small LAM appears to also 
have inherited lm'ger GPI values east of t.hp, American coast from it.s pilot GCM, thus 
leading to unrealistically high activity over the region. Comparing the track density for 
this simulation with observations (HURDAT) clearly shows an underestimation over the 
IvIDR combined with an overestimation over the subtropical Atlantic. 
We cannot yet exclude that the treatment of LBCs plays a role in the pOOl' representation 
of TC activity in 2.3e. However, simulations performp,d with the smaller gricl (figure 2.1d) 
but using ERA-40 as LEes show a much more active MDR, thus supporting the idea 
that the impact of AEW simulation on cyclogenesis appears to be resolution dependent 
in GEIvI. 
2.5 Climatology of High-Resolution Simulations 
In the previous section, we discussed the benefits of increasiog GEM resolutioo from 2° 
ta 0.3°. We IlOW concentrate on the high resolution simulations and wmpare the various 
downscaling options. This analysis will highlight both the treatment of LBCs and their 
quality on simulated TC activi t.y. 
We start by comparing cyclogenesis locations, shown as dots in figure 2.6, and total 
storm numbers (table 2.1), for observations, GVAR and the two large LAM simulations 
driven by GEM 2° (LAM-GEM), for the 1979-2006 period, and two similar LAM do­
mains driven by ERA-40jECMWF boundary conditions (LAM-ERA). Figure 2.6 shows 
cyclogenesis locations and GPI for the two LAM-GEM and LAM-ERA l'uns and the 
mcan tracl< density for eadl set of LAM rtms. The LAM integrations produces somew­
hat too many TCs, in contrast to the GVAR configuration (figure 2.3). The differp,nces 
between the GVAR and LAM-GEM TC climatology is mostly due to higher activity 
East of the American coaBt in LAM-GEM. In fact, the geographical distribution of TCs 
simulated with the GVAR configuration is quite similar to observations and the diffe­
l'ence in the total couot betweeo the two cornes mostly from the Caribbean Sp,a and 
the Gulf of Mexico, where sim1l1ated activity is abolit half of what is observed. This 
lad< of activity in the Gulf of Mexico and the Caribbean Sea appears common to the 
LAM-GEM simulations a.Jso, even if they tend to produce too many cyclones overall. 
The lack of cyclogenesis in this region should be expected considering the djfference in 
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GPI simulated by the various GEM l'uns and that seen in ERA-40. It shows the TC 
processes in the model respond correctly to the large-scale, even when the large scale 
is in error. While there is sorne variability between individual simulations, ail exhibit 
a fairly realistic geographical distribution of cyclogenesis with a significant number of 
TCs originating from African easterly waves and propagating into the Atlantic from 
West Africa. 
The track densities in figure 2.6 are fairly realistic, aJthough the model is too active in 
the sub-tropical Atlantic. This hyper-activity contrasts with the relative inactivity in 
the Gulf of Mexico and Caribbean Sea. The differences in cyclogenesis locations and 
track densities between the different sets of LAM integrations appear coherent with 
differences in GPI values. The ERA-40 driven LAM displays higher ASa GPI values 
near the Cape Verde region, off the African coast, and also produces more TCs in this 
region than does LAM-GEM. This increase in GPI in the LAI\tl-ERA integrations is 
linked to a decrease in vertical wind shear over this particular region. The higher wind 
shear in LAM-GEM appears to have been inherited from the southern boundary, since 
the pilot, GEM 2°, displays higher wind shear values than ERA-40 reanalysis also in 
that region (not shown). 
Similarly, over the Caribbean Sea, wind shear and mid-tropospheric subsidence are si­
gnificantly reduced in the ERA driven l'uns, a region where the LAM driven by ERA-40 
produces more TCs than the GVAR and LAM-GEM simulations. The lower wind shear 
in the LAM-ERA integrations is somewhat closer to the wincl shear seen in the ERA-40 
fields, while GVAR and both LAM integrations fOl'ced by the GEM-Global 2°, display 
high wind shear in these regions, similar to the forcing GEM-Global 2 l'un, This suggests 
the difference between the simulated shear is directly inherited through the (southern) 
lateral boundary, The excessive wincl shear in GEM is linkecl to excessive convective 
activity over the South American continent : stronger convection in GEM over the 
Amazon modifies both low-level and upper-level wind fields such as to increase vertical 
wind shear over the Caribbean. 
In figure 2.7a and 2.7b, we assess the intensity distribution of simulated TCs, This is 
done by plotting the frequency of occurrence of maximum wind speed (at 10 m) ancl 
minimum sea level pressure from two simulations (GVAn and one LAM-GEM) and 
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observations. Figure 2.7a indicates that GEM fails to simulate wind speeds of category 
2 or higher on the Saffir-Simpson scale (> 42 ms-1). On the other hand, the lowest 
simulated central pressures (figure 2.7b) are typical of hurricanes up to category 3. This 
discrepancy is not unique to GEM and has been detected in previous studies (Knutson 
et al., 2007; Bender et al., 2007). It appears the observed relation between minimum 
central pressure and ma.'<imum wind speed does not hold in GEM's simulated TCs, as 
can be seen in figure 2.7c, which compares the covariability between maximum wind 
speed and minimum central pressure, for the two simulations, against observations. In 
both cases, as the central pressure drops below cv 1000 hPa, the associated maximum 
wind speed in GEM becomes increasingly biased low compared to observations at a 
similar central pressure. It has been suggested that failure to properly represent mo­
mentum exchange between the ocean and the atmosphere at very high wind speed is 
at least partly responsible for this discrepancy (Moon et al., 2007; Walsh et al., 2009). 
In GEM, the momentum transfe· to the ocean, as defined by the drag coefficient (Cd), 
increases linearly with wind speed, whilst observations suggest the momentum transfer 
levels off, amI maybe even decreases, for surface winds reaching the 30 - 35 ms-1 range 
and higher (French et al., 2007). Powell et al. (2003) speculated that the presence of a 
sea foam layer caused by intense wave breaking over the ocean surface led to a reduc­
tion of momentum transferred to the ocean for very high wincl speed. Prdiminary tests 
performed with GEM suggest that by capping the momentum transferred to the ocean, 
through using a constant. CD value for winds » 17 ms-l, higher, hurricane-strength, 
wind speeds are produced and the relation between simulated central pressure and maxi­
mum wind speeds improves significantly. We are currently testing modified versions of 
the drag coefficient in GEM, which better fits observations. Results from these tests will 
be reported subsequently. 
Figure 2.8 shows the intra-seasonal distribution of TCs for two simulations (GVAR and 
LAM-GEM). Septembcr is the most active month, similar to observations, but too much 
activity tends tü occur late in the season and too little in August. In August, simulated 
activity is general1y lower than observations primarily due to lack of activity in the Gulf 
of Mexico present in ail simulations. This is due to the negative bias in mid-tropospheric 
relative humidity in that region (c1iscussed in section 2.4.1). In LAM-GENI, this is com­
pensated by an unusual large number of storms fOl·ming close to the American East 
Coast. In fact, most of the extra TCs detected in LAM-GEM compared to GVAR and 
LAM-ERA over that region OCClU in the June-July-August period. Comparison of the 
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different GPIs do not offer a satisfactory answer as why this is so, since climatologi­
cal values are comparable for that period over that region. A possible explanation for 
these differences might lie with the position of the jet stream, which appears located 
huther South in the LAM-GEM integrations. This southern shift could send precursor 
disturbances further South, where atmopheric conditions and SSTs are more conducive 
to cyclogenesis. 
Fina.lly, higher October TC activity seems to result from the combination of two factors 
in GEM : formation of many TCs off the coast of Africa, which is unusual for this time 
of year, and too many cyclones fürrning over the middle of the sub-tropical Atlantic 
Ocean. In both these regions, simulated vertical wind shear is lower than in ERA-40 
reanalysis for that particular month. 
2.6 Interannual Variability 
In this section we compare the model's ability to reproduce the observed Atlantic in­
terannual variability over the study period. By comparing the simulated interannual 
variability of the different integrations with observed activity, we hope to better unders­
tand the limitations of the different techniques used here. 
We selected four different metrics to evaluate the model's ability to reproduce Atlantic 
TC interannual variability over the 28-year period : 
- annua.] number of tropical cyclones; 
- annual number of hurricanes (storm with maximum wind speed greater than 
33 ms-1 ); 
- annual number of tropical cyclone days ; 
- annua.] power dissipation index (PDI), defined as the cube of the storm maximum 
wind speed summed over the lifetime of each storm. 
We restrict our analysis to the high-resolution simulations only, since the lower (2° and 
1°) resolution TC distributions are quite pOOl'. For this analysis, we group together the 
three simulations for which the large-scale fields outside the regiün of interest were si­
mulated by GEM at low resolution (2 LAM-GEM and GVAR) and the two simulations 
for which the LBCs were prescribed by reanalysis (LAM-ERA). 
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Annual mean time series for the four variables, for observations and each individual 
simulation, plus the ensemble mcan, are shown in figure 2.9. The l'uns forced by GEM 
simulated large-scale fields are on the left, while those forced by ERA are on the right. 
Individual correlation coefficients are displayed in table 2.2 while the respective linear 
trends of each time series are given in table 2.3. Although there are large differences 
between individual l'uns, both ensemble means manage to capture a significant fraction 
of the variability in TCs, hurricanes and TC days. Not surprisingly, the ERA-driven 
simulations perfonn better, especially with respect to TC interannual variability, em­
phasizing the importance of largc-scalc variability, cxtcrnal to the Atlantic, for Atlantic 
TC simulation. For ail metrics, the ensemble mean tends, on average, to perform better 
than iudividual integrations. From table 2.3, ouly the LAM-ERA iutegrations capture 
the upward trend in hurricane numbers and TC days, observed over the study period. 
The ensemble means do not always capture the very quiet years (1982, 1983), nor the 
very active years (1995, 2005). It is worth pointing out that the LAM-ERA integrations 
seem to reproduce the interannual variability more accurately than the LAM-GEM or 
GVAR integrations (correlation coefficients for TCs being 0.72 vs 0.5, for hurricanes 
0.68 vs 0.58 and for TC days, 0.72 vs 0.67) dUf~ to better large-scale control at the 
boundaries from ERA-40 data. For a similar period, Ilsing a sm aller LAM domain and 
spectral nudging, the correlation index of Knutson eL al. (2007) for TCs and hurricanes 
were respectively 0.74 and 0.86. The use of spectral nlldging forces the large-scale fjelds 
simulated with the LAM domain to more closely follow the evolving, prescribed boun­
dary forcing field. ,\Then accnrate large-scale fields are available, such as the reanalyses, 
this technique will clcarly help in simulating TC variability. It is less clear what bene­
fits arise when the large-scale fields are derived fmm a GCM integration with its own 
biases. The latter proccss is the only means to generate scenarios/predictions of future 
TC activity. 
For the PDI, although the ensemble means pmduce reasonable correlation coefficients, 
the mean values of the index are severely underpredicted. None of the simulations give 
a reasonable mean PDI value over the 28-year period, nor do they capture the observed 
upward trend. The main reason behind the failure to simlllatc realistic PDI values is the 
model's failure to prodllce realistic wind speeds in simulated tropical cyclones. Given 
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that the PDI scales with the cube of the wind speed, the failure to produce intense 
hurricanes greatly impacts the model's PDI. 
In the previous section, using a smaller grid, we indicated that a realistic distribution 
of cyclogenesis events in the MDR is dependent on an adequate simulation of upstream 
AEWs. The correlation index between the number of hurricanes observed and simula­
ted with the smaU LAM driven at the boundaries by GEM 2° is 0.08. However, if we 
only compare the interannua.1 variability of TCs forming South of 25° N, the correlation 
index increases to 0.50, a value similar to the values obtained with the laI'ger LAM 
integrations driven by GEM. The degradation when one includes TCs north of 25° N 
we believe occurs because the smaU LAM-GEM l'un fails to develop precursor TC sys­
tems sufficiently frequently off the coast of Africa as these storms are systematicaUy too 
weak when entering into the LAM domain through the eastern boundary. As a result, 
tao many of these systems propagate through the Atlantic without developing into TCs, 
only achieving TC strength north of 25°N. 
In LAM-GEM, a laI"ger percentage of the AEWs are strong enough to (correctly) form 
~Cs south of 25° N, hence the LAM-GEM TC population is dominated (much more so 
than the smaU LAM-GEM) by TCs located south of 25° N. Since ENSO impacts on 
cyclogenesis equatorward and poleward of 25N are not necessarily the same (Camargo 
et aL, 2007b), a dominance of TCs fOl"ming poleward of 25° N in the smaU LAM-GEM, 
caused by weak AEWs, leads to a significant degradation in the simulated interannua.l 
variability. A 0.50 correlation index suggests the impact of ENSO on TCs over the MDR 
(south of 25° N) is comparable in the smaU LAM-GEM to LAM-GEM, even if the ab­
solute number of TCs in small LAM-GEM is biased low. 
We also showed in the previous section that simulated cyclogenesis tends tü üccur in 
geographicallocations with high climatological GPI values. In figure 2.10, we show the 
temporal correlation coefficient between GPI values at each model grid point and the 
total annual number of hurricanes. The simulated correlation is only shown for GVAR, 
but is equa.lly weU captured in the LAM-ERA integrations and somewhat less so in 
LAM-GEM nIDs. Clearly, GEM captures the relationship between large-scale fields (as 
expressed by GPI) and the number of TCs quite accurately. 
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A number of previous studies (Goldenberg and Shapiro, 1996; Gray et al., 1993) indicate 
that interannual variabilityof Atlantic TCs is correlated both with ENSO and Sahel 
rainfall variability. Here, we analyze these relationships as seen in observations and try 
to evaluate if similar relationships are captured in GEM. 
2.6.1 Impact of ENSO 
The El Nino Southern Oscillation is well-known to impact Atlantic tropical cyclone ac­
tivity. Typically, El Nino events are associated with a decrease in activity while La Nina 
is associated with a higher than average activity. Increased convective activity in the 
East Pacific during El Nina years leads to increased upper troposphere westerlies across 
the Atlantic and therefore increased shear (Gray, 1984). Subsidence also increases in the 
Gulf of Mexico, leading to reduced relative humidity. Both changes are detrimental for 
TC formation, as can be understood through the GPI equation (Camargo et al., 2DD7b). 
Generally, reverse arguments hoId for La Nina. 
The Southern Oscillation Index (SOI) is the atmospheric manifestation of the cou pIed 
ENSO phenomenon ane! has been shown to be a good predictor of TC activity (Gray et 
al., 1993). Figure 2.11 shows the mean ASO SOI for the period 1979-2006 as simulated 
by GEM 2° and GVAR. Aiso shawn is the SOI derived from ERA-40. Here, the SOI 
for the global 2° resolution, GVAR and ERA-4ü is evaluated using the standard SOI 
formula 5 (Trenberth, 1984), but we use 1979-2006 as the base period to calculate ano­
malies. This measure of ENSO variability is weIl simulated by GEM and should produce 
a reasonable large-scale forcing of the tropical Atlantic from the Pacifie. Correlation bet­
ween individual SOI values and the different metrics of TC activity can be seen in table 
2.4. LAM-ERA integratiolls perform very well, with a correlation coefficient between 
SOI and TCs similar tü that seen between observed TCs and the ERA-40 SOI (0.44). 
GVAR also has a reasanable relationship while the LAM-GEM simulations are pOOl'. 
An accurate SOI does not therefore appear ta be a sufficient criterion to aecurately 
force Atlantic TC variability from the Pacifie and suggests problems in representing 
teleconnections from the Pacifie into the Atlantic between GEM 2° and LAM-GENl. 
Thesc problems may arise from the fixed boundary condition treatment in the LAM si­
mulations compared ta the2-way smooth nesting in GVAR. A second possibility is that 
') SOI = Standardizcd :'v18LP Tahiti-Standardized MSLP Darwin
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due to the mode of stretching in GEM, the tropical Pacific in GVAR has a longitudinal 
resolution of 2° but a latitudinal resolution of 0.3°. This increased resolution may help 
in simulating the tropical wave guide and associated teleconnections. 
Recently, Kim et al. (2009) have investigated the relationship between ENSO and Atlan­
tic TCs for the period 1950-2006. They identified two different El Nino "flavors", each 
found to impact Atlantic TC activity differently than the other. In the first instance, 
maximum SST warming occurs in the East Pacific in the Nino 3 region (EPW) while 
in the second case, referred to as Modoki El Nino (Ashok et aL, 2007), the maximum 
warming occurs in the Central Pacific in the Nino 4 region (CPW). AU East/Central 
Pacifie cooling are considered La Nina events (EPC). For more information we refer to 
figure 1 in Kim et al. (2009). 
Even though we evaluate a shorter time period, it is of interest to see if/how GEM can 
reproduce the different impacts on Atlantic TC activity associated with the different El 
Nino/La Nina events, For this purpose, we have evaluated composites of track density 
anomalies for the GVAR, the LAM-ERA ensemble and LAM-GEM ensembles associa­
ted with EPC events (1985, 1988, 1995, 1998, 199,9), CPW events (1991, 1994, 2002, 
2004) and EPW events (1982, 1987, 1997) and compared them with the equivalent track 
density anomalies from observations. The track density anomalies are calculated by sub­
tracting the mean track density from the mean EPC, EPW and CPW track density for 
individual simulations. In figure 2.12, we only show results for the GVAR integration, 
with LAM-ERA integrations yielding similar results while LAM-GEM track anomalies 
are somewhat poorer. We believe these differences are likely also due to the higher re­
solution of GVAR in the tropical Pacific compa-red to GEM 2°. 
Even though the period we analyze is somewha.t shorter than Kim et al. (2009), the 
general patterns they highlighted are still apparent in the observations: i) a general 
decrea..se in TC activity over the entire Atlantic during EP'V episodes, ii) a general 
increase in activity during EPC episodes and iii) an increase in activity in the western 
Atlantic and decrease in the centraljeastern part of the Atlantic for CPW events. The 
detailed differences between our observed results and theirs likely arise from the fact 
their trac!\: records extend from 1950 to 2006 while we coyer only the 1979-2006 period. 
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The GVAR simulation successfully 1'ep1'oduces the gene1'al reduction in activity ove1' the 
entire Atlantic during EPW (figure 2.12), except over the Gulf of Mexico. This is not 
enti1'ely surp1'ising since TC activity is underestimated across ail years in this region. 
The same integration shows fi, general increase in TC act.ivity during EPC events similar 
to observations. However, there is sorne geographical shift in the regionjintensity where 
the positive track density anomalies are simulated compared to observed : GVAR places 
the maximum increase east of the American coast and near the Florida panhandle while 
the observed maximum is more over the Gulf of Mexico. Difficulties in reproducing the 
maximum response over the Gulf is likely, at least in part, tied to the systematic bias 
in relative humidiy in the mid-troposphere in this region. Both observations and GVAR 
show a maximum over the MDR. For CPW events, the model manages to reproduce the 
decrease in activity in the central Atlantic, but fails to show an increase in the \Vestern 
part of the basin. 
In arder to understand the origin of these changes, we look at the changes in the GPI du­
ring these threc different types of events. Figure 2.1:3 shows changes in GPI between the 
climatological mean and EPW, CPW and EPC years in the reanalysis and the GVAR 
integration. During EPW events, the analysed GPI is reduced over the entire Atlantic 
basin, leading to a general decrease in TC activity. This reduction in GPI is generally 
well reproduced over the I\'IDR in the GVAR integratioll, except for an area just off the 
coast of Africa.. However, the GPI in this area tends to anti-correlate with TC activity in 
the simulations (figure 2.10). In GVAR there also appears to be a somewhat unrealistic 
increase in GPI in the subtropical Atlantic, caused byan unrealistic increase in relative 
Immidity and low-level vorticity. 
For CPW events, patterns of change in the GPI values between GVAR and reanalysis 
appear similar, cxcept for the analysed increase in GPI in the Gulf of Mexico. This in­
crease results from a combination of increasing mid-tropospheric humidity and low-Ievcl 
vorticity as weil as Cl. drop in vertical wind shear. The absence of this positive anomaly 
in the GVAR 1'esults probably explains why it fails to simulate an increase in track 
density in the Western part bf the basin during CPW cvcnts. A gcneral dccrease in 
GPI over the MDR will tend to suppress cyclogenesis in that region and lead to fewer 
storms propagating westward in the Atlantic. Storms originating from AEWs would he 
most affected by this change in large-scale field conditions. This appears consistent with 
the reduction in track dcnsity in the mid-Atlantic, both observed and simulated in the 
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analysis and GVAR results. 
Finally, both reanalysis and integrations show similar patterns in GPI changes during 
EPC events : a general increase in GPI over the entire MDR and a slight decrease 
in the subtropics. An increase in the GPI over the MDR will contribute to increased 
TC activity again consistent with the positive track anomaly observed and simulated. 
The absence of an increase in GPI over the Gulf of Mexico, north of 25°N, in GVAR 
probably contributes to the sma11er increase in track anomalies over that same region, 
compared to observations. 
Overall, changes in GPI, both observedjanalysed and simulated, help explain the changes 
in track density seen in the EPW, CPW and EPC events. As mentioned earlier, the 
LAM-GEM response to the three ENSO phase::; is not as accurate as GVAR. This is 
either due to the higher resolution of the GVAR model (latitudinally) in the equatorial 
Pacifie or the Global variable resolution approach allows for a better propagation of the 
teleconnective signal from the Pacifie into the Atlantic than the fixed boundary condi­
tion treatment in LAM-GEM. Further investigation of this is deferred to a later study. 
The pOOl' representation of ENSO forcing over the Atlantic probably also contributes 
to the poorer interannual variability simulated by this configuration of GEM. 
2.6.2 Impact of Sahel Rainfall 
As shown above, failure to properly reproduce ENSO's teleconnections over the Atlan­
tic will directly affect large-scale fields conducive to cyclogenesis and impact simulated 
TC activity. Goldenberg and Shapiro (1996) showed that Sahel rainfall has a stronger 
correlation with MDR wind shear than eastern Pacifie SSTs, and, even though Aiyyer 
and Thorncroft (2006) suggest that the influence of Sahel rainfall on IvIDR TC activity 
has been decreasing in recent years, failure to properly reproduce the influence of Sahel 
rainfall on MDR vertical wind shear, or changes therein, could lead to a degradation in 
sirnulated TC activity on interannual timescale::;. Furthermore, it is well established that 
AEWs variability (intensity and frequency) act as important precursors for downstream 
TC development. 
Figure 2.14 shows a time series of Sahel rainfall anomalies, defined as the ASO rainfall 
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difference with respect to climatology within the area bordered by 10°N, 17.5°N, 16°W 
and 10°E, for observations, derived From the Global Precipitation Climatology Project 
(GPCP; Adler et al., 2003) and individuals simulations. The temporal correlation index 
for Sahel rainfall between the two LAM-ERA simulations is 0.90 and 0.85 between the 
two LAM-GEl\'1 simulations. The only other significant correlations that could be found 
were between GPCP precipitation and the two LAM-ERA simulations (0.68, 0.65). This 
seems to suggest that the set-up llsed has a large impact on Sahel precipitatioll, or more 
precisely how SST distribution influences Sahel precipitation. Everything else remaining 
equal (that is, the relationship between Sahel rainfall and MDR TC activit.y), failure t.o 
properly simulate Sahel rainfall variability will lead to a degradation in simulated TC 
interannual variability. 
Correlation between Sahel precipitation and GPI over the Atlantic are shown in figure 
2.15. The differences between GVAR and LAM-GEM are striking : high correlations 
extend ail across t.he MDR in GVAR but are negligible in the LAM-GEM configuration. 
The difference between GVAR and LAM-GEM correlations comesmostly, but not exclu­
sively, from the wind shear term. The failure to simulate the relationship between MDR 
vertical wind shear alld Sahel rainfall should then degrade the relationship bet.ween 
Sahel precipitation and l\tIDR TC activity. Table 2.5 shows the correlation coefficients 
between Sahel rainfall anomalies and the total number of tropical cyclones and hurri­
canes forming South of 25°N, these st.onns being those most lilœly to origillate from 
the MDR. Indeed, there does not appear to be any link between Sahel precipitation 
and simulated TC activity in the LAM-GEM configlll'ation. Conversely, in a C&:ie when 
the correlation between Sahel rainfall and GPI (and wind shear) is higher than what is 
observed over large portions of the MDR, as in GVAR, the correlation betwecn Sahel 
rainfall anomalies and TC activity tends to be overestimated. Int.erestingly, correlation 
coefficients for the two series in the LAM-ERA simulations are similar to the observed 
correlation coefficients and similar to Aiyyer and Thorncroft (2006) observed 21-year 
segment running correlation (TC only) for the equivalent period. 
In figure 2.16, we compare the mean ASa 2003 vertical profile of v~2 at 10°N and 
15°W (essentially tracking AEvVs as they leave the coast of Africa) for six different 
integrations, where Vi is the the 2.,5-6-day bandpass-filtered meridional wincl. The bancl­
pass fil ter \Vas designed such that it isolates the influence of AEWs, which are known 
to modulat.e Sahel rainfall (Reed et al., 1977). Higher meridional kinetic energy at 
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925 - 850 hPa if) an indication of higher AEW activity (Thorncroft and Hodges, 2001), 
and, in this case, of both stronger and of a lal'ger number of AEWs. From this figure, it 
seems clear that the globallow resolution simulation does a very poor job of simulating 
AEWs, consistent with what was presented earlier. Also, both LAM-GEM l'uns appear 
to simulate weaker AEW activity in comparison to LAM-ERA and GVAR, despite the 
fact that 2003 shows the strongest and second strongest positive rainfall anomaly over 
the Sahel rcgion in the two LAM-GEM simulations. Comparison with figure 4 in Thorn­
croft and Hodges (2001) indicates that LAM-GEM is more typical of a weak-activity 
year in regard to AEW, while LAM-ERA and GVAR are more reminiscent of a strong­
activity year. This suggests that, due to wcak AEW activity, the Sahel rain link to 
downstream wind shear, GPI and TC activity is lost in the LAM-GEM integrations. 
The weaker AEWs in LAM-GEM appears to result from anomalous convective activity 
in the Gulf of Guinea in the GEM 2° simulation. This convection, absent in GVAR 
and ERA-40 reanalysis, induces anomalous upper-level meridional winds detrimental to 
convective activity over the Southern part of West Afr·ica. This anomalous convection 
over the Gulf of Guinea is not unique to GEM, as it was reported that several GCMs 
fail to move the summer rain from the Gulf onto land (Christensen et al., 2007). 
ln section 2.5 we mentioned tha.t convection over the South American continent was too 
strong in GEM compared to reanalysis, which increased vertical wind shear and reduced 
TC activity over the Caribbean. lt is worth noting that strong correlations were found 
between convective activity (as represented by vertical velocity at 700 hPa) over the 
Northern part of the Amazon and GPI, through changes in vertical wind shea1', over 
part of the Atlantic in LAM-GEM and GVAR. Similarly, correlations between Amazon 
convective activity and hurricane numbers were found to be between 0.4 (LAM-GEM) 
and 0.55 (GVAR). No such correlation are found in reanalysis/observations. This sug­
gests that, beside the misrepresenta.tion of the link between ENSO and AEWs (Sahel 
rainfa.ll) with TC activity, an erroneously simulated influence of South American convec­
tion onto Carribean TC activity, not seen in observations, can degrade the representation 
of TC interannual variability in models. 
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2.7 Conclusions 
By comparing different integrations performed with a range of configurations of GEM, 
at various resolutions (20 , ]0, 0.30 ), we have shown an increase in the realism of si­
mulated tropical cyclones and improvements in the number, geographical distribution 
and overall track density of theses storms in the Atlantic. Although the improvement in 
simulated TC activity was accompanied by a more realistic representation of the GPI, 
which represents the large-scale fields favorable to cyclogenesis, in the higher resolution 
simulation, the improvement in TC dynamics with increased resolution appears ta be 
the main reason behind the increase in simulated activity. 
We then compared different high-resolution (0.30 ) simulations performed using two dif­
ferent dynamical downscaling techniques: one which uses a limited-area domain and 
one, a global-variable resolution domain. For the limited area dornain, we used different 
lateral boundary conditions (ERA-40 reanalysis and GEM 20 ), in orcier to understand 
the importance of accurately simulating processes located outside the tropical Atlantic 
on Atlantic TC activity. Ail these simulations show a relatively realistic distribution of 
TCs and intra-annual distribution, with maximum act,ivity in September. None of the 
integrations produced storms stronger, based on the maximum surface wind specd, than 
ca.tegory 1. Howcver, storm central pressmes typical of up to category 3 were present, 
snggesting a deficiency in the simulation of the TC near-surface momenturn budget in 
GEM. 
The high-resolution simulations had sorne level of skill in representing observed inter­
annual variability over the recent pasto Although, the (ensemble of) LANl driven by 
ERA-40 displayed the bes!. correlation with observed activity, the other ensemble (GVAR 
and LAM-GEM) still managed to capture some of the observed interannllal variability. 
This is in part caused by their capacity to reproduce ENSO teleconnections over the At­
lantic. Finally, Sahel rainfall, through AEW activity, impacted TC activity differently in 
the different integrations. In GVAR and LAM-ERA, AEWs allowed convective activity 
over the Sahel region to somewhat impact, through changes in MDR vertical wind shear, 
Atlantic TC activity. lu LAM-GEM, dlle to weaker AEWs, this link appears broken. It 
should be mentioned that the downscaling t,echnique itself appears to have a strong im­
pact on simulated Sahel rainfall. Since none of our simulations managed to capture the 
recent inter-annuaI variaIJility in Sahel precipitation, linking it with TC activity will not 
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necessal'ily lead to bettel' intel'annual val'iability. Finally, using a smallel' domain, where 
AEW activity was essentially a boundal'Y condition prescl'ibed by the GEM-Global 2 
l'un, we showed that an accurate simulation of AEW fl'equency jintensity was essential 
for simulating TC activity in the MDR. 
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Figure 2.1 Different model eonfigurations used in this study : a) global, uniform domain 
(20 and 10), b) global, variable resolution domain (from 0.30 to 20) and c) d) two 
uniform, limitcd-area domains (0.30 ). Only every 5 grid point is plotted in the meshes. 
For GVAR, the thick black line separates the high-resolution area from the increasingly 
low resolution a.rea. For t.he LAM, the mea between the dash lines is the blending zone, 
while the area between the long clash and the thick black line is the pilot area. The red 
!ine is the grid equator, while the blue !ine is the true equator. 
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Figure 2.2 TC tracks detected for the same hurricane ReaRon (1997) by a) the first set of 
criteria, and b) the two sets of criteria. 
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Figure 2.3 Left column Seasonal (ASO) GPI for a) ERA-40 (1979-2001), b) GEM 2°, c) 
GEM 1°, d) Global-Variable resolution simulation, and e) small LAlvl driven by GEM 2° The 
dots indicate cycJogenesis locations_ Tropical cyclones fOi-ming in the Eastern Pacifie are not 
shown. Right column : Tl-aà density for the 1979-2006 period for aa) observations (HURDAT), 
bb) GEM 2° , cc) GEM 1°, dd) Global-Variable resolution simulation, aud ee) small LAM driven 
by GElvl 2° Units are namber of Tes pel' 5° x 5° grid box per year. 
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Figure 2.4 Climatology of June-November TC tracks for the period 1979-2006 for a) obser­
vations, b) GEM Global 2°, c) GEM Global 1° and d) GVAR. 
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Figure 2.5 Composites of vertical profiles for horizontal wincl and temperature anoma.ly for 
three tropical cycJonessimuJated at a) 2°, b) 1° and c) cl) 0.3°. a), b) and c) shO\v storms in the 
982 ~ 998 hPa range while d) represents storms in the 950 - 960 hPa range. Note the change 
in the horizonta.l sotie between storms. The black box is the same dimension in ail three figures 
(2° horizontal wiclth). Winds are in km h- 1 , temperature in oC. 
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a LAM-GEM (1) 
Figure 2.6 Left column : a) c) SeasonaJ (ASO) GPI, and e) ensemble mean trac!, density for 
LAM driven by GEM 2°; Right column : b) d) SeasonaJ (ASO) GPI and f) ensemble mean track 
density for LAM driven by ERA-40. The dots indicate cyc!ogenesis locations. n'opical cyclones 
fOl'ming in the Eastern Pacific are not shown. Dnits for track density are number of Tes per 5° 
x 5° grid box per year. 
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Figure 2.7 a) lVIaxim\lffi wind speen distribution, b) minimum central pressure distribution 
and c) relation between maximum Willd and minimum central pressure, fol' observations and 
two high-resoJution simulations for the 1979-2006 period. 
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Figure 2.8 Monthly distribution of tropical cyclones for observations and two high-resolution 
simulations for the 1979-2006 period. 
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Figure 2.9 Interannual variabihty in a) TCs, b) hurricanes, c) TC clays and d) PDI (109m,3 S-2) 
for the June-November, 1979-2006 period. The left column shows observations (black sohd) and 
individual simulations, LAM-GEM (red sohd and dash), GVAR (green) as well as GVAR and 
LAM-GEM ensemble mean (black dash). The right column shows observations (black sohel) and 
individual simulations, LAM-ERA (blue solid and dash) as weil as LAM-ERA ensemble mean 
(black dash). For cach picture, correlation between the ensemble mean and observations has 
been repol'ted 
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Figure 2.10 Temporal correlation between CPI values at individual grid points and annual 
number of hurricanes for a) ERA-40/observations and b) GVAR simulation. 
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Figure 2.11 Mean ASO Snuthern Oscillation Index measured and sirnulated by two different 
integrations. 
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Figure 2.12 Composites of track density anomalies during a) EPW events, b) CPW events 
and c) EPC events for observations (left column) and for the GVAR simulation (right column) 
for the 1979-2006, ASa period. Dnits are number of TCs per 5° x 5° grid box per year. 
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Figure 2.13 Percentage change in GPI values between c1imatological meau for a) EPW yeaTs, 
b) CPW years and c) EPC years. for ERA-40 (left column) and for th!' GVAR simulation (right 
column) for the 1979-2006, ASO period. Only areas for which c1imatological values are greater 
than 0.5 GPI uuit are evaluated. 
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Figure 2.14 ASa Sahel precipitation anomalies compared to climatological mean for a) ob­
servations (GPCP), b) GVAR, c) d) LAM-ERA and e) f) LAM-GEM. 
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Figure 2.15 Maps of correlations between Sahel precipitation (ASO) and GPI (ASO) for a) 
GPCP observations/ERA-40 (GPI), b) GVAR, c) LAM-ERA and d) LAM-GEJ\,1 
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Figure 2.16 Vertical profile of the ASa 2003 ,~2 (where v' is the 2.5-6-day bandpass-filtered 
meridional wind) for 6 different simulations at location ION) I5W. 
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Tableau 2.1 Total nurnber of tropical cyclones detected and simulated, for the period 
June-November, 1979-2006. 
TCs
 
Observations 314
 
Global, 2° 63
 
Global,l° 110
 
GVAR 282
 
Small LAM 342
 
LANI-GEM (1) 390
 
LAM-GEM (2) 385
 
LAM-ERA (1) 358
 
LAM-ERA (2) 397
 
Tableau 2.2 Correlation index between observed and simulated indices used t.o evaluate 
GEM interannual variability. 
TCs Hurricanes TC Days PDI
 
LAM-GEM (1) 0.25 0.46 0.32 0.34
 
LAM-GEM (2) 0.44 0.42 0.50 0.51
 
GVAR 0.54 0.44 0.69 0.72
 
Ensemble 0.50 0.58 0.67 0.66
 
LAM-ERA (1) 0.64 0.71 0.65 0.63
 
LAM-ERA (2) , 0.61 0.58 0.72 0.66
 
Ensemble 0.72 0.68 0.72 0.67
 
Tableau 2.3 Trends in the different metrics used to evaluate GEM interannual varia­
bility. 
TCs Hurricanes TC Days PDI 
3(TCJyear) (HurricaneJyear) (TC daysJyear) ((109m s-2)Jyear) 
Observations 0.31 0.15 1.8 10 
LAM-GEM (1) 0.01 0.06 0.2 1 
LAM-GEM (2) 0.07 0,04 0.3 1 
GVAR 0.13 0.10 0.8 1 
LAM-ERA (1) 0.10 0.15 1.1 2 
LAM-ERA (2) 0.15 0.16 2.1 3 
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Tableau 2.4 Correlation index between sor and different metrics used to evaluate 
GEM interannua.1 variability. 
TCs Hurricanes TC Days
 
Observations 0.44 0.54 0.47
 
LAM-ERA (1) 0.49 0.48 0.48
 
LAM-ERA (2) 0.42 0.41 0.54
 
LAM-GEM (1) 0.20 0.27 0.02
 
LAM-GEM (2) -0.29 0.18 0.24
 
GVAR 0.30 0.33 0.36
 
Tableau 2.5 Correlation index between Sahel precipitation and tropical cyclone and 
hurricane numbers. 
TCs Hurricanes
 
Observations 0.26 0.34
 
LAM-ERA (1) 0.25 0.25
 
LAM-ERA (2) 0.27 0.36
 
LAM-GEM (1) -0.17 -0.10
 
LAM-GEM (2) 0.08 -0.08
 
GVAR 0.41 0.43
 
CHAPITRE III
 
UNDERSTANDING AND SIMULATING THE LINK BETWEEN AFRICAN
 
EASTERLY WAVES AND ATLANTIC TROPICAL CYCLONES USING A
 
REGIONAL CLLMATE MODEL : THE ROLE OF DOMAIN SIZE AND
 
LATERAL BOUNDARY CONDITIONS.
 
Abstract 
Using a suite of bteral boundary conditions, we investigate t.he impact of domain size 
and boundary conditions on the Atlantic t.ropical cyclone and African Easterly Wave 
activity simulated by a regional climate model for the 1979-2006 period. Irrespective of 
boundary conditions, simlllations c10sest to observed climat.ology are obtained using a 
domain covering both the entire tropical Atlantic and northcrn African region. There 
is a clear degradation when the high-resolution model clornain is dirninished to caver 
only part of t.he African continent. or only t.he tropical Atlantic, in part clue to poorer 
representation of African easterly waves in the low-resollition pilot simulation. Further­
more, reducing t.he size of the clomain increases the influence of biases in the boundary 
data, which for domains covering only the tropical Atlantic, have a large impact on TC 
activity. Beyond a certain threshold of mean African easterly wave intensity, the largc­
scale Atlantic atmospheric eIlvironment. Lecomes the primary control on simulated TC 
activity, as evidenced by changes in a genesis potential index. 
Ali ERA40-driven integrations manage to capt.ure the observed interannual variability 
and to reprocluce the upward trend in tropical cyclone act.ivity observed during that. 
period. When driven by low-resolution GEM integrations, the rcgional climate model 
captures interannual variability (albeit with lower correlation coefficients) only if tro­
pical cyclones form in sufficicnt numbers in the main development region. However, ail 
GEM-driven intcgrations l'ail t.o captme the llpward trcnclin Atlantic t.ropical cyclone 
activity. In most integrations, variations in Atlantic tropical cyclone activity appear 
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uncorrelated with variation in African easterly wave activity and Sahel rainfall. 
3.1 Introduction 
Due to an increase in computing power, c1imate models can now be run at sufficiently 
high resolution to resolve features c10sely resembling tropical cyclones (TCs). Following 
this, severa! attempts have been made in recent years, with relative success, to repro­
duce observed TC activity, particularly in the Atlantic. For example, Knutson et al. 
(2007), Larow et al. (2008), Murakami and Wang (2010) and Caron et al. (2010), using 
different global/regional climate models (GCMs; RCMs) with resolution <100 km co­
veling relatively similar periods ("'25 years) over the recent past, managed to produce 
reasonable numbers of Atlantic TCs, with correlation coefficients of 0.74,0.78,0.46 and 
0.72, respectively. Zhao et al. (2009), examining solely hurricane-strength storms, found 
a correlation coefficient of 0.83. Observed variability in TC activity can be captured by 
the models because storm activity is dependant on the underlying sea surface tempe­
rature (SST) and induced large-scale fields, and also because these large-scale features 
tend to be reproduced relatively well in atmospheric models. 
Many studies have linked Atlantic tropical cyclone activity to the African climate. On 
seasonalldecadal timescale, a positive correlation has been found between West African 
rainfall during the JJAS months and Atlantic hurricane activity of the same year (Land­
sea and Gray, 1992). Although, whether or not this correlation is stationary has been 
questioned recently (Aiyyer and Thorncroft, 2006; Fink et al., 2010). The relationship 
between West African rainfall and Atlantic TC is usually interpreted such that changes 
in the large-scale envÏronment over the Atlantic, more precisely the Main Development 
Region (MDR) where most of TC form, are induced by latent heat release driven by 
deep convection over the African continent such as to impact cyclogenesis. Positive pre­
cipitation anomalies (and thus positive latent heat anomalies) are associated with lower 
vertical wind shear, conducive to cyclogenesis, through changes in upper level easterly 
winds. 
On daily timescale, many Atlantic TCs and a majority of the most intense hurricanes 
(category 3-5 on the Saffir-Simpson scale) can trace their origin back to African Easterly 
Waves (AEWs; Landsea, 1993). These synoptic systems propagate westward over the 
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Sub-Saharian region, typically with a period of 3-5 days and et wavelength varying from 
2500 to 3500 km. These AEWs grow through a mixed barotropic-baroclinic process, 
deriving their energy from the African easterly jet, a maximum in the zonal wind of 
12 - 15 ms- 1 at 600 hPa and 15° Nover Northern Africa, and the relatively strong rv 
meridional gradient in low-Ievel t.emperature south of the Sahara (Burpee, 1972; Reed 
et al., 1977). 
While sorne attempts have been made to evaluate AEWs in GCMs and RCMs (Chauvin 
et a.l, 2005; Hsieh and Cook, 2005), the downstrearn impact on TC activity has not been 
addressed. Conversely, in the TC studies mentioned above, relationship with AEWs is 
not investigated. Failure to capture an adequate relationship between Atlantic TCs and 
AEWs could have a negative impact on the ability of a RCM or GCM ta project future 
tropical cyclone activit.y. Here, we attempt ta bridge this gap by evaluating the ability of 
a RCM at capturing observed Atlantic TC activity and by studying how the simulated 
TCs relate t.o upstream AEvV activity. Moreover, we investigate the raie of boundary 
conditions on TC and AEW activity, as weil as the impact of boundary location on TC 
activity and the furthcr impact this has on the relationship between the twü. The aim is 
to highlight the respective raie of AEWs and pilot-derivecllarge-scale fields on Atlantic 
TC acti vi ty. 
In sect.ion 2, we give a description of the model used, t.he experimental set-up, the TC 
tracking algorithm and of the genesis potential index usee! to assess large-scale conditions 
favourable to TC formation. In section 3, the simulated climatology of Atlant.ic Tes 
and AEWs are evaillated in a range of high-resolution simulations and t.he impact of 
llpstream AEWs on TC c:limatology in the different configurations is investigated. In 
section 4, we analyse interannllal variability of Atlantic TCs in the different simulations 
as weil as the l'ole playcd by AEWs in the detected variability. Finally, in section 5, 
we compare an ensemble of simulations performed with dimatological SSTs with an 
ensemble of observecl SSTs. Conclucling remarks are in section 6. 
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3.2 Model Description and Experiment Configuration 
3.2.1 A brief description of GEM 
The Global Environmental Multiscale (GEM) model is a fully non-hydrostatic model, 
employing a semi-implicit, semi-Lagrangian dynamical core on an Arakawa staggered 
C-grid. The model uses a hyorid-terrain-following vertical coordinate (Simmons and 
Burridge, 1981) with 53 levels (top at 10 hPa) in limited-area mode and 60 levels (top 
at 2 hPa) in global-variable resolution mode (see below). GEM uses the Kain-Fritsch 
scheme (Kain and Fritsch, 1990) for deep convective processes, the Kuo transient scheme 
for shallow convection (Kuo, 1965; Bélair et al., 2005), the Sundqvist scheme (Sundqvist 
et al., 1989) for large-scale condensation and the correlated-K scheme for sola1' and 
terrestrial radiation (Li and Ba.rker, 2005). Subgrid-scale orographie gravity-wave drag 
is due to McFa1'lane (1987) and low-level orographie blocking to Zadra et al. (2003). 
Land sUlface processes are represented by the ISBA scheme (Bélair et aL, 2003). Finally, 
sub-grid scale turbulent fluxes are calculated using an implicit vertical diffusion scheme 
with prognostic turbulent kinetic energy and a mixing length based on Bougeault and 
Lacarrère (1989) (Bélair et al., 1999). The interested reader is referred to Zadra et al. 
(2008) and Côt~ et~l. (1998) for more details. 
3.2.2 Model Configuration 
GEM can be l'un as a GCM, with global area extent, or as a nested RCM, with the 
grid covering only a limited area of the globe. In the latter case, global coverage is 
traded for resolution, allowing one to increase that resolution beyond what is typical 
of present-day GCMs used in climate studies. Finite geographical coverage in the RCM 
case means that atmospheric conditions at the edge of the lateral boundaries must be 
prescribed, either with reanalysis data or a GCM simulation (Davies, 1976). 
For this experiment, we integrate the model in both configurations. We first perfOl'm 
two integrations with unifonn grids of 2° and 1° resolution, analogous in resolution to 
present-day GCMs used in climate change modelling and climate cha.nge prediction. 
We then perform a serie of three high resolution limited-area model (LAM) integrations 
using different grids and different lateral boundary conditions (LBCs). We use i) a small 
limited area domain at 0.3° fixed resolution, covering only the tropical and sub-tropical 
Atlantic (between 5° S and cv 45°N ; figure 3.1a), ii) an intermediate, 0.30 fixed resolu­
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tion grid covering the tropical ane! sub-tropical Atlantic and part of Western African 
(figure 3.1b), ane! iii) a large 0.3° resolution grie!, extending from the Eastern Pacifie to 
the Arabian Sea (figure 3.1c). For il, ii), and iii), the resolution remains constant and 
the western, southern and northern boundaries remain fixed while the eastern boundary 
is allowed ta vary. 
For the three LAM configurations, we use a serie of LBCs : 1) output from the GEM­
Global 2° integration, 2) output from the GEM-Global 1° integration (hereaftcr refcr­
red ta as LAM-GEM2d and LAM-GEM1d, respectively), and 3) European Centre for 
Medium-Range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF) Reanalysis data, ERA-40 (Uppala et aL, 
2005; hereafter referred to as LAM-ERA). Since ERA40 does not extene! beyond August 
2002, we use the ECNIWF operational analyses to cover the 2002-2006 period. Finally, 
we performed two integrations with grid i) and ERA40 reanalysis, but using 1979-2006 
climatological SSTs. No large-scale spectral nue!ging has been performed in this study. 
Comparing simulations performed using grid i) will highlight the impact of LBCs, more 
specifically AEWs, on downstream Atlantic TC act.ivity. Comparing grids i) and iii) 
with similar LBCs will highlight the benefit of simulating AEWs at high resolution, 
and, more generally, comparing grie!s i), ii) and iii) will highlight the role the LAM 
domain size play in terms of TCs and the control of TCs by AEWs when using the 
LAM technique. Finally, comparing simulations performed with grid i) and observed 
SST vs climatological SST should help isolate the impact of upstream AEWs on MDR 
TC activity. 
All integrations have been performee! using observed SSTs and sea-ice fraction derived 
from the Atmospheric Madel Intercomparison Project. v2 (AMIP2; Gleckler et al. 1996), 
applied in the model on a dany basis from Jinearly interpolatee! rnonthly mean data. 
Global integrations were start.ecl on Septernber lst, 1978, and ended on December lst, 
2006, thus covering 28 Atlantic hurricane seasons (1979-2006). The LAM simulations 
were integrated for 6-month periods starting on June lst for t.he same 28-year period. 
This represents a total of 420 overlapping hurricane seasons simulatee! al. high resolution. 
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3.2.3 Detection and Tracking of Tropical Cyclones 
To efficiently assess simulated TC activity, storms are detected and tracked throllgh an 
automated procedure, which determines whether or not specifie atmospheric conditions, 
similar to those observed in 'real" TCs, are present in the virtua.l data. When the pre­
determined criteria are satisfied for a sufficient number of consecutive timesteps, a TC 
is considered to be present. We briefly review this procedure here, but more details can 
be found in Caron et al. (2010). 
The objective criteria used to detect TCs, derived from Walsh et al. (2007), are as 
follows : 
- a minimum in central pressure;
 
- a relative vorticity maximum at 850 hPa > 4 x 10-5 S-l ;
 
- the surface (10 m) winds exceed 17 m S-l (65 km h- I ) in the vicinity « 2° of
 
the center; 
- the number of consecutive, detected centers coyer at least a 24 h period; 
a positive temperature anomaly in the mid- to upper-troposphere. This warm 
core anomaly is detected if the maximum (spatially-average) temperature, in the 
vicinity « 2°) of the ccnter at 500 hPa and 250 hPa, is > 1°C and> O°C, 
respectively, higher than the mean temperature at a radius of < 5° for the same 
two pressure levels. 
- the low-Ievel (850 hPa) vorticity is higher than the upper-Ievel (250 hPa) vorticity. 
To avoid multiple counting of storms tha.t decrease below TC strength at a given time 
but re-intensify later on, we relax the detection conditions and rerun the tracking pro­
cedure over the same set of data. We then compare both sets of tracks and retain only 
the tracks that were detected with both sets of criteria. The relaxed criteria are: 
- a minimum in central pressure;
 
- CI maximum in vorticity greater than 4. x 10-5 S-I ;
 
- surface wind speed greater than 10 m S-l in the vicinity of the center;
 
- low-Ievel (850 hPa) vorticity greater than upper-Ievel (250 hPa) vorticity (impli­
citly a warm core). 
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In short, this second set of criteria allows tracking of TC precursor systems and fills in 
the gaps when TC maximum wind speeds oscillate around the tropical storm threshold 
of 17 m $-1 and/or the positive temperature anoma.\y in the upper troposphere is weak. 
Comparing the two sets of tTacks allows \IS to reject the systems detected with the second 
set of criteria that never reached TC strength. The TC tracks detected are then usecl 
to build climatological and annual statistics, t,hus allowiug for easy comparison between 
each integration and with 0 bserved climatology. For more details on the tracking of TCs 
in GEM, the rE~ader is referred to Caron et al (2010). 
3.2.4 Genesis Potential IndAx 
In order to analyse the impact of changes in the large scale field on TC activty, we 
compare TC distributions to a cyclogenesis potential index comprised of large-scaJe fields 
known to influence TC formation. The selected fields are the vertical wind shear (Vshear) 
bet,ween the upper (200 hPa) and lower (850 hPa) troposphere, low-lcvel (850 hPa) 
vorticity ((), mid-tropospheric humidity (700 hPa, 1-l) and atmospheric instability, as 
expressed by the Maximum Potential Intensity (MPI), which reprcsents the theoretical 
maximum 10 m wind speecl of a mature tropical cyclone given the current atmospheric 
instability and ocean surface temperatures. Together, these fields rnake up the Genesis 
Potential Index (GPI; Emanuel and Nolan, 2004), defined as 
5 :3 (1-l)3 (MPI)3 2GPI = 110 1)1 2 50 70 (1 + O.lVshear)- (3,1) 
where 1) is the absolu te vorticity. The GPI has been shown to be a good predictor of 
tropical cyclone activity (Camargo et aL, 2007a). More information on the GPI can be 
found in Camargo et al. (20mb). 
3.3 Climatology 
3.3.1 Atlantic Tropical Cyclones 
We begin evaluating the relationship between simlliated AEWs and Atlantic TCs by 
comparing TC activity in the different GEM integrations. We first compare TC activity 
in t.lte simulations performed with the srnallest LAM grid, which covers only the Atlan­
tic (figure 3.1a), In this configuration, AEWs occur entirely within the pilot (reanalysis 
or GCM simulation) and the waves "propagate" into the LAM through the eastern 
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boundary as a prescribed boundary condition. Cyclogenesis locations for the simula­
tions performed using ERA40, GEM 1° and GEM 2° as LBCs can be seen respectively 
in figure 3.2(a), 3.2(b) and 3.2(c). Cyclogenesis is defined here as the locations where 
the storms were first detected by the automated procedure, which makes it easier to 
separate between AEW-originating and non-AEW-originating TCs. For comparisons, 
observed cyclogenesis for the equivalent 1979-2006 period can be seen in figure 3.2(1). 
Compared to observations, the small LAM driven by ERA40 forms too many TCs ove­
rail, most of which occur over the MDR region (defined here as the area located between 
8°N, 200 N, 800 W and 15°W), where twice as many TCs as observed are formed. By 
comparison, the small LAM driven with GEM 1° forms a reasonable number of TCs 
overaU including the MDR, although there does appear to be an underestimate in TC 
activity over the Gulf and the Caribbean Sea, which is compensated by an overestimate 
East of the American coast. Caron et al. (2010) showed that the underestimate over the 
Gulf of Mexico resulted from a dry bias in the mid-troposphere while the underestimate 
over the Caribbean Sea was linked to high wind shear, originating from strong convec­
tion over the South American continent in the GEM Global simulation. The small LAM 
driven by GEM 2° also gives a reasonable overall number of TCs although the spatial 
distribution is quite different from the simulation driven by GEM 10 . In particular, there 
is a significant shift in cyclogenesis from the MDR to the subtropical region, with the 
GEM 2° driven integration showing very high activity beside the eastern coast of the 
U.S. Over the region most likely to be impacted by incoming AEWs, the MDR, there 
is approximately a 100% increase in cyclogenesis going from the LAM driven by GEM 
2°, to the LAM driven by GENIl0, and again to the LAM driven by ERA4ü. 
We then perform three simulations usingthe same LBCs (ERA4ü, GEM 1° and GEM 
2°), but with a larger grid. This grid of intermediate size has the same western, 8011­
thern and northern boundaries as the previous grid, but the eastern boundary is shifted 
to the Greenwich meridian (figure 3.1b). Simulations performed with this grid will be 
referred to as MEDLAM. In these simulations, AEWs still propagate into the grid from 
the eastern lateral boundary (as they originate Ea.::;t of the Greenwich Meridian), but 
are allowed to evolve over the Western part of Ah'ica, within the LAM domain, at high 
resolution. Also, the transition from land to ocean occurs completely within the domain 
of simulation. Cyclogenesis events for these three simulations are shown in figures 3.2(d­
f). Even though cyclogenesis tends to occU!" closer to the African coast, the results are 
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strikingly similar to those shown in the first row of figure 3.2 : the overall number of 
cyclogenesis events is fairly constant in the three pairs of simulations, the relative dis­
tribution between the c1ifferent Atlantic regions also remains relatively constant and the 
,,-,100% increase in cyclogenesis events over the r-,/IDR as we go from GEM 2° to GEM 
1° to ERA40 LBCs is still present. In the MDR, both LAM l'uns driven by GEM 1° 
form the rnost realistic Ilumber of TC's, while the ERA driven LAMs overestimate TCs 
and the GEM 2° driven LAMs significantly unc1erestimate TC mnnbers. This pattern is 
reversed off the American coast with the LAM driven by GEM 2° exhibiting the largest 
TC genesis numbers. 
Finaily, while again keeping the western, southern and Ilorthern boundaries fixed, ",ve 
extend the eastern boundm")' such that the grid encompasses ail of Nort.hern Africa (fi­
gure 3.1c). Simulations pedormed with this grid will be referred to as BIGLAM. In this 
configuration, the high resolution domain covers the entire AEW track. The formation 
and propagation of AEWs thus occur entirely within the LAM domain. With this larger 
gric1, we perform two simulations, started 24 h apart, with ERA40 as LBCs, two using 
GEM 2° and one llsing GEM 1°. This is done to sample the robustness of our results. 
Ideally, we would have liked to increase the ensemble size beyond two mernbers, but were 
constrainec1 by limited computer resources. AIso, we chose to create ensembles with this 
Im'ger domain instead of the smaller ones since t.his domain has the largest freedorn to 
deviate from the bounclm'y data. CyC!ogenesis event,s for these integrations are shown in 
figure 3.2(g-k). The total number of TCs for the ERA40 c1rivell integratioIl is somewhat 
reduced compared ta t.he smail and intermediate LAMs. The total number of TCs in 
GENI 2° driven l'uns iIllproves significantly over the previous two configurations. While 
the LAM driven by GEM ]0 appears ta be less sensitive to domain size, although moving 
the eastern boundary further East c10cs increase the total Humber of stonns somewhat 
in the GEM 1° driven integration. The increase is particularly noticeable over the MDR 
region, where the total now lies relatively close to the total in the ER.A40 and GEM 
2° driven integrations. This is not entirely unexpected, since LBCs will have a smaller 
impact on larger domains, with the internaI LAM physics and common SST forcing 
dominating. 
To summarize, the impact of different LBCs on t.he total Ilumber of TCs reduC0s as 
the domain size increases, the largest differences in TC activity are observed in the 
srnallest LAM, especially over t.he MDR where AEWs propagate into the LAM and t.he 
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sensitivity to the domain size is biggest for GEM 2° LBCs. Discussion of the underlying 
causes behind these differences is defened to section 3.3.3, after an analysis of AEW 
activity in the different LAMs has been made. 
3.3.2 African Easterly Waves 
From the results of the previous section, it is clear that both the LBC dataset and the 
location of the eastern boundary play a significant l'ole in the Atlantic tropical cyclone 
genesis simulated by a given LAM. Changes in either will impact how the AEWs enter 
the domain of integration, subsequent downstream TC activity as weU as large-scale 
fields within which TCs form. In this section, we identify differences in AEW activity 
between the different configurations presented previously. We then go on to relate these 
differences to explainable differences in downstream TCs. 
In order to identify and compare GEM AEW activity, we first compute the mean power 
spectrum of the 850 hPa meridional wind, which has been shown to be a good indicator 
of AEW activity (Moustaoui et al., 2002). We do this over the region limited by 8° N, 
12°N, 17°W and 5°W. The 850 hPa level was also shown to be the level with highest 
meridional kinetic energy linked to AEW activity in Caron et al. (2010). Results for 
the different simulations for 1986 are shown in figure 3.3 with the ERA40 activity also 
shown in 3.3a. This year was chosen as an ENSO-neutral year; results generally hold 
for other years as weIl. It should be noted that ERA40 precipitation variance in the 2-6 
day window is somewhat underestimated compared to satellite-derived TRMM (Adler 
et al., 2000) data (figure 3.4). Although straight modeling link between diabatic heating 
(linked to precipitation) and dynamics (wind) is not totally complete as there is the 
potential for assimilation of wind information that might offset sorne of the weak signal 
from the diabatic forcing, this nonetheless suggests that ERA40 wind variance, in the 
same 2-6 day window, is biased low compared to reality. 
AU simulations exhibit increased activity in the 2.5 to 6 day range, with a peak around 
4 days. Tlü:; re:;ult is fairly constant across the years, as can be seen in table 3.1, which 
shows the mean period of maximum power for all simulations and reanalysis (ERA40 
and ECMWF) as well as their respective standard deviation. There appears to be an 
increase in power (in the 2.5 - 6 day range) with resolution and sorne differences in 
intensity amongst the high resolution simulations, with BIGLAMERA exhibiting the 
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strongest activity, MEDLAMGEM 2° the weakest of the high resolution, and GEM 2° 
the weakest overall. Results are similar for 850 hPa vorticity. 
After recognizing there is an increase in wave activity in the 2.5-6 day window over the 
Sahel region, we apply a 2.5-6 days bandpass filter al. each grid point, 1.0 the 850 hPa 
meridional wind component. Figure 3.5 shows a Hovmoller diagram of the resulting 
filtered meridional wind along 10° between 300 W and 40°E for a two-month period 
(August-September, 198()) for ERA40, two high-resolution simulations (BIGLAMERA, 
BIGLAMGEM2d) and for the 1° and 2° global integrations. Waves are clearly seen pro­
pagating wcstward in ail four cases, with a perioù of rv4 days and a wavelength ranging 
between 2500 and 3500 km. The simulated period and wavelength are very similar 1.0 
those previously detected in. observations and reanalysis (Reed, 1978; Diedhiou et aL, 
1999). While the differences are not always so pronounced, BIGLAMERA tends 1.0 form 
more intense waves, starting further East, than the other high-resolution simulations and 
BIGLAMGEM1d tends, generally, ta fonn stronger waves than BIGLAMGEM2d (not 
shown). Finally, weaker waves are detected in the global 2° simulations whilc the global 
1°, which forms AEWs further East than GEM 2°, shows waves of intensity similar 1.0 
BIGLAMGEM2d. 
To compare the climatological differences in AEW activity, we evaluate the mean 28­
year variance of the 2.,'j - 6 clay bandpass filtered 850 hPa meridional winci during the 
J.JASO season in the various simulations and in ERA40 reanalysis. Results are shown in 
figure 3.6. Reanalyses show two maxima in activity : a northern trac1< around 20° N, and 
a southem track around 10° N. Both sets of tracks have previously been identified by 
Thorncroft and Hodges (2001), who linked cyclogenesis in the Atlantic primarily 1.0 the 
southern tracks, although more recently, Ross and Krishnamurti (2007) showed some 
northern waves that migrate southward when reaching the coast can also play a role 
in cyclogencsis in the early part (June-July) of the season. Wave activity in GEM 2° 
appears weaker than in ER.A40 and shows only one track, along rv 17°N, corresponding 
more or less 1.0 the northernmost track shawn in reanalysis, while having ail almost 
non-existent Southerly wave tracl<. Stronger wave activity is seen as we illcrease the glo­
bal model resolution from 2° 1.0 1°, with the appearance of a southerly wave track and 
maxima in activity locateù in a similar location 1.0 reanalysis. The northern track howe­
ver remains the strongest of the two in contrast 1.0 the relative distribution in reanalysis. 
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Figure 3.6 also shows the mean JJASO filtered variance for the three simulations per­
formed with the intermediate and large LAM grids. Comparing AE\iV activity in the 
different simulations reveals that : 
- LBes play a dominant l'ole in how AEWs are simulated in the LAM, even in the 
large grids. 
- there is a large difference in AEW intensity between GEM 2°_ and GEM 1°_ 
driven integrations, reminiscent of the large difference detected in the two global 
integrations. This is especial!y true in the case of the intermediate grid, where 
boundary conditions play a larger role than in the large grid. 
- AEWs are detected iu sorne simulations as far East as 10°E, in agreement with 
previous studies (Reed et aL, 1988; Moustaoui et aL, 2002). 
- AEW activity increases as resolution is increased and as the eastern boundary 
is moved eastward, i.e. giving more space for systems to spin-up under increased 
resolution. 
- most of the increase detected by moving the eastern boundary eastward occurs 
in the southern wave track. In fact, pushing the boundary further East tends to 
move the absolu te maximum in GE:M-driven integrations from the northern to the 
southern track. 
Table 3.2 shows the total number of waves detected coming off the coast of Africa in 
the different simulations, for the period JJASO 1979-2006, based on values greater than 
0.5 ms-Il of the filtered meridional wind speed between lIoN and 13°Nat the African 
coast. Figure 3.7 shows the wave intensity distribution for the same simulations. The 
total number of waves does not vary significantly between integratioIl0, al! simulations 
displaying a· total between 1083 and 1147, or an average of 8 waves per month, consistent 
with the average of 7-8 waves detected by Avila and Pasch (1995) during the summers 
of 1967-1993. Differences in activity originate mainly from differences in the intensity 
of waves, as can be seen on figure 3.7. On average, increasing resolution and pushing 
the eastern boundary eastward leads to stronger waves leaving the African coast. These 
results appear consistent with the smal! sampie presented in the Hovmoller diagrams of 
figure 3.5. 
1. The 0.5 m S-l threshold has been used by Diedhiou et al. (1998) to identify AEWs. Increasing 
the threshold limit to 1 ms- 1 reduces the totals slightly, but does not signi.ficantly impact the overall 
results. 
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ln order to understand the origin of the large differences in wave activity amongst the dif­
ferent simulations, we plot the meridional cross sections of the mean August-September 
variance of the 2.5 - 6 day filtered meridional wind along a meridional cross-section at 
300 W, 100 W and 10°E for BIGLMvIERA, BIGLAMGEM1d and BIGLMdGEM2d in 
figure 3.8. At 10°E, wave activity is present only in BIGLAMERA and shows a maxi­
mum at 700 hPa, while the GEM driven integrations show no activity at this longitude. 
At 100 W, aU three simulations show two main areas of activity : a more southern trac1< 
along 11° - 12°N with ma.ximum activity at 700 - 850 hPa and a more northern trac1< 
along 20° N with maximum amplitude at 925hPa. The northern trac!< is strongest in 
BIGLAMERA, but fairly similar in both BIGLAMGEM2d and BIGLAMGEM. Conver­
sely, the southern tracks show significant differences between the three integrations, in 
accordance with figure 3.6. FinaUy, at 300 W, only one track is visible along 11°- 12°N, 
with maximum activity located at 700 - 850 hPa. 
The fact that the northern tracks are relatively similar in all three integrations while 
large differences are observed in the southern tracks arises due to the different processes 
through which wave growth occurs in the two different areas : the wetter southern waves 
were observed to grow throllgh conversion of zonal kinetic energy to eddy kinetic energy 
while the dryer northern AEWs were observed to develop mainly throllgh conversion 
of zonal available potential energy to eddy available potential energy (to eddy kinetic 
energy), originating from the large thermal gradient over Africa's surface (Norquist et 
al., 1977; MOllstaolll et al., 2002; Diedhiou et al. 2002). Comparison of the cross sections 
of the covariance between the 2.5 - 6 day filtered rneridional wind and ternperature (fi­
gure 3.9), which was shown to represent conversion from zonal available potential energy 
to eddy available potential energy (ibid.), confirms that this process is exclusive to the 
northern track. Maximum covariance occurs between 15° - 20°N in all three configll­
rations. This is consistent with figure 4b in Diedhiou et al. (2002), who performed a 
similar analysis using NCAR reanalysis (August-Septernber 1979-199;». The negative 
covariances represents a sOllthward heat flux driven by the warm northerly winds of the 
Sahara. 
Comparison of the cross sections of the covariance between the 2.5 - 6 day filtered meri­
clional and zonal winds (u'v' ; figure 3.10), which is consideree! to estimate the conversion 
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term from zonal kinetic energy to eddy kinetic energy, helps explain the differences de­
tected in the southern track. At 10°E significantly larger covariance values are detected 
in BIGLAMERA when compared to the other two integrations. At 100 W, positive cova­
riance values are detected up to almost 400 hPa in BIGLAMERA, but stop at 600 hPa 
in BIGLAMGEM1d and BIGLAMGEM2d. At 300 W, large covariance values are ob­
served across the mid- troposphere in all three cases. These differences in covariance 
between the different integrations appear linked to the structure of the African Easterly 
Jet (AEJ). Figure 3.11 shows the meridional sections of mean zonal wind at the three 
same longitudes for the same three simulations. The AEJ is seen at 600 hPa andcv 
above between 10°N - 15°N, depending on the longitude and the simulation. In the 
BIGLAMGEM1d and BlGLAMGEM2d integrations, the wider jet structure, especially 
apparent at 100 W appears to be linked to smaller positive covariance values south of 
the jet. The differences in covariance values between 100 W and 300 W are especially 
noticeable in BIGLAMGEM2d and appear to coincide with changes in the shape of 
the AEJ. This fiat jet structure visible in BIGLAMGEM2d, and to a lesser extent in 
BIGLAMGEM1d, is directly inherited from the pilot through the southern boundary. 
The lower resolution simulations show a wider AEJ, centred between 5°N - 10°N (not 
shown). Both BIGLAMGEM1d and BIGLAMGEM2d also show a tendency towards an 
AEJ located at lower latitude than in BIGLAMERA. This could be related to a stron­
gel' monsoon wind in BIGLAMERA bringing colder monsoonal wind deeper into the 
continent, thus reducing the temperature at the southern edge of the Sahara and ma­
ving the strong temperature gradient responsible for the maintenance of the jet, further 
north. Finally, we computed in full the dominant term of barotropic energy conversion 
from zonal to eddy kinetic energy (-(u/v/)~~; Norquist et al., 1977), averaged between 
200 W -0, the area showing the most wave growth in the simulations. Results can be seen 
in figure 3.12. BIGLAMERA is clearly the simulation showing the strongest barotropic 
growth, with maximum values located in the vicinity of the southern wave track. 
3.3.3 Impact of AEW activity on TC activity 
In this section, we investigate the link between the simulated TC activity shown in 
::;eetion 3.3.1 and the AEW activity discussed in section 3.3.2. Comparing TC activity 
in figures 3.2 and the associated AEW activity in figure 3.6 reveals that the relationship 
between AEWs and Atlantic TCs is not straightforward : higher AEW activity does not 
necessarily translate inta higher TC activity. For example, even though ERA40 AEW 
activity is weaker than almost aU AEW activity produced by the different GEM confi­
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gurations, the sma11 LAM driven with ERA40 (with ERA4ü wave::; as LBC) produces 
the largest number of TCs (with a marked maxima close ta the African coast), particu­
larly close to the African coast. Similarly, large differences in wave activity between the 
simulations performed with the small grid, where AEWs are those of the pilot (ERA4ü, 
GEM 1° and GEM 2°), and the intermediate grid do not lead, regardless of the LBC 
dataset, to an equivalent change in TC activity. As an exemple, note the large difference 
in variance between ERA4û and MEDLAMERA (figure 3.6) that does not translate in 
TC differences in the MDR (figure 3.2). On the other hand, changes in simulated AEW 
activity between the integrations performed with the interrnediate and large grids, in­
dependent of LBC type, are accompanied by a change in TC activity. 
We start by comparing the activity in the simulations perfarmed with the largest grids. 
In this ensemble, the LBCs should have the sma11est impact (of a11 three grids) on TC 
activity given their relative distance from the Atlantic and the MDR. This appears to 
be the case since TC activity is relatively similar over the MDR in a11 five simulations 
for the 1979-2006 period. In fact, TC activity over the MDR is similar when driven by 
GEM 2° and GEM 1° and slightly higher ("" 2 TCs/ycar) when clriven with ERA4ü. 
Before attribut,ing this change to changes in AEW activity, wc compare thc GPI, which 
encompasses the different large-scale fields known to impact cyclogenesis, between the 
three configuration::;. Mean GPI vaInes for the ASO season obtained with the largest 
grid are shown in the first row of figure 3.13. Both GEM driven runs show similar GPI 
values consistent with the simulated cyclogenesis. GPI in the ERA40 clriven simulations 
is also very similar, except at the eastern edge of the MDR, where it tends to be higher, 
also consistent with higher TC activity in these simulations. While a large portion of the 
MDR exhibits lower vertical wind shear in BIGLAMERA, close to the African coast, 
higher GPI values in ERA40 driven nms are the result from higher ("" 5%) relative 
humidity. 
When comparing TC activity in the ERA driven simulations with the GEM 2° dri­
ven (the most dissimilar simulations in terms of TCs), the overa11 number of Atlantic 
TCs is relatively similar, but a larger fraction of TCs forro in the MDR in BIGLA­
MERA than in BIGLAlvIGEM2d, which conversely produces more TCs North of 20°. 
BIGLAMGEM1d lies somcwhere in between, but closer ta BIGLAMGEM2d. In this 
configuration, the largest impact of higher AEW activity is not to increase the total 
nnmber of TCs produced, but ta move cyclogenesis events closer to the African coast 
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(to the South-East of the basin). In particular, BIGLAMERA appears to have excessive 
amounts of TC genesis directly off the African coast, compared to observations in figure 
3.2. This results from the combination of active AEW variability (figure 3.6c) and a, 
perhaps overly, supportive large scale. BIGLAM driven by GEM 1° and 2° have very 
similar TC genesis numbers in the MDR region, even though there is a clear increase 
in AEW activity in the southern AEW track (compare figure 3.6f and 3.6i). The two 
BIGLAMGEM configurations have very similar large scales, as evidenced by the GPI 
values, suggesting that beyond a given threshold of AEW activity, it is the degree of 
"supportiveness" of large-scale conditions over the Atlantic that determines TC acti­
vity. We also note that the degree of "supportiveness" of the large scale near the African 
coast, while correlating with local TC genesis numbers, is inversely correlated with TC 
genesis outside the MDR (predominantly to the North). This essentially results from 
the fact that, if a wave develops iil a supportive environment near the African coast, it 
is no longer available for cyclogenesis huther North. Conversely, if waves do not develop 
in the }/IDR, then the disturbances remain intact to perhaps experience cyclogenesis 
later in their track. 
Comparison of intermediate size simulations show large differences both in terms of TCs 
and AEWs. AEW activity is seen to increase as LBCs change- from GEM 2° to GEM 
1° to ERA40 (figure 3.6). This increase is accompanied by a significant increase in TC 
formation over the MDR (figure 3.2). However, it is not clear that the latter TC increase 
is solely due to the former AEW increase, since the GPI over the MDRis also seen to 
increase in the MEDLAM configuration when LBCs change from GEM 2° to GEM 1° 
to ERA40 (second row of figure 3.13). Low-Ievel vorticity, mid-tropospheric humidity 
and vertical wind shear ail contribute to the increase in GPI values simulated over the 
MDR. Of these three factors, only changes in low-level vorticity can be directly linked 
to increase AEW intensity. 
Differences in TC genesis between the large and the intermediate size grids are also 
consistent with changes in GPI values. Due to a +5% change in relative humidity rv 
and a slight decrei:l<:ie in vertical wind shear, GPI incrcases over the MDR immediately 
off the African coast, in the intermediate size simulation driven by ERA40, compared 
to the large grid with the same LBCs. The laI'ger number of TCs fOl'ming in the in­
termediate LAM driven by ERA40 compared to the larger grid, despite weaker AEW 
activity (figure 3,6), again suggests that the large-scale conditions influenced by LBCs 
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are the primary determinant of differences in TC genesis numbers in the MDR, at least 
for AE\iV activity beyond a certain threshold. Despite relatively similar AEW activity, 
the intermediate size sirmùation driven with GEM 1° shows a small decrease in TC 
numbers over the MDR compared to the simulation performed with the largest grid 
and same LBCs. This decrease in activity is consistent with the small decrease in GPI, 
resulting from lower relative humidity values, over the same region. This primary l'ole of 
large-scale conditions ahead of AEW activity in determining TC numbers in the MDR 
is most evident for the Small LAM driven by ERA40 where relatively weak AEW va­
riability (figure 3.6) is accompanied by double the number of TCs forming in the MDR 
than seen in observations, mainly due to the highly supportive large scale as eviden­
ced by the high GPI values in this region (figure 3.13). The primary term increasing 
GPI compared to the GEM driven Small LAM is higher RH values (15%-20% higher 
during the most active month of September). Andersson et al. (2005) and others have 
shown relative humidity values are' overestimated in ERA40 (this was one reason for 
the development of the ERA-Interim dataset). Combined with the excessive TCs in 
SMALL-LAMERA, we suggest the GPI in SMALL-LAMERA (and ERA40 itself) ove­
restimates reality. Furthcrrnore, we suggest that this effect (positive bias) is still evident 
in MEDLAMERA in terms of its impact on TC cyclogenesis and leads in general to an 
incorrect relationship between AEW intensity and TC development in the ERA driven 
l'uns, with AEW intensity increases being accompanied by a rcduction in the number 
of TCs formed in the MDR as the LAM domain size increases from SMALL to MED to 
BIG. This occu!'s becallse as the domain size increases, AEWs have more high resolution 
space to develop, while the lar'ger domain redllced the impact of the ERA boundaries 
on relative humidity and GPI values over the MDR region. The relatively slllail diffe­
rences in relative humidity values in the MDR between the ERA driven l'uns of varying 
size (5%-10% from small to intermediate and 0%-5% from interrnediate to ln.rge) and 
the large response of TCs indicates a high level of accuracy is required to accurately 
simulate processes controlling TC genesis over the tropical Atlantic. 
There is consistent picture of TC numbers in the MDR increasing as one moves from 
GEM 2° to GEMI° to ERA.40 LBCs with a commensurate reverse signal in TC genesis 
numbers off the American coast, being often highest in GEM 2° driven simulations. 
These trends become less evident as the influence of the LBC decreases with increasing 
domain size. The inabilityof AEW disturbances to develop in the MDR, either due to 
AEWs being too weak or the large scale environrnent not supportive of genesis, results 
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in these disturbances continuing to propagate across the Atlantic, eventually fOl'ming 
TCs in erroneous number compared to observations over warm SSTs further west. 
Large differences in TC activity can be seen between the intermediate and large grids 
when driven by GEM 2°. With these LBCs, the intermediate size configuration pro­
duces both weaker waves and lower GPI values over the MDR than the large domain. 
A significant decrease in relative humidity (up to more than 10% - 15%) and increase 
in vertical wind shear of about 10 mçl are responsible for these differences in GPI 
over the region. On its own, a 15% increase in relative humidity over the MDR in the 
BIGLAMGEM2d would lead to 100% increase in GPI values over the MDR. Due rv 
ta the inverse relationship between vertical wind shear and GPI, the main impact of 
lOms- 1 decrease in vertical wind shear, while slightly increasing GPI values where they 
are already conducive to cyclogenesis, is to increase the area favourable to TC deve­
lopment. This change in wind shear likely explains why most TCs form along a th in 
band between go - 10° Nin MEDLAMGEM2d, but form across a wider 8° - 15° band 
in BIGLAMGEM2d (see figure 3.2). The overall increase in TC genesis numbers in BI­
GLAMGEM2d compared to MEDLAMGEM2d is likely a combination of oüth a more 
active (southerly) AEW trad: and a more conducive large-scale. Finally, higher GPI 
values, due to higher relative humidity and lower wind shear, are also detëcted East of 
the American coast in the intermediate size grid compared to the larger one, also with 
GEM 2° LBCs. Again, this is consistent with changes in simulated TC activity. The 
systematic failure to produce realistic cyclogenesis locations in the small grids forced by 
GEM 2° and to a lesser extent GEM 1°, i.e. too few TCs in the MDR and too many off 
the American coast, is readily apparent when plotting SST distribution at cyclogenesis 
(not shown). In these simulations, SSTs tend to be bias low, with many storms forming 
over 24'- 25°C. Such a systematic error would likely rendel' any c1imate change sensi­
tivity, performed with this configuration, incorrect and suggests the need for a larger 
LAM domain than the small one tested here when investigating TC changes in c1imate 
change simulations driven by AOGCM of 1° or coarser. 
Cyclogenesis numbers do not differ greatly uetween the small and intermediate grids 2 
2. The westward displacement of TC formation detected in the smaller grid is due to the eastern 
boundary being located over the Atlantic. The tracking routine does not traœ back the TCs to the pilot 
simulation. 
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when driven by GEM 2° or 1°. This is consistent with the relatively constant GPI va­
lues simulated over the entire Atlantic domain for these configurations (third row, figure 
3.13). Despite stronger AEW activity in the intermediate configurations, monthly mean 
values of 850 hPa vorticity remain, in both GEM 2° and 1° driven cases, relatively 
constant over the lVIDR (not shown), suggesting the increase in AEW activity obtained 
by moving the Eastern boundary eastward to 0° does not propagate significantly over 
the MDR. The relatively constant number of TCs between the small and intermediate 
grids using ERA40 as LBCs is more difficult to explain, especially given the large diffe­
rences in upstream AEW activity. In moving from the small domain to the intermeciiate 
grid with ERA boundaries, there is a significant increase (rv 10%) in monthly mean 
relative humidity over most of the Atlantic, including the MDR. This translates into a 
GPI increase of rv 80% - 90%. A nurnber of stuc!ies have documented a positive bias in 
tropical relative humidity values (Andersson et al., 2005; Uppala et al., 2005). This bias 
appears to be passed on to the ReM when using the smallest grid (and to a lesser degree, 
alsa to the intermediate size grid). The higher relative humidity values are supportive 
of deep convection and thereby TC formation, suggesting weak AEW activity at the 
boundaries of SMALL-LAMERA, compared to stronger waves in the MEDLAMERA, 
is compensated for in terms of TC genesis by a large scale environment over the tropical 
Atlantic that is most likely overly supportive of TC developrnent . In other words, in 
terms of simulating TC c!evelopment over the Atlantic, a negative bias in AEW activity 
can potentially be (more than) balanced by biases in large scale fields, such as relative 
hllmidity or vertical wind shear, resulting in accurate simulation of TC nurnbers from 
two compensating errors. Such en'ors would likely induce an incorrect TC sensitivity 
to anthropogenic climatc change in this configuration, even though the basic simulated 
TC numbers look reasonable. 
To conclude, the large-scale atmospheric environment appears to be the primaI')' control 
on simulated TC activity, with AEW activity in itself being insufficient to predict simu­
lated Atlantic TC numbers. Increasing the size of the LAM domain rec\uccs the infiuence 
of biases in the boundary data, which, for the smaller clomains, has a large impact on 
TC activity. 
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3.4 Interannual Variability 
3.4.1 Atlantic Tropical Cyclones 
A climate model should be able to reproduce both the climatology of TCs as weil as 
the observed fluctuations in TC activity. Past studies have indicated a link between 
Sahel rainfall, AEWs and interannual variability in TCs (Landsea and Gray, 1992; 
Goldenberg and Shapiro, 1996), with this link itself potentially changing over time 
(Aiyyer and Thorncroft, 2006; Fink et al., 2010). Thus, in this section, we compare the 
interannual variability of simulated AEW and TC activity in order to determine 1) if 
the various model configurations can simulate interannual variability in AEW activity 
and 2) if they can, whether this has an impact on simulated TC interannua! variability. 
We use three metrics similar to those of Caron et al. (2010) to evaluate the model's 
ability to capture Atlantic TC interannual variability. They are: 
- annual number of tropical cyclones fOl'ming in the MDR (south of 20°N and east 
of 800 W), these being the most likely to originate from AEWs; 
- annual number of hurricanes over the entire basin; 
- a corrected annual power dissipation index (PD!). 
Originally defined as the cube of the storm maximum wind speed summed over the 
lifetime of each storm, the PDI (Emanuel, 2005) was shown to be severely underesti­
mated in GEM simulations (Caron et aL, 2010). The primary reason for this was the 
failure of GEM to produce intense hurricanes (beyond category 2 on the Saffir-Simpson 
scale) and associated high wind speeds likely due to low resolution and excessively high 
atmosphere-surface momentum exchange due to shortcomings of the drag coefficient 
parameterization at high wind speeds (Moon et al., 2007; Walsh et al., 2010). Because 
the PDI scales with the cube of the wind speed, a few intense storms are responsible for 
the very high PDI values observed during certain years (e.g. 2004 and 2005), the failure 
to produce such TCs will severely degrade the simulated PDI. 
To reduce the impact of this bias, we modify the calculation of the model PDI. Figure 
3.14 shows the relationship between storm minimum central surface pressure (CSP) and 
maximum 10 m wind speed, from both observations and two GEM simulations, The ob­
served relationship between the two fields is not weU reproduced in GEM, with model 
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storms exhibiting category 3-like central pressures, but only category 1 wind speeds. 
Recognizing that simulated minimum central pressures are more typical of observed 
TCs than simulated maximum wind speeds, we reevaluated the PDI ba..c;ed on central 
pressure. For each timestep of aU TCs, the simulated minimum central pressure is as­
signed a new diagnostic wind speed based on the best-fit observed relationship derived 
From the black curve of figure 3.14. The PDI for each storm is then recalculated using 
this new wind speecl. The new index, henceforth referred ta as PDI*, is the PDI that 
would be measured if the relationship between CSP and 10 m wind speed was accu­
rately reproduced in GEI\JI. Given that there are no storms with pressures lower than 
category 3-equivalent on the Saffir-Simpson scale (except for a few rare category 4's), 
this modification does not entirely eliminate the "power deficit" associated with GEM 
simulations. It is nonetheless a good first order correction. The observed PDI is flot 
changed and is derivecl from observed maximum wind speed. 
Annual mean time series for the three variables described above, for observations and 
individual simulations, plus the ensemble mean, are shown in figure 3.15. The ensembles 
are grouped based on types of LBC 3 used. Comparison of the inclividual temporal cor­
relations given in table 3.3 for the ERA40 driven integrations indicates no obvious 
difference between the different configurations. No single integration produces the best 
correlation for ail three metric}; : ail capture approximately the same level of interan­
nuai variability and changing the domain size does not appear t.o significantly affect 
the capacity of the model to reproduce the observed variability. Not surprisingly, the 
ensemble mean perform.c; best for ail three variables of the ERA40 driven ensembles. 
For comparison, the ensemble correlation indices for HRs and PDI in Knutson et al. 
(2007; performed at 18 km resolution) were, respectively, 0.86 and 0.72. Those inte­
grations were performeù using spectral nudging, which is not the case here. Spectral 
nudging forces the large-scale fields simulated in the LAM domain to follow the pres­
cri bed boundary forcing fields (Laprise, 2008). When reanalyses are usee! as LECs, tllis 
technique shoule! generally lead to an improvement in simulated TC activity. 
3. Here, we also include two 28-yeaJ' simulations performe<i with the srnallest gTid a.nrl using 
slightly different versions of GEM. One version uses an alternate surface flux formulation, based on 
Moon et al. (2007), while in tlle second, we also modified the threshold value required to initiate deep 
convection in the Kain-Fritcsh convective pararnetrizatioI1 ~chellle. Basic results were not significantly 
affected an<i the two simulations are used only to increase the ensemblp, size. 
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Although it fails to produce very high PDI* values in the latter part (1995 onward) of 
the 28-year period, figure 3.15i shows that the ERA40-driven ensemble is quite skjllful 
at reproducing the observed PDI interannual variability. The failure to produce very 
high PDI* values occurs because GEM simulates very few storms with central pressures 
below 940 hPa, therefore underestimating the PDI* of the most active season, espe­
cially those with intense hurricanes. Sorne of that underestimation is compensated by 
an excess of simulated TCs, particularly in the smaller ERA40 driven simulations (fi­
gure 3.2). The relatively good interannual variability simulated by the ERA40 ensemble 
indicates that the model captures on years that are conducive to TCs, but does this 
more through an increase in TC numbers, not more intense TCs. Overail , the simula­
ted PDI* is a significant improvement over the simulated PDI, derived from maximum 
surface wind, shown in Caron et al. (2010). 
Table 3.4 shows linear trends in MDR TCs, HRs and PDI* over the period 1979-2006. 
The ERA40 driven simulations capture the upward trend in MDR TCs over the per­
iod, although with too large a magnitude, and reproduce the total HR trelld relatively 
accurately. In contrast, except for one simulation, the ERA40 drivcn ensemble slightly 
underestimates the observed increase in PDI over the same period. Again, this is related 
to the absence of very strorig (category 4, 5) storms in the model. The upward trend 
in PDI* in the ERA-driven integrations is caused by an increase in the total number 
of storms forming in the South-Eastern part of the basin, close to the African coast, 
combined with an increase in the intensity of the strongest storms, similar to that detec­
ted by Elsner et al., (2008) using reanalysed observational data. The strongest storms 
here are those for which the lifetime-minimum surface pressure is located in the first 
20th percentile for any given year. The first column in figure 3.16 shows the different 
trends in pressure for the median, 0.75 quantile, and 1.5 times the interquartile range 
in observations, BIGLAMERA and BIGLAMGEM2d, while the second column shows 
the various trends in tropical cyclone minimum sufrace pressure by quantile, from 0.1 to 
0.9 in increments of 0.1. BIGLAMERA (figure 3.16, second row) does not fully capture 
the increase in storm intensity observed during the 1979-2006 period, in part due ta the 
failure ta produce very intense hurricanes, but gives clear indications towards stronger 
hurricanes. 
The situation is quite different in the GEM 2° driven integrations, where the smaU and 
intermediate-size grids integrations fail to capture the observed interannual variability 
or the observed trends in any of the three metrics. This failure most likely arises from 
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the overall inability of these configurations to simulate sufficient TC activity in the. 
MOR. Storms fOl'ming over that region tend to live longer, and thus become stronger 
than storms fOl'ming closer to the coast or further North (and thus contlibute dispro­
portionately to hurricane nllmbers and POl) . With GEM 2° as LBCs, an improvement 
in the ability to capture interannual variability is apparent when simulations are per­
formed with the larger grid. However, the large grid configuration is still significantly 
poorer than ERA40-driven simulations at capturing observed variability. From table 
3.4, the GEM 2° driven rllns fail to capture the observed upward trend in activity. 
This is especially true for the number of hurricanes and POl, for which both values are 
severely underestimated, Fnrthermore, there is no significant increase in the intensity 
of the strongest storms, as seen in the ERA40-driven integrations (figure 3.16, third row). 
One possible factor for the different PDI* and HR trends in the various simulations may 
be the vertical wind shear simulated over the Atlantic. Figure 3.17a-d shows the dif­
ferent linear trends in vertical wind shear (between 200 hPa and 850 hPa) in ERA40, 
BIGLAMERA, BIGLAMGEM1d and BIGLAMGEM2d. BIGLAMERA amplifies the 
analysed decrease in vertical wind shear over the MOR such that a strong decrea,;ing 
trend, sllpporting an increased TC activity, is detected in this configuration. In contrast, 
vertical wind shear in BIGLAMGEM2d and BIGLAMGEM1d are observed to decrcase 
slightly or remain constant dnring the 28-year period. Both are consistent with the si­
mulated trends in TC activity. 
Interannual variability simulated by the smail émd intermec1iate domains improves signi­
ficantly when driven uy GEM 1° compared to GEM 2° (table 3.3). This improvernent is 
likely linked to the greater flumber of storrns fOl'ming over the MOR linked to stronger 
AEW activity than in GElYl 2°. However, no obvious uenefit is seen from using a larger 
grid in terrns of capturing the observed interannual variability, nor does there appear to 
he an obvious bencfit from nsing GEM 1° ove1' GEM 2° as LBCs for the large domain. 
Both configl1l'ations capture similal' levels of inte1'annual variability, likely linked to rea­
sonable AEW input from both (due to the large LAlVI domain) and same specified SST 
forcing. Finally, the three GEM 1° c1riven simulations also fail to capture the upward 
trend in activity. In fact, despite increasing SSTs, the ensemble mean predicts a slight 
reduction in activity ove1' the 28-year period (table 3.4) possibly linked to the trend in 
wind shear seen over the MDR in this integration (figure 3.17d). 
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The different interannual correlation coefficients detected between simulations sharing 
the same grid but different LBCs can be explained, in part, throllgh the different large­
scaie fields passed into the LAM. Changes in these large-scale fields are ultimately 
driven by the underlying SSTs, which are the same for all simulations. Figure 3.18 
shows maps of correlation indices between JASO SSTs and MDR TC timeseries for 
observationsjreanalysis and three simulations performed with the largest grids but dif­
ferent LBCs. Results are similar if we look at hurricanes and PDI*. Observed changes 
in hurricane activity are seen to correlate with SSTs over the tropical Atlantic, and the 
western Pacifie, and anti-correlate with the Eastern tropical Pacific (more or less the 
Nino 3.4 region). The LAM driven with ERA40 shows a similar pattern. Conversely, 
changes in TC activity in the LAM driven by GEM 10 is associated with changes in both 
the ea.'3tern Pacifie and in a large portion of the Indian ocean. No significant correlations 
can be found over the Atlantic. In contrast, the GEM 2° hurricane activity correlates 
relatively well with the tropical Atlantic, but not with the Pacifie ocean. These results 
are also valid in the second ensemble member, when it is available. Failure to account for 
both Atlantic and Pacific ocean's influence on Atlantic TCs in GEM driven integrations 
will necessarily lead to a degradation in the model ability to reproduce observed TC 
interannual variability. 
To summarize, the smallest domain is best at capturing interannual variability and 
trends when observation-based LBCs (e.g. ERA40) are used, while the largest LAM 
is better when GCM simulations at low resolution are used as LBCs. This is espe­
cially true when TC activity is severely underestimated in the MDR and highlights the 
danger of relying solely on analyses when designing an appropriate grid. Finally, rela­
tively good TC interannuai variability ma.)' come about partially from compensating 
incorrect resultsjbiases, which may give a faise impression of accuracy in simulated TC 
processes and subsequently lead to overconfidence in what may be erroneous c1imate 
change signaIs. For example, the interannual variability in SMALL LAM-ERA may be 
good because of the combination of weak AEW activity (from ERA40 LBCs) propaga­
ting into a large scale a.tmosphere ovedy conducive to TC development (moist bias over 
MDR). 
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3.4.2	 Impact of changes in Ah-ican Easterly Wave Activity on Tes, lnterannual 
Variability and Trends 
Having established the degree to which the various GEM configurations can simulate 
observed trends and interannual variability in Atlantic TC activity, in this section we 
investigate the relationship between variations in AEW activity and Atlantic TC ac­
tivity. To establish to what degree AEW activity contributes to the overall Atlantic 
TC interannual variability, we start by evaluating the correlation indices between the 
three variables discussed in the previous section (MDR TCs, HRs and PDI*) and the 
mean yearly variance of the 2.5-6 day JASa bandpass filtered meridional wind over the 
region limited by 20oW, lOoW, 5°N and 15°N4. This area corresponds to the region 
with the maximum amplitude in filtered V over the Ah'ican continent, as seen on figure 
3.6, and covers the region where AEWs enter the Atlantic region. As mentioned in the 
previous section, higher va:riance corresponds to stronger waves but not necessarily to 
more waves, since ail simulations tend to produce roughly the sarne nurnber of AEWs 
(table 3.2). In the case of the srnallest LAM, which covers only the Atlantic, the corre­
lation is performed with the variance calculated in the pilot (ERA40, GEM 1° and 2° 
simulation::». The correlation indices for the different configurations are shown in table 
3.5. Shifting the area over which the mean variance is evaluated does not significantly 
affect the results. Only the simulations performed with the largest grid and driven with 
reanalysis show significant correlation with ail three selected TC variables, although 
there is also a clear tendeney for AEW correlations to increase with dOll1ain size ir­
respective of the LBC dataset. This resllit is supported by the long trail of positive 
correlations between the rnean variance timeseries of the filtered meridional wind (over 
the sarne African region) and 850 hPa vorticity extending across the Atlantic, from 
Cape Verde to Cuba and the Bahamas, in the BIGLAMERA simulations, but absent 
in ail the others (not shown). This trail of positive correlations is co-Iocated with the 
tracks of Atlantic tropical cyclone originating from AEWs in these two simulations. 
To understand why BIGLAMERA is the only configuration showing any significant cor­
relation between AEW and TC activity, we evaluated the correlation indices between 
the same mean Sahel variance timeseries presented above and the JAS tirneseries of the 
GPI as well as its indivictua! wmponents at each grid point over the Atlantic. BIGLA­
4. Although Ilot teclmically cxad, we will refer to this area as the \'Vestern Sahel in order to 
alleviate the text. 
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MERA is the only configuration showing strong correlation between AEW activity and 
the GPI across the MDR. BIGLAMGEMld shows strong correlation over only part of 
the MDR, while the rest of the configurations show no significant correlations (figure 
3.19). For both BIGLAMERA and BIGLAMGENIld, these correlations appear to be 
driven by changes in the 200 hPa zonal wind, which show high negative correlation 
with AEW activity over the MDR in bath cases (not shown). This is consistent with 
stronger convective activity over the African continent leading to stronger upper-Ievel 
outflow and weaker upper-level westeriies over the MDR (easterly anomalies). With the 
exception of the intermediate grid driven by ERA40, none of the other simulations show 
significant correlations between AEW activity and upper-level winds, suggesting that 
convective activity over the Ah'ican continent is insufficient to impact upper-level winds 
in these configurations. 
Furthermore, in BIGLAMERA, AEW activity is seen to correlate positively with mean 
JAS low-level (850 hPa) positive (westerly) zonal winds over the MDR. Westerly zonal 
winds at 850 hPa neal' the African coast correspond to the monsoon flow that drives 
stronger convective activity over the African continent. Changes in the zonal upper­
level winds and, in the case of BIGLAMERA, changes in zonallow-Ievel winds, lead to 
changes in vertical wind shear, which both refle'ct and support (through strong monsoon 
flow) increased convective a.ctivity over West Africa and in turn modify the GPI values 
over the MDR. 
Since an underestimated 850 hPa meridional wind variance over the Sahel region in 
ERA40 is likely to lead to a poor AEW-TC relationship, we also investigate JAS Wes­
tern Sahel rainfall variability using GPCP and simulated rainfall. Correlations between 
observed and simulated rainfall for the 28-year period are given in table 3.6. The lar­
gest grid tends to perform better, especially when driven by GEM 2°. The global 2° 
simulation completely fails to capture the observed variability and this failure is pas­
sed down in the intermediate size simulation, which develops a pomer monsoon due to 
the constraints of the pilot. We then correlate the western Sahel precipitation with the 
three measures of Atlantic TC activity. Results are shown in table 3.5. Results obtained 
using 850 hPa variance generally holds, with BIGLAMERA being the only configura­
tion showing any significant correlations. Although not significant., correlations found in 
the SMALL-LAMERA configurat.ion are much closer to t.he correlations derived from 
observations. 
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3.5 Simulations with Climatological SSTs 
We performed two additional simulations using the smallest grid and ERA40 as LBCs. 
For these simulations we replaced the time-varying SST field with climatological mean 
annual cycle SSTs (1979-2006) 5 (henceforth referred to as CLIMSST ensemble). By 
removing interannual variations in Atlantic SSTs, we hope t.o better isolate the impact 
of local SST on Atlantic TC activity. Since we use reanalyses to drive the LAM, we do 
not completely remove the influence of SSTs. The effect of remote SST variability that 
has an impact on the la.rge-scale atmospheric conditions propagating into the Atlantic 
region (such as ENSO-related SST variability) will be transmitted into the LAM do­
main through the prescribed ERA boundary conditions. Purthermore, tropical Atlantic 
SST variability that influences the year-to-year intensity of the west African monsoon 
and convective activity over Africa can be translated back into the LAM region via the 
ERA40 BCs. The main SST forcing we remove is the direct, local SST impact on AEW 
and TC development processes over the tropical Atlantic itself. 
Figure 3.20 shows the geographical distribution of cyclogenesis events for the two in­
tegrations perforrned with c:limatological SSTs. Both distributions are very similar to 
the integration performed Ivith observed SST seen in figure 3.2(a), with the majority 
of storms originating from AEWs developing over the MDR, and clusters of storms in 
the Gulf of Mexico, Caribbean Sea and East of the American coast. The two CLIMSST 
integrations tend to fonn fewer storms (358) overall than the three equivalent domain, 
ERA forced simulations with observed SSTs (428, 392, :388). This difference is most 
marked for the MDR region. The fourth column in figure 3.15 shows the interannllal 
variability of the number of TCs fOl'ming in the MDR, hurricanes and PDI*, while table 
3.3 shows the individual correlations as well as the ensemble correlation between the 
observed and the simlllated values of these three variables. It is interesting to note that 
some high act.ivity years are very well captured by both simulations (1995, 2004), while 
others are not (1998, 2005). Conversely, the quiet TC period 1991-1994 is not at 2111 
reproduced in the CLIMSST ensemble. Since our previous ERA4ü driven ensemble ma­
nages tü capture these anomalous years relatively weil, it suggests Atlantic SSTs had a 
particularly important impact on TC activity during these seasons. 
5. Ideally, we would hal'e performed additional simulations with climatological SSTs using the 
larger gTid, but the computer resources available did Ilot allow it.. 
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The ensemble mean correlation (with observed values) indices for MDR TCs, HRs and 
PDI* are, respectively, 0.48, 0.28 and 0.48, significantly lower than the 0.77, 0.74 and 
0.75 values from a three member ensemble of the small domain, ERA40 forced simula­
tions employing observed SSTs (henceforth referred to as OBSSST ensemble). Compa­
rison of the CLIMSST and OBSSST correlation coefficients suggests that interannual 
variations in Atlantic SSTs explain roughly 36% and 47% of the observed variance in 
simulated MDR TCs and HRs respectively. These values are relatively close to the 46% 
estimated (for both variables) by Saunders and Lea (2008) using a statistical model. 
The last section of table 3.4 shows the linear trends for individual CLIMSST simula­
tions and the ensemble mean trend for the three different variables. The upward trends 
seen with observed SSTs and ERA40 as LBCs are greatly reduced when climatologi­
cal SSTs are used : the CLIMSST ensemble trends in MDR TCs, HRs and PDI* are, 
respectively, 50%, 22% and 32% of the ensemble mean. This reduction in the upward 
trend is accompanied by a reduced downward trend in vertical wind shear detected over 
a large portion of the MDR compared to previous ERA4ü driven integrations (figure 
3.178). Although not shown, the changes in vertical wind shear (for an overlapping area) 
simulated with the smaU LAM using ERA4ü LBCs and observed SSTs are similar to 
those of BIGLAMERA shown in figure 3.17b. In contrast to -aU the other ERA4ü driven 
simulations, no upward trend in the intensity of the strongest TCs could be detected in 
the two CLIMSST runs (not shown). These results support the idea that most of the 
increase in Atlantic TC activity simulated for the last 30 years in the ERA4ü driven 
integrations can be linked to changes in Atlantic SSTs. We infer this from the laI'ger 
trends seen in the ERA-driven OBSSST ensemble compared to the CLIMSST ensemble. 
Based on these differences, we suggest the majority of the upward trend in the observed 
MDR TCs, HRs and PDI* is also primarily a result of Atlantic SSTs. Furthermore, 
figure 3.17 suggests t.hat a trend of reducing wind shear over the tropical Atlantic has 
also contributed to the MDR TCs, HRs and PDI* upward trend, with part of this trend 
being due to local SSTs and remot.e fact.ors. The lack of upward trend in the strongest. 
storms in CLIMSST simulation compared to OBSST further suggests this trend arises 
primarily due to local SST influence and explain the disproportionately large decrease 
in PDI* and HRs from OBSSST to CLIMSST in table 3.4 compared to the MDR TC 
reduction, the former t.wo being particularly sensitive t.o changes in intense TCs. 
Removing Atlantic SSTs int.erannual variability also increases t.he impact of ENSO 
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over the MDR, as can be seen on figure 3.21, which shows correlation indices between 
mean annual Nino3.4 SST anomalies and JAS Atlantic CPI values. Since ENSO active 
region is largely located outside the domain of int.egration, the ENSO teleconnections 
are a prescribed atmospheric LBC in both OBSSST and CLIMSST. In both ensembles, 
changes in upper-Level winds, associatec! with changes in the Walker circulation driven 
by ENSO, are responsible for the areas of significant correlations. El Nino increases 
subsidence and vertical wind shear, both detriment.al to TCs, over t.he Atlantic. However, 
the increase in subsidence also increases short wave radiation at the surface, driving SSTs 
upward and offsettiog sorne of the oegative effect on TCs. By using climatological SSTs, 
we remove this teleconnection, which can explain why we measure stronger correlation 
between El Nino and CPI values over the MDR in CLIMSST. 
3.6 Concluding Remarks 
By comparing differcnt. integrations performed with a regional climate model set.-up in 
a variety of configurations, we have shown that as the dornain size increases, the im­
pact of different LBCs on TC activity deCl·eases. Regardless of boundary conditions, 
the reslllts c10sest to observed climatology were obt.ained with a domain covering the 
entire tropical Atlantic and northern African region. The degradation in simulated TC 
activity detected in the smaller domains was linked in part to weak AEW activity in 
the pilot. simulation and to stronger impact of biases inheritcd from the pilot., present 
in the large-scale fields, most notably relative hllmidity in the case of ERA40. 
We then compared AEW activity in the diffcrcnt integrat.ions and showed that ail ex­
hibited sorne level of activity in the 2.5-6 day range at 850 hPa. Mean wave intensity 
was seen ta be inRuenced by lllany factors, inclllding resolution and the distance over 
which the waves l'/cre allowed to develop at high resolution. Moreover, the ability of 
the model to properly resolve the AEJ also had an impact on intensity of the waves 
propagating in the sOllthern track, with simulations exhibiting lower horizontal shear at. 
the jet level associated with weaker wave activity. The ability of the model at resolving 
the jet was directly inherited from the pilot simulation. On the other hand, the total 
number of waves coming off the African coast clid not, however, appear to be impacted 
by resolution. 
We then evalllated the impact of LBCs on the ability of the model to capture observed 
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TC interannual variability. All ERA4ü driven integrations were quite skillful at repro­
ducing interannual changes in TC activity, in part because the changes in atmospheric 
fields driven by changes in SSTs over the tropical Pacifie and tropical Atlantic were 
weil captured in these simulations. For the smallest domain, compensating errors (weak 
AEWs vs high relative humidity), led to relatively aceurate valiability. Although the 
ERA-driven ensemble displayed the best correlation with observed activity, GEM driven 
integrations still managed to capture observed interannual variability with sorne level 
of skill, given that the mean AEW intensity level was sufficiently high to form TCs 
over the MDR. ERA40 driven simulations managed to somewhat capture the observed 
upward trend in Atlantic TC activity, whereas despite increasing Atlantic SSTs, none of 
the GEM driven integrations managed to reproduce this upward trend. We suggest that 
this failure is linked to the failure to reproduce a downward trend in vertical wind shear 
over the MDR in these simulations. Genera.lly, Atlantic TC activity appears uncorre­
lated to AEW activity, as measured by 850 hPa variance, and western Sahel rainfall. 
The exception is the BIGLAMERA configuration, where AEW activity is observed to 
cOlTelate positively with TC adivity as well as the GPI over the MDR. In this case, 
changes in GPI values are primarily driven by changes in upper level zonal winds. 
Finally, we compared simulations performed using observed and c1imatological SSTs. 
This CLIMSST ensemble managed to capture levels of interannual variability compa~ 
ra.ble to the GEM driven integrations, and, despite any trend in Atlantic SSTs, managed 
to produce a weak upward trend in TC activity due to a decrease in vertical wind shear 
over the MDR. EI-Nino effect on TC activity also appears heightened in these inte­
grations. We suggest this is because the ENSO teleconnection effect on Atlantic SSTs, 
which acts to counteract the negative effect of increased vertical wind shear, is removed. 
A few of the results inc1uded here should act as a cautionary tale for c1imate simula­
tions investigating future TC activity. First, a sufficiently high level of AEW activity 
is shown to be necessary to simulate a realistic distribution of Atlantic TC activity. 
Weaker wa.ves will take longer to intensify and will form too far north, outside the 
MDR, call::;ing SSTs at cyc1ogene::;i::; to oe biased-Iow. Moreover, there is evidence for an 
out-of-phase relationship between hurricanes fOl'ming south and north of 25°N (Gray, 
1994). Thus, failure to simlliate sufficient levels of AEW activity will potentially lead to 
an erroneous c1imate change signal. Secondl)', we have shown that compensating errors 
can somewhat balance one another out and lead to a somewhat reasonable nllmber of 
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TCs in a given configuration for the wrong reasons. One case here showed weak AEWs 
propagating into an atmosphere overly conducive to TC development clue to very high 
relative humidity. Such errors likely induce an incorrect TC sensitivity to anthropogenic 
climate change, which will then lead to an incorrect projection of future TC activity in 
that particular configuration. Both of these issues were acldressed here by extencling the 
domain of integration to coyer al! of northcrn Africa as wel! as the tropical Atlantic. 
Finally, good results with reanalyses do nat guarantee good results with other LBCs. 
Al! RCM simulations performed using a low-resolution GEM integration as LBCs corn­
pletely fail ta predict, despite increasing local SSTs, an incrcase in Atlantic TC activity 
over the last ",30 vears. Similarly, the ability of the RCM to reprocluce interannual 
variability is severly degraded, thus highlighting the crucial raie played by atmospheric 
fields located outside the domain of integration and LBCs. 
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a) 
Figure 3.1 Different model configurations used in this study. 
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Figure 3.2 Locations where Tes are first dctccted in observations and simulations performcd 
with thc tlIree different grids and three different sets of LBes. The total number of storms 
is written at thc bottom right, while the total number of storms includecl in eaclL of the four 
rectangular boxes is written beside each one of them. 
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Figure 3.3 Mean power spectrum of 850 hPa meridional wind over the region limited 
by 8°N,12°N, 17°W and 5°W during JJASO 1986 for ERA40 reanalysis and 8 GEM 
simulations. For each cases, the period with maximum amplitude is indicated. 
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Figure 3.4 Cornparison of mean (1998-2001) standard deviation for 2.5-6 day bandpo..ss 
filtered JAS precipitations for TRMM satellite data and ERA4ü reanalysis. 
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Figure 3.5 Hovmoller diagrams of 2.5 - 6 day bandpass filtered 850 hPa meridional 
wind at lOoN between 300 W and 300 E for a) ERA40, b) GEM 20, c) GEM 10, d) 
BIGLAMERA and e) BIGLAMGEM2d. The vertical axis shows the days since August 
lst, 1986. Units are m 8-1 . 
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Figure 3.6 Mean 28-yraf variance of 2.5-6 day bandpass filtered 850 hPa meridional 
wind (cturing J.JASO) for a) ERA4ü reanalysis, b) JVIEDLAMERA, c) BIGLAI'v1ERA, ct) 
GEM 1°, e) MEDLAMGEM1d, f) BIGLAIvlGEM1d, g) GEM 2°, h) MEDLAMGEM2d 
and i) BIGLAMGEM2cl. Units are m 8-1 and only variance greater than 2m 8- 1 are 
shawn. For the interrncdiate size grids, vmicmce East of 0° i8 that of the pilot. 
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Figure 3.7 Intensity distribution of AEWs leaving the African coast between 11 0 N and 
130 N based on filtered meridional wind speed, for the period JJASO 1979-2006. Voits 
of x-axis are rn/s. The last column includes ail waves > 10 m/s. 
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Figure 3.8 Meridional cross-section along 300 W (first column), 100W (second column) 
and 10°E (third column) of the mean 2.5-6 days filtered August-September meridio­
nal wind variance for BIGLAMERA (first row), BIGLAMGEM1d (second row) and 
BIGLAMGEM2d (third row). Units are m 2 S-2. 
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Figure 3.9 Meridional cross-section along lOoW of mean August-September covariances 
of 2.5-6 days filtered meridional wind and temperature for a) BIGLAMERA, b) BI­
GLAMGEM1d and c) BIGLAMGEM2d. Units are K m s-l. 
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Figure 3.10 Meridional cross-section along 300 W (first colllmn), 100 W (second colllmn) 
a.nd 10°E (third column) of mea.n Augllst-September covariances of 2.·')-6 days filtered 
meridional and zona.l wind for BIGLAMERA (first row), BIGLAMGEM1d (second row) 
and BIGLAMGEM2d (third row). Ullits are m 2 8-2 
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Figure 3.11 Meridional cross-section along 300 W (first column), 100 W (second colllmn) 
and 10° E (third colllmn) of mean August-September zonal winds for BIGLAMERA 
(first row), BIGLAMGEMld (second raw) and BIGLAIvIGEMld (thrid row). Units are 
m 2 8-2 , 
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Figure 3.12 In color : Mean rneridional cross-section of _(UIV')àu/8y (main conversion 
term from zonal to eddy kinetic energy) between 00 and 200 W during Allgust-September 
1979-2006 for a) BIGLAIVlERA, b) BIGLAMGEIvlld and c) BIGLAMGEM2d. Units 
are lü-5m2$-3. The black lines represent the mean z;onal wind between 0° and 200 W 
during Allgust-September 1979-2006 for the corresponding simulation. 
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Figure 3.13 Mean ASa GPI values for 9 different simulations. First row is for large 
grid, second row, intermediate size grid, third row, small grid. First column is ERA4ü 
LBCs, second column, GEM 1°, third column, GEM 2°. 
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Figure 3.15 Interannual variability in Tes (first row) , in hurricanes (second row) and PDI* 
(third row; in units of 109m3s-2 ) for the June-November period, 1979-2006. The first colum 
is composed of ERA40 driven LAM simulations, the second column, GEM 2° driven LAIvI 
simulations, the third column, GEM 1° driven LAM simulations (ail with observed, interannualy 
varying SST). The fourth column shows ERA40 driven LAM simulations using climatological 
(1979-2006) SST. The full black lines represent observations, the dashed black [ines, the ensemble 
means, the red color, small LAM simulations, the green \ines, intennediate LAM simulations 
and the blue lines, large LAM simulations. For each graph, correlation between the ensemble 
mean and observations is shown, as weil as the observed and ensemble mean trends. 
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Figure 3.16 First column : Box plots, by year, of tropical cyclone lifetime-millirnum surface 
pressures for a) observations, b) BIGLAMERA and c:) BIGLAMGEIvI2d.Trend lines are shown 
for the median, 0.75 quantile, and 1.5 times the intcrquart.ile range. Second column : Trends in 
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Figure 3.17 n'ends in vertical wind shear over the Atlantic during the 1979-2006 period in 
a) ERA40 reanalysis and b) BIGLAMERA, c) BIGLAMGEM1d, d) BIGLAMGEM2d and e) 
LAM CLIMSST integrations. Units are m. çJ /decade. 
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Figure 3.18 Correlation between JASO SSTs and yearly TCs forming over the lVIDR. Only 
correlations significant at the 90% level are shown. 
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Figure 3.19 Correlation indices between mean variance of the JASO 2.5-6 day bandpass 
filtered meridional wind and GPI indices for 3 large grid and 3 intermediate size grid simulations. 
Only correlations significant at the 90% level over locations where the rnean GPI value is greater 
than 0.5 are shown. 
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Figure 3.20 Cyclogencsis locations fol' t-wo 28-year simulations int('~grateu with dimatological 
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Figure 3.21 Correlations coefficients between mean annual SSTs during the JAS season over 
the Nino34 region and Atlantic CP!. Only values significant at the 90% level are shown. 
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Tableau 3.1 Mean maximum period in 850 hPa meridionai wind power spectrum over 
the region iimited by 8° N,12° N, 17°W and 5°W for the period JJASO 1979-2006 (in 
days). 
ERA40jECMWF 
Large LAM-ERA (1)
 
Large LAM-ERA (2)
 
Large LAM-GEM 2° (1)
 
Large LA1'vf-GEM 2° (2)
 
Large LAM-GEM 1°
 
Intermediate LAM-ERA
 
Intermediate LAM-GEM 2°
 
Intermediate LAM-GEM 1°
 
GEM 2°
 
GEM 1°
 
Mean Period 
4.0 
4.7 
4.7 
4.5 
4.3 
4.1 
4.7 
4.4 
4.0 
4.2 
4.3 
St. Dev. 
0.8 
0.8 
0.6 
1.0 
0.5 
0.6 
0.7 
1.2 
0·8 
0.8 
0.5 
Tableau 3.2 Total illllnber of waves passing over 12°N and 16°W with filtered rneri­
dional wind speed greatf~r than 0.5 ms-1 for the pcriod .JJASO 1979-2006. 
Number of waves Mean wave intensity (m s 1) 
ERA-40
 
Large LAM-ERA
 
Large LAM-GEM 2°
 
La.rge LAM-GEM 1°
 
Intermediate LAM-ERA
 
Intermediate LAM-GEM 2°
 
Intermediatc LAM-GEM 1°
 
GEM 2°
 
GEM 1°
 
1136 3.2 
1085 4..') 
1124 3..') 
1147 4.0 
1086 4.3 
1086 3.9 
1142 3.1 
108:3 2..5 
1129 3.5 
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Tableau 3.3 Correlation index between observed and simulated MDR TCs, hurricanes 
and PDI*. 
MDR TCs HRs PDI* 
Small LAM-ERA 0.76 0.63 0.77 
Small LAM-ERA (Moon) 0.58 0.54 0.68 
Small LAM-ERA (Moon-KFCP) 0.68 0.73 0.67 
Intermediate LAM-ERA 0.59 0.51 0.73 
Large LAM-ERA (1) 0.59 0.66 0.67 
Large LAM-ERA (2) 0.66 0.48 0.68 
ERA40 driven Ensemble 0.78 0.77 0.81 
Small LAM-GEM 2° 0.36 0.08 0.20 
Intermediate LAM-GEM 2° 0.06 0.15 -0.02 
Large LAM-GEM 2° (1) 0.33 0.44 0.43 
Large LAM-GEM 2° (2) 0.44 0.45 0.54 
GEM 2° driven Ensemble 0.41 0.45 0.48 
Small LAM-GEM 1° 0.40 0.38 0.40 
Intermediate LAM-GEM 1° 0.59 0.36 0.39 
Large LAM-GEM 1° 0.44 0.35 0.48 
GEM 1° driven Ensemble 0.56 0.43 0.55 
Small LAM CLIMATO-SST (1) 0.43 0.16 0.32 
Small LAM CLIMATO-SST (2) 0.45 0.39 0.57 
CLIMATO-SST Ensemble 0.48 0.28 0.48 
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Tableau 3.4 ll-ends in observed and simulated MDR TCs, total hurricanes and PDI*. 
3Dnits are TCsjdecade, HRsjdecade, 109m s-2jdecade. 
MDR TCs HRs PDI* 
Observations
 
Small LAM-ERA
 
Small LAM-ERA (Moon)
 
Small LAM-ERA (Moon-KFCP)
 
Intermediate LAM-EIlA
 
Large LAM-ERA (1)
 
Large LAM-ERA (2)
 
ERA40 driven Ensemble
 
Small LAM-GEM 2°
 
Intermediate LAM-GEM 2°
 
Large LAM-GEM 2° (1)
 
Large LAM-GEM 2° (2)
 
GEM 2° driven Ensemble
 
Small LAM-GEM 1°
 
Intermediate LAM-GEM 1°
 
Large LAM-GEM 1°
 
GEM 1° driven Ensemble
 
Small LAM CLIMATO-SST (1)
 
Small LAM CLIMATO-SST (2)
 
CLIMATO-SST Ensemble
 
1.0 1.5 100.7 
1.6 1.4 81.6 
2.8 2.5 113.8 
1.3 1.9 79.0 
2.2 2.0 100.6 
1.8 1.3 68.4 
2.6 1.5 73.6 
2.1 1.8 86.2 
0.3 0 6.5 
0.3 0.9 8.9 
1.0 0.5 13.8 
0.5 0.2 13.8 
0.5 0.4 10.7 
-0.1 -0.1 1.5 
0.7 -0.8 -16.5 
0.2 -0.8 3.7 
0.3 -0.6 -3.8 
0.9 0.5 19.6 
1.1 0.3 34.8 
1.0 0.4 27.2 
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Tableau 3.5 Correlation index between MDR TCs, hurricanes, PDI* and 1) bandpass 
filtered meridional wind variance and 2) JAS precipitation over the Sahel region. Values 
significant at the 95% level based on the student-t test are in boldo 
MDR TCs HRs PDI*
 
Observations 0.09/0.15 0.21 / 0.12 0.26/0.27
 
Small LAM-ERA 0.19/0.30 -0.09 / 0.11 -0.12/0.20
 
Small LAM-ERA (Moon) -0.13 /0.14 -0.10/0.06 -0.11 / 0.15
 
Small LAM-ERA (Moon-KFCP) -0.07 /0.06 -0.09 / 0.11 -0.01 / 0.33
 
Small LAM-GEM 1° 0.09 / -0.22 -0.02/-0.12 0.02 / 0.14
 
Sma.ll LAM-GEM 2° 0.28/0.34 -0.22 / 0.35 -0.16/ 0.16
 
Intermediate LAM-ERA 0.17 / 0.06 0.19/0.02 0.18/ 0.02
 
Intermediate LAM-GEM 1° 0.02/0.16 0.21 / 0.12 0.08/0.04
 
Intermediate LAM-GEM 2° -0.06/0.10 0.13 / -0.05 0.01 / 0.14
 
Large LAM-ERA (1) 0.52/0.38 0.46/0.43 0.60/0.44
 
Large LAM-ERA (2) 0.50 / 0.47 0.66/0.67 0.58/0.55
 
Large LAM-GEM 1° 0.22 / -0.02 0.24/0.23 0.47/0.12
 
Large LAM-GEM 2° (1) 0.23 / 0.14 0.37/0.09 0.33 / -0.06
 
Large LAM-GEM 2° (2) 0.25/0.25 0.16/0.07 0.11 / 0.06
 
Small LAM CLIMATO-SST (1) 0.23/0.36 0.10/ 0.01 0.08 / 0.15
 
Small LAM CLIMATO-SST (2) 0.12/0.29 0.38/0.03 . 0.19/0.38
 
Tableau 3.6 Correlation between observed GPCP JAS precipitation and simulated 
precipitation over the Western Sahel region. 
Large LAM-ERA (1) 0.33 
Large LAM-ERA (2) 0.44 
LaJ'ge LAM-GEM 2° (1) 0.32 
Large LAM-GEM 2° (2) 0.29 
Large LAM-GEM 10 0.18 
Intermediate LAM-ERA 0.31 
Intermediate LAM-GEM 2° 0.08 
Intermediate LAM-GEM 1° 0.24 
GEM 2° -0.04 
GEM 1° 0.31 
CONCLUSION 
En guise ùe conclusion, nous feron:> un uref retour sur le:> résultats outenu:> et ferons 
ensuite un travail de prospective en mettant l'emphase sur lasuite à donner aux travaux 
présentés ici. D'abord, la première partie de la thèse a permis de contourner les limites 
imposées par la basse résolution des modèles de circulation générale (MCG) et d'étudier 
des phénomènes de petites échelles (comparativement à la résolution des MCG), les cy­
clones tropicaux, au travers des champs atmosphériques favorables à leur formation. Au 
travers de deux indices de cyc1ogénèse, nous avons pu établir une bonne correspondance 
entre ceux-ci et la distribution observée des cyclones, tant dans les réanalyses que dans 
un ensemble de simulations produites par des modèles couplés. Suite à une analyses du 
climat présent et du passé récent (XXe siècle), 1I0US avons analysé la valeur des indices 
projetés par l'ensemble de MCG. Dans cet ensemble, l'indice que nous avons jugé le 
plus fiable, le CYGP, projète une légère augmentation dans le Pacifique Ouest, près du 
Japon et du continent asiatique. Ces résultats sont supportés par une analyse semblable 
effectuée par Vecchi et Soden (2007). 
La deuxième partie a permis de mettre en évidence pourquoi nous avons eu recours aux 
indices de cyclogénèse dans la première partie et a servi à évaluer la capacité du modèle 
régional de climat canadien à simuler les cyclones tropicaux dans l'Atlantique ainsi 
qu'à évaluer l'impact d'un changement de résolution et de conditions aux frontières 
sur cet.te capacité. Outre Hermindez-Dfaz (2001) qui s'est penchée sur l'énergie des 
ondes africaines en utilisant la troisième version du MRCC (MRCC3), cette étude est la 
première à étudier les cyclones tropicaux simulés par le MRCC. Comme nous avons pu 
le constater, les simulations à plus basses résolutions (10, 2°) démontrent des lacunes 
dans leur représentation des tempêtes cycloniques (d'oli l'utilisation des indices de cy­
clogénèse pour les MCG de la partie précédente). Cependant, lorsque la résolution du 
modèle est augmentée à ev 30 km, l'activité cyclonique devient beaucoup plus réaliste, 
en particulier en terme du nombre total de tempêtes simulées et de leur distribution 
géographique. De même, la distribution saisonière, avec un maximum observé durant 
la période aoüt-septembre-octobre, correspond bien à la saison des ouragans tel qu'ob­
servée dans l'Atlantique. Des déficiences en terme d'intensité ont été remarquées, le 
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modèle ne produisant pas de vents maximum d'intensité 2 à 5 sur l'échelle de Saffir­
Simpson. Cette lacune a été associée à la résolution du modèle, qui est encore insuffisante 
pour bien simuler le coeur de la tempête où les vents maximum sont observés, et à un 
paramétrage inadéquat des échanges de quantité de mouvement entre l'ouragan et les 
océans. 
En mode à aire limitée (LAM), le modèle piloté par des réanalyses présente une distri­
bution géographique des cyclones tropicaux qui est relativelement fidèle à la réalité. De 
plus, le modèle arrive à bien reproduire la variabilité interannuelle observée durant les 
28 ans à l'étude. En ce sens, les performances du MRCC5 se comparent (parfois avan­
tageusement) aux quelques autres modèles utilisés pour étudier j'activité cyclonique 
dans l'Atlantique. Par exemple, l'indice de corrélation pour le nombre total de cyclones 
obtenu par un ensemble composé de deux membres du modèle atmosphérique du Geo­
physica.l Fluid Dyna.rnics Laboratory (GFDL), couvrant la période 1980-2005, est de 
0.74 (Knutson et al., 2007). Avec le MRCC5, l'indice obtenu avec un ensemble de cinq 
membres est de 0.78. Il est important de souligner que l'étude du GFDL incluait une 
forme de « nudging » spectral, ce qui n'était pas le cas avec le MRCC5. En ce sens, les 
champs atmosphériques sont davantage forcés par le pilote dans le domaine d'intégration 
comparativement aux champs du MRCc.5, ce qui rend l'indice de corrélation de 0.78 du 
MRCC5 encore plus remarquable. 
La capacité du modèle à reproduire la variabilité interannuelle vient, entre autres, de 
sa capacité à reproduire l'impact du «El Nino Southern Oscillation» (ENSO) sur 
les cyclones tropicaux. Comme nous l'avons discuté au chapitre 3, les changements de 
température dans le Pacifique forcent des changements dans les champs atmosphériques 
au-dessus de l'Atlantique, qui ont alors un impact sur la formation des cyclones tropi­
caux dans ce bassin. Les années El Nino (La Nina) sont généralement associées à des 
années plus tranquilles (actives). Le LAM piloté par ERA40 arrive à bien reproduire cet 
impact, de même que le MRCC5 en mode résolution variable (GVAR). À cause d'une 
mauvaise représentation de l'impact d'ENSO dans la simulation à basse résolution, les 
rétmltats avec le LAM piloté par GEM 2° et GEM 10 sont moins concluants. Bien que 
nous n'avons pas investigué cet aspect d'avantage, il est probable que cela soit une 
conséquence d'une dégradation de la circulation de Walker dans les simulations à plus 
basses résolutions. 
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La troisième partie de la thèse a démontré l'importance de simuler le climat dans la par­
tie nord du continent african (région du Sahel) à haute résolution. Dans cette région se 
développent et se propagent les ondes d'Est africaines qui sont à l'origine d'une grande 
partie des ouragans qui se forment dans l'Atlantique. Des ondes de faible intensité dans 
les simulations à basses résolutions requièrent trop de temps pour s'intensifier au-dessus 
de l'Atlantique ou n'arrivent tout simplement pas à se développer. Cela amène un chan­
gement dans la distribution géographique de la cyclogénèse du bassin Atlantique simulép 
par le modèle, transférant ainsi un nombre important de tempêtes des tropiques aux 
sous-tropiques. Cet effet a aussi été détecté dans le modèle français ARPÈGE (Chauvin, 
2011; communication personelle). Une telle configuration produit non-seulement une 
distribution erronée de la cyc1ogénèse, mais mènerait aussi toute tentative d'évaluation 
de l'impact des changements climatiques sur les ouragans à une conclusion toute aussi 
erronée. 
Ce dernier résultat est particulièrement pertinent suite à la mise sur pied du projet inter­
national CORDEX (COordinated Regional climate Downscaling EXperiment) 6, dont le 
but est d'utiliser différentes techniques de « downscaling » dynamique et statistique afin 
d'évaluer l'impact des changements climatiques dans plusieurs régions du globe. L'un 
des objectif du projet est d'utliser la haute résolution afin d'évaluer l'impact des chan­
gements climatiques sm les cyclones de l'Atlantique. Cependant, en utilisant, comme ils 
entendent le faire, une grille qui ne couvre que l'Atlantique et l'Amérique Centrale (une 
grille semblable à notre plus petite grille), les résultats obtenus ici laissent présager que 
cette configuration sera inadéquate et que les intégrations qui en résulteront ne permet­
tront pas d'éclaircir le licn entre changements climatiques et ouragans. 
La faible intensité des ondes d'Est africaines dans certaines simulations a été liée, en par­
tie à la faible résolution de certaines simulations, mais aussi à une mauvaise simulation 
du courant-jet d'Est africain.. La mauvaise représentation de ce courant jet a aussi été 
liée à l'influcence du pilote qui, à plus basse résolution, ne le simulait pas adéquatement. 
Cette lacune est surtout visible pOUl' les ondes se propageant au sud du jet, ces instabi­
lités utilisant le cisaillement horizontal du vent pour croître et se propager au-dessus du 
Sahel. Les onde..c; se propageant au nord du jet semblaient peu affectées, mais celles-ci 
ont un impact très limité slIr la cyclogénèse de l'Atlantique. 
6. Pour plus d'information: www.meteo.unican.esjenjprojectsjCORDEX 
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Finalement, dans cette troisième partie, nous avons aussi démontré l'importance des 
conditions aux frontières en montrant que le MRCC5 arrivait à. reproduire l'augmen­
tation observée au cours des 30 dernières années seulement lorsque celui-ci est piloté 
par les réanalyses de ERA40. Cette augmentation de l'activité est liée à l'augmenta­
tion du nombre de tempêtes dans les tropiques, près de la côte Ouest de l'Afrique de 
même qu'une augmentation de l'intensité des tempêtes les plus puissantes, conséquence 
probable d'une tendance à la baisse du cisaillement vertical au-dessus du bassin Atlan­
tique. L'incapacité du modèle à simuler une baisse du cisaillement vertical au-dessus de 
l'Atlantique lorsque piloté par GEM à basse résolution l'empêche de reproduire le chan­
gement d'activité observé lors des 30 dernières années (et ce malgré l'augmentation rv 
de température de la surface de l'Atlantique). Ces derniers résultats montrent l'impor­
tance de bien représenter les changements qui s'opèrent. à l'extérieur même du bassin 
Atlantique de même que les liens qui existent entre les différentes régions du globe et 
mettent en évidence un obstacle de plus à contourner afin de projeter les changements 
probables d'ouragans dans le bassin de l'Atlantique. 
Avant de terminer, nous ferons maintenant un survol de différents projets qui pourraient 
découler de cette thèse, certains dans le cadre d'un projet de maîtrise, d'autres dans le 
cadre d'un projet doctoral. 
Prospective 
Les résultats encourageants obtenus en mode résolution variable devraient nous inciter 
à considérer la possibilité de tenter des prédictions saisonnières à l'aide du MRCC5. 
Les prédictions saisonnières d'ouragans ont d'abord été dérivées à partir des saisons 
passées, i.e. que le nombre de tempêtes prédites étaient dérivées à partir des statistiques 
des années précédentes qui présentaient des charactéristiques atmosphériques semblables 
à l'année en cours. Avec l'augmentation de la puissance de calc:ul, on a vu récemment 
apparaître des prédictions saisonières dynamiques où l'on produit, à l'aide d'un modèle 
de climat, un ensemble de simulations pour la saison en cours et où les statistiques 
(nombre de tempêtes tropicales, ouragans, PDI, ... ) compilées à partir de cet ensemble 
servent de prédictions. Une telle entreprise demanderait une puissance de calcul au-delà 
des capacités actuelles de l'UQAM, mais que l'arrivée de COLOSSE (CLUMEQ) rend 
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sans dout.e possible. Cela permettrait. au groupe MDCR de rentrer dans le club sélect 
des quelques centres de recherche à effectuer des prédictions saisonnières d'ouragans, 
prédictions qui bénificient souvent d'une grande visibilité. 
Toutes les simulations produit.es pour de cette étude couvrent la période 1979-2006. La 
capacité du modèle à développer une climatologie réaliste de cyclogénèse pour le climat 
présent devrait aussi nous encourager à nous tourner vers l'avenir. Il est certain que 
l'impact du réchauffement climatique sur les ouragans est d'un intérêt certain, surtout 
pour les populations vulnérables amassées le long de la côte Est américaine, du Colfe 
du Mexique et des provinces maritimes. La montée prévue du niveau de la mer lors 
des prochaines décennies ne fera qu'exacerber l'impact anticipé d'une augmentation en 
intensité des cyclones sur ces populations. Si les données de conditions aux frontières 
deviennent disponibles (dans le cadre du 5e rapport. du ClEC par exemple), il serait 
intéressant d'évaluer la réponse d'ensemble du MRCC5 lorsque celui-ci est piloté par 
une série de modèles pour une période future, par exemple 2080-2100. On pourrait alors 
comparer les statistiques annuelles (durée de la saison, intensité, nombre de tempêtes, 
distribution géographique) du climat présent et flltm et ainsi estimer la réponse à une 
augmentation des CES. 
Comme mentionné en introduction, près de 500 saisons d'ouragans ont été simulées pour 
cette étude. Les domaines de simulation couvraient la majeure partie de l'Atlantique, 
majs aussi une partie de l'océan Pacifique, i.e. une grande partie du Pacifique Nord-Est. 
En moyenne, cette région est la deuxième plus active après le Pacific Nord-Ouest en 
terme de cyclones tropicaux:. Faire une évaluation de cette région était en dehors du 
cadre de cette étude et donc aucune analyse de cyclones n'aura été faite ici. Il serait très 
raisonable de penser que l'analyse de ces données s'inscrirait facilement dans un projet 
de maîtrise, compte t.enu du fait que 1) les simulations ont déjà été effectuées et 2) le 
programme informatique pour détecter et suivre les cyclones est opérationel. Plusieurs 
questions pourraient être abordées. D'abord, de tous les bassins où les cyclones tropicaux 
sont observés, le Pacifique Est est le seul où l'activité cyclonique présente une tendance 
significative à la baisse au cours des ~ 25 dernières anné~s (Kossin et al., 2007). Est-ce 
que les diverses simulations du MRCC5 effectuées ici arrivEmt à reproduire cette baisse 
d'activité? Si oui, est.-ce qlle le l'on peut utiliser le MRCGS pour tenter de comprendre 
pourquoi le Pacifique Est est le seul endroit où cela est observé? Aussi, le nombre de 
cyclones dans le Pacific Est lend à ant.i-corréler avec celui de l'Atlantique (Wang; 2010). 
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Est-ce que cette anti-correlation est présente dans les simulations du MRCC5 ? On pour­
rait aussi évaluer, comme nous l'avons fait pour l'Atlantique, l'impact d'un changement 
de résolution sur les cyclones tropicaux en comparant les simulations à haute résolution 
avec les simulations à plus basse résolution (l°et 2°) et ainsi vérifier si la résolution 
joue un rôle aussi important dans la simulation des cyclones dans le Pacifique Est que 
dans l'Atlantique. Puisque plusieurs cyclones du Pacifique Est doivent leur origine dans 
l'interaction entre les ondes africaines de l'Est et la cordillère américaine (Zehnder et 
aL, 1998), il serait aussi intéressant d'étudier l'impact sur la cyclogénèse de simuler 
les ondes d'Est africaines à différentes résolutions et comparer l'effet à celui obtenu sur 
l'Atlantique. En fait, si les résultats préliminaires sont encourageants, on pourrait même 
pousser davantage l'étude de ces interactions à l'aide de quelques simulations addition­
nelles où l'on garderait le même domaine et la même résolution, mais où l'on varierait 
la hauteur des sommets dans la cordillère américaine. Ceci permettrait de mieux com­
prendre le rôle de la cordillère américaine dans la formation des cyclones tropicaux dans 
le Pacifique Est. 
De même, plusieurs des simulations effectuées couvrent une grande partie de l'Afrique, 
soit la totalité de l'Afrique du Nord. Il serait intéressant de voir dans quelle mesure 
le MRCC5 artive à reproduire les caractéristiques de la mousson africaine, telle que la 
quantité de précipitation, date de début et fin de la mousson, les régions affectées, li­
mite nordique, location de la zone de convergence inter-tropicale... De plus, on pourrait 
évaluer la distribution intra-saisonnière des précipitations et sa relation avec les ondes 
africaines de l'Est ainsi que la variabilité interannuelle de ces précipitations et évaluer 
si le MRCC5 arrive à recréer l'impact d'ENSO sur cette variabilité. Finalement, nous 
avons abordé brièvement l'impact des conditions aux frontières, qui est très important, 
sur la précipitation simulée au-dessus de la région du Sahel, sans pour autant pousser 
plus avant l'analyse. Cette question pourrait être abordée ici. 
Finalement, une autre suite logique à ce projet serait de développer davantage le pro­
gramme servant à détecter et suivre les cyclones tropicaux de telle sorte qu'il puisse aussi 
détecter les tempêtes extra-tropicales. Lors du développement de ce programme, puisque 
nous nous intéressions seulement aux cyclones tropicaux, un effort particulier a été 
fait pour choisir des critères spécifiquement afin d'exclure les cyclones extra-tropicaux. 
Quelques modifications à ce programme permettraient aussi de suivre les cyclones extra­
tropicaux. Ceci permettrait non-seulement d'étudier ces systèmes dans le MRCC5, mais 
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aussi d'étudier la transition entre la phase tropicale et extra-tropicale de la tempête. Ce 
type d'étude serait d'un intérêt particulier pour les provinces maritimes, qui subissent 
souvent les contre-coups de ces systèmes durant la saison des ouragans. 
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